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PROGRAMME OF WORK AND PRIORITIES FOR 1980-I98I

Introduction

1. The basic assumptions of the work programme presented in this document

are. the need for an increasing measure of economic self-reliance and for the

installation, within the countries of the Region individually and collectively,

of the components of an autonomous and self-sustaining engine of growth and

diversification, capable of being directed to meet one or more of several

objectives of socio-economic policy. These would include accelerated and

diversified growth to meet the needs of the mass of the people, the widespread

development of capabilities for generating and retaining real income, the

reduction of unemployment, and the moderation of the present pattern of urban

growth and poverty.

2. Before reference is made to the strategic foundations and substance of the

programme it is necessary to draw attention to a number of its design character

istics. One of these is that there is a close relationship between projects

in the four categories^of classification, such that the same subject appears

under "assistance to countries and territories", under "studies", and under

"Conferences, meetings, seminars and expert working groups". Occasionally, it
also appears under "collection and dissemination of information". The effect

of this is to reinforce the thrust of a programme or subprogramme.

3. A second design characteristic is that of subject area presentation.

Projects appearing in different programmes are assembled together for easy

comprehension under a single heading and suitably located, e.g. Least Developed

Countries under Socio-economic Research and Planning, Integrated Rural Develop

ment under Social Development, "Economic Co-operation among Developing Regions"

under "Promotion of Economic Co-operation and Integration". The principle is
extended in a modified way in respect of Multinational Basic Strategic

Industries which appear under separate.headings in Industry, Manpower and

Natural Resources. It is this principle which will be followed in later para

graph in this Introduction in explaining the relation of the Work Programme to

strategy as set out in the Revised Framework of Principles for the Implementa

tion of the New International Economic Order in Africa for 1976-1961-1986,

E/CN.lJ+/ECO/9O/Rev.3, as amended and approved by the Extraordinary Meeting of
the Executive Committee.

4. A third design characteristic is the broad classification of each programme
wherever applicable into I. General Programme, II. Regional Programme,

III. Subregional Programme and IV. Inter-regional Programme - an exercise

necessitated by the merging into and the derivation of ECA's Programme of work

from that of the MULPOCs.

5. A fourth characteristic extending beyond mere design is the transference

of concepts and policy proposals from one theatre to another. This is most

clearly displayed in the programme on International Trade and Finance where a

wider approach is now adapted towards barriers to intra-African trade (projects

3^2.02, 3^2.03, 3^2.05)- These provide the basis for close examination of the
modalities for multilateral trade negotiations within the Region. Important

components of international trade mechanisms required within the Region but

hitherto overlooked, such as commodity exchange markets (3J+2.06) are now

included.
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6, A fifth design characteristic is the recognition of policy and planning

aspects, manpower aspects and institution building aspects in several program-

meRo Of many important institutions proposed three deserve special notice:

The African Centre for Advanced Public Policy Analysis nd.Strategic Studies -

project 501*28; and the Afr?icar Regional 7):,ta Baniv project 54--" 05),.. ■

7« It. should be added that because of terminological inadequacies in the

four-fold classification mentioned earlier even activities designed to create

concrete objects inevitably appear as 'studies' thus concealing a major shift

from the prsparation of reports and documents to the realization of substantial

prcjectSc

8C The underlying strategy of the programme is based on the propositions of

the New International "Economic Order spelled out in terms of the socio-economic

characteristics and problems of the Region,. The programme reflects the need

for rapid, simultaneous and inter-linked advance on several strategic points

and takes into account the present low level of self-reliance and of self-

sustaining growth.and structural diversification characteristic of most countries

of the Region. .. This level is, in part, due to the fact that of the 47 indepen

dent States in the Region 26 are estimated to have a population of 5 million or

less and only two a population of over 30 million. Twenty of the twenty—nine

least developed countries in the developing world are located in the Region.

The dominance of subsistence production is well known and so is the predominance

of only one or two commodities in national- exports. As regards industry the

share of the Region in world output of metals and engineering products remained

unchanged, in the fifteen years between 1955 and 1970 at 0o2 per cento* Indeed,

the share of metals and engineering products in total industrial output in the

Region appears to have declined*** Even more striking is the conclusion that

"of all developing regions> Africa had the lowest rate of engineering production

to engineering imports.*** These points are significant since "the engineering

industries are distinguished by the fact that they supply the means of produc

tion not only to qther sectors of the economy but also to themselves and also-

provide for the quantitative and qualitative changes in the range of producer

goods resulting from the expansion and technological improvement of production.****

9- From the preceding passage as well as from other studies and their conclu

sions it is clear that the metal and engineering industries which serve as the

most important carrier of technological innovation and its diffusion are'

striking by their insufficiency and slow growth in large parts of the Region,

* Economic Commission for Europe; Role and place of engineering industries

national and world economies - document ECE/ENGIN/3 Vol.1, page 11.

** Ibid,, page 2-

*** Ibid., page 180.

**** Ibidc, page 33 =
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10. More concretely, the strategy on which the programme is based places

emphasis on the development of industry, the transformation of agriculture arid

the promotion of the accelerated development of the rural sector in such a way

as to engineer positive growth promoting and diversifying interaction among

these sectors. The subsectors of the jndustrial sector are concerned as

structurally and dynamically related to each other, not as a casual and

miscellaneous aggregation of industrial enterprises, activities and products.

The development of industry is seen as a chain running from multinational basic

and strategic industries (section 332) to national industries and rural

industries, tied together, where necessary, by complementation agreements and

subcontracting arrangements (project 33^.03, 33^*27 and 552.02A). The instru
mentation for industry includes African multinational corporations supported

by. multinational mining and industrial development banks (project 515*03)» long*
t*erm agreements for the supply of raw materials, intermediate and finished

products, the development of surface transport (projects 553A.O2, and section"

552) and the adoption on a regional basis, of common technical design standards

for key^ products. The. African multinational corporation would include among

its functions technological development, innovation and diffusion, the promo

tion of improved management techniques and general support to industries in

its particular sector. It would negotiate joint enterprises and technology

contracts as well as promote extra-African exports of manufactures. Machine

tools ,are provided for under project 332.0l(B)(a)(ii) and 332.28(b).

11. For the industrial multiplier to work it will require increased competence

in industrial surveys, in industrial project design, analysis and planning -

project '331.06, in the design and use of protective measures - and regulatory

devices and will depend on the quality, orientation and quantity of entre

preneurial resources - project 2^2.02 - defined to include the development of

managerial capabilities - project Ui+1.01(a)(y), ¥a.O2 and 262.27(ii) - and

of management consultancy services - projects 4Ul.0l(a)(ii) and khl.Jl - as
well as the supply and quality of technical manpower - projects 26l.O3> 261.27,
262.27(i). It will also depend on the organization and operating methods «f

institutions for mobilizing and deploying domestic savings - projects 2^5.«2

and 2^5.03 on the adequacy of support institutions and services - projects
535.01, ...553.O3, 333*04, 535.26 and. 35U.OI - as weU. as access to information

on available technologies.

12. The raw materials for these (and other industries) will be given parti

cular attention by the Division of Natural Resources (section k6k)} whilst the

manpower demand and supply problems will be studied by the Public Administration,

Management and Manpower Division - project kkl.C2: and U41.27. It will also be

necessary to give some consideration to the technology components of these

industries in terms of mechanisms, conditions, and costs of availability. A

considerable amount of institution building or improvement will be required,

including those recommended by the Third ECA/OAU/UNIDO Conference of Ministers

of Industry, in Nairobi in December 1975 - section 553, projects 334.0l(a)(ii)
and 55U.O2.

13..:'The transformation of agriculture will be pushed partly through improved

policy, planning and institutions (projects 211.02, 211.f^', 212.C5 and 212.0l(iii)
partly through improved supply of inputs (projects 211.0l(ix), 215.02, 55U.Ol(ii),
¥±2.01(a)(iii), Ut-1.27 and 261.27) and partly through the re-organization of
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farming (section 212). Other projects contributing to the improvement of

farming are referred to und.er Integrated Rural Development. Special attention

will be given to food production and marketing (technology - project 213.0l(a)
(ii); price policies - projects 213-03 and 214.02; storage - projects 214.04

and 2lU.05; processing - projects Sl4.c'^; markets and marketing - 214.C2).
The links with industry: agricultural equipment (including parts, accessories

and components)3 implements aiid tools, agricultural chemicals, packaging and

transportat5.on., water and power supply, consumer durables, hardly need to be •

described.

14. The attack on problems of rural transformation is presented in-a special

area programme. It covers the spatial organization of economic activity

(regional planning; growth pole concepts and"effects; urbanization policy -

projects 291.01), as well as rural-infrastructure - electrification (section 472),
non-conventional sources of energy (section 473)> water supplies (section 466),
telecommunications (project 556.07),. . ' '

15. Special attention isgi/ven to the development of the building materials

and contraction industries (section 29^) whilst machinery is considered'in ■

projects'501.03 and 501.27. ; ' _; ;

16. The links with industry, in addition to those providing inputs into

infrastructure noted above, are examined in project 292.0l(a)(iv) and section ;
334. The links with agriculture are set out in section 212.

17. In a region with a pattern of population such as that described in para

graph'f' the scale of requirements for self-sustaining economic growth and

diversification are important. These" requirements are deaTfc with in the

extension and development of the national market associated not only with

regional planning and integrated rural development but' also with several other

projects"- '214.02 - 6n transfer of purchasing power to rural areas; 213-03 on
price policies for food; projects on employment expansion considered below;

501.02 yon', government machinery for domestic trade, project 243.06.' National-
markets are next physically linked together by intermodal surface transport : .

- section 552'with project 551-06. ■ The'passibiliLiea of-"air cargo development

are not1'"overlooked ~ section 553- The institutional devices include: commodity
exchange markets projects 342.04; national procurement and supplies machinery

- section jCk; long-term agreements for the supply and purchase of raw materials,
semi-finisned and finished products - projects 342.03, and: "342.02; export credit
insurance:'^nd financing schemes - project $&.0L(d){2) the aetennina^orv 01
modalities for intra-African trade negotiations - project■-342 -30; regional
payments system - projects 515-02, and 515-26; the effective control of foreign
trade by national structures - section 3^3, and standardization - project

() ' ' '"

18. The scale requirements may also be considered as part of the attempt to
remove the present geographical, and commodity constraints in extra-African

trade through the development of trade with other developing regions and with
Socialist Countries - project 3|H.O7. These developments are partly dependent
on.progress in restructuring maritime and air transport - projects 552.0l(ia)(xv^ ,

552.62. See also section 9-250. . .
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19. One of the major objectives of socio-economic policy is the reduction of

unemployment. This will be partly a function of the rate of development of

industry, agriculture and the rural non-farm sector and partly of the techno

logies adopted £or these developments. In particular the development of rural

infrastructure and.the associated, building -and construction,industries.are
expectedrtcr.have. a. considerable intact on the problem. The same is expected

of themining industry and of.small-scale and rural industries. Formal and

non-formal education and rural medical and health services are normally highly

labour intensive.

20. ■ Two critical factors, affecting the rate of employment expansion will

require- special attention: the. rate at which skills can be acquired to meet

changing.needs or levels of sophistication and to adapt to sectoral shifts -in

production patterns, and the supply and quality of entrepreneurial resources -

a long neglected factor. The Region needs a revolution in its approaches to

skill development and to nurturing entrepreneurial resources. The very low ^

level of engineering production (including the manufacture of parts, accessories

and components.) described by the ECE study and the large scope for appropriate

technology products suggest that significant employment opportunities will^

emerge through industrial expansion. The age structure of African population

makes programme's for the young'- seetion 555 important. .........

21. A'second objective of socio-economic policy is the reduction ,of mass poverty.

In the Region this would, to a large extent,■■ mean a wide distribution of capa

bilities to -generate and retain income in the rural areas. The expansion of

employment, and the use of price policies and fiscal measures to effect income
transfers constitute three powerful instruments for achieving the purpose. The

restructuring of domestic markets, of which the reduction of the costs of

distribution and marketing are essential components, constitutes a fourth

instrument.

22. Resource requirements may be considered in various ways. Those of local

origin requiring exploration, evaluation and improvement; those which must be

obtained through imports. The latter can also be divided into two: those

obtainable through improved trade positions, and those secured through increasing

internationalization of ownership and deployment of factor inputs. Other classi

fications refer to degrees of essentiality and to relevance to plan targets and

objectives. Improving trade position is covered by: projects 341.02 and 341.26
- joint pooling of key imports (including multinational procurement arrangements);
341.03 - the establishment of multinational import and export enterprises;

section 344 - institution building and improvement. Increasing ownership of

factor inputs affects a maritime shipping - project 552.02. Two large and

increasing channels of resource drain deserve special notice. The first is

skilled manpower, including consultancy services - covered by numerous projects

in education, training, labour and management and the programme for the integra

tion of women in development - section 534. The second is payments for imported

technology - section 520. The availability of i-esources is associated with their

mobilization and redeployment - projects 245-02, 245-C3, 245-26 and 515.03-

23. As regards technology the timely shift of at*ontion from costs of technology

imports to the strengthening of national and multinational capabilities in
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organizing the transfer adaptation and development of technology is fully

reflected in sections 9-521, 9-522 and 9.523". The Region faces the challenge

of engineering a technological revolution.

24. Economic cooperation, considered vital and inevitable, is reflected in

practically all'programmes. Otherwise the .emphasis on concepts - section

246; machinery - section 247 and personnel - section 249- FuH recognition is
given to- the need for concrete action in promoting co-operation among Develop- .

ing Regions - section 9.250.

25. The planning of such complex and interlocking activities clearly requires

a fresh approach.' First is the Unified Approach -■■ section 242 ■■ which stresses

the need for practical handling of the many sidedness of planning; section 482
on population"dynamics; and projects 48l.C5.and 481.05; on population movements

and their effects. . .

26. Ho planning is feasible without an adequate data base and attention is

drawn here to project 541,05 on an African data bank as well as to the close

correlation of the work programme in statistics to other work programmes. :

27. The implementation of policies and programmes will require new governmental

structures and organization - project 501.02, as well as the extension and^
improved performance of public enterprise - section 503. It is not unrealistic

to assume that joint enterprises will play a major role in the implementation

of the'strategy and programme of activities proposed to governments. Almost

inevitably trans-nationals will be involved in these processes - section 93

Ci
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9.210 AGRICULTURE

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

9*211 Agricultural development policy, planning and, programming

Origin; Commission terms of reference; Commission resolution 220(X)? 244(Xl)

and 246(Xi); recommendations of the seventh,- eithth, ninth and "tenth FAO

Regional Conference for Africa; the Freetown Declaration November 19?6)t

ECA Kinshasa'and Rabat Conferences^

Project aim: To assist the governments of member countries in improving their

agricultural development policies and plans with a view to making them more

effective for accelerated development of the agricultural sector based on a

strategy of self-rslianca and rural ■transformation, and incorporating the *

use of appropriate technology*.

Priority A

Work cont ent:

Ic GENERAL PROGRAMME

9*211*01 (a) Assistance to countriefo and Territories (198O-8I): "!

(i) Organising, improving and increasing the capability for agricultural
data collection and processing;

(ii) Short ara 1 or,£--term agricultural development planning;

(iii) Provision of information and experiences and advice on improvement' of

policies and formulation and implementation of programmes for agricultural

development;

. (iv) Formulation of schemes? and px-a-feasibility studies for inter-country
and multinational co-operation programme? aimed at the accelerated develop

ment of agriculture?

■ ...-;(v) Formulation and implementation of policies and co-operation arrange
ments for fishery development; ...

(vi) Formulation of policies and programmes for effective exploitation,
conservation and expansion of forest resources geared to long-term developr-

ment objectives (in co-operation with the ECA/FAO Forest Industries Advisory
Group);

(vii) Backstopping of inter-country and multinational projects;

(viii) Integration of the objectives of agricultural education and training

at all levels in b, consistent manner with agricultural development planning

and programming;
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(ix) Advisory services in connexion with all categories of agricultural

inputs.

lie REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9*2ll?02 Analysis of national reports and development plans and preparation

of periodic reports to highlight the constraints to agricultural development

and propose measures for improving agricultural development policies and

plan implementation (I98O-I981);

9*211o03 Analysis of forest legislation and reforestation policies and of

machinery for rational forest exploitation and conservation with a view to

promoting ecological balancs ezid ensuring optimal contribution of forest

resources to medium and long-term socio-economic development of the countries

concerned (198O-I981);

9.211*04 Contribution to the EGA "Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in

Africa", (198O-I98I);

9.211.06 Contribution to the FAO "Sttte of Food and Agii. culture", (SOFA)

(1980-1981)}

O7 Preparation of country perspective studies as may be requested by

African countries, especially alcng the lines of the resolutions on the

African Food Plan'- AFPLAN (198O-I98I);

9»211»11 Preparation of a comprehensive inventory of fisheries resources,

their exploitation and transportation including by—products for the develop

ment of fisheries industry — see also 9,211.0l(v) and 9°214.08 (I98O-I98I).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (l?8O~193l):

9*211.26 Expert consultation on the Regional Food Plan for identifying at the

regional and subregional level priorities and strategies for the implementa

tion of food development projects (I980); in collaboration with PAO, WFC,

and

9«211o27 Intergovernmental meeting to consider the results of the analyses

■ •■ of forestry study - aee 9-211*03o

Related programmes: Collaboration with relevant programmes of PAO Headquarters

and Regional Office for Africa, UKSO and EGA SOCIG-Economic Research and

Planning, Statistics and International Trade and Finance Divisions.

III. SUHREGIONAL PROGRAMMES (MU1P0CS)

9.211.12 AFPLAN follow-up for the five MULPOC sub-groups

(i) Delineation of the AFPLAN report into subregional documents (I98O);
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(ii) Implementation of AFPLAN resolutions at subregional levels (198O-

) . ■ . ■ - - -

West African MULPOC (Niamey)

9-,211o28 Training and research in agriculture for West African KTJLFOC area

(Niamey):

(T): Analysis of work programmes of existing intergovernmental organiza

tions Tor identifying and programming their training needs (1980);

(ii) Research co-ordination and establishment of research consortium in

agriculture (1980); -

(ill) Programming and implementation of projects to meet identified needs

in agricultural training and research (1981).

9*212 Promotion of integrated rural development and improvement of agri-

cuT.t'ural institutions and services ' ' •'

Origin; Commission resolutions 197(lX), 152(VIIl), 289(XHl),:3±2(XIll)t and
32l(XIir); World Food Conference resolutions II and III; resolution No» 4 '

of the eleventh meeting of the ECA Executive Committee.

Project aim: Firstly, to improve the capability, of peasant, farmers to increase

their agricultural output, productivity and income through integrated

approach, to agricultural development; and secondly,to improve agrarian

structures institutions and services.

Priority A

Work content;

' ' I. 'GENERAL PROGRAMME

9»212»01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-81):

(i) Strengthening and improvement of rural institutions and supporting

services; promotion of co-operation among countries in the designing and

implementation of research programmes;

(ii) Increasing the effectiveness of national and international agri

cultural-research .institutions and .promoting co-aperation.among, countries

in the designing and implementation of research programmes;

(iii) Establishment of a Regional Centre for Current Agricultural Research

Information System in Africa (CARIS);

(iv) Backstopping of inter-country and multinational projects;

(v) Planning and implementation of agrarian reform programmes;
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(vi) Planning and Implementation 'of integrated rural development
projects and settlement and resettlement schemes*.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies;

9»212*04 Continuation of studies on changes in agrarian structures and land

tenure policies in-Africa with special emphasis on pastoral and nomadic

populations, See 9*212,26 (198O-I98I);

9«212.O5 Studies on organizatiraas-and programmes of international agricultural

research institutions in Africa with a view to improving their relationship

with research training1: and extension programmes of African member countries

- results of studies will be used .principally for seminars under 9«212«26

(198O-);

9»212»O6 Analyticajir"0tudy Rf tha insthc^s .for effective dissemination of
innovation to peasant f&F!tf$£Qtfr~x£@v£bs of studies will be used principally

for serninars tmdc^9<»2,l2^26 ate weJJ-as making such information available '- /
for the benefit 'of jg&v&nraeii-Ui ^tadUAll^^V^0113 ^n research, training and
extension (§

(c) . Collection ©nd diisemination, of information: ■■"■"■

9»212.20 Contribution to "Bujral Pmgwes" and other relevant publications
()

(d^) Conferences, meetings, soniinars, training courses and expert
working groups (198^-1981);

9»212«26 Seminars on the implementation"- of the resolutions of the 1979 World

Conference on Agrarian Refcrrrr and Rural.^Development (1980)-

Related programmes: Collaboration with relevant programmes of FAO Headquarters

and Regional; Office fcr Afidoa, and ECA Social Development Division*

III. SUHEEGIONAI/ PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Sconom^c Community eg .-the Great Lakes Countries,MUIPOC (Gisenyi) ' -

9«212.O7 Integrated developnv-,nt of the.Ruzizi Valley comprising projects for

the identification of irdu^try, trade and transport integrating projects;

9»212»08 Study of fishing development and of transport infrastructure in

Lakes Kivu and Tanganyika in"the Economic Community of the Great.Lakes

Countries (I98O-I981);

9.212.09 Integrated rural dev.<3lopment for Zambia-Tanzania in the Eastern and

Southern African MULPOC area (I98O-I981);
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9.212,10. Determination, implementation and reinforcement of agricultural

training programmes (I98O-81):

(i) To identify priority areas in which agronomic research would bene
fit the member countries-, and existing intergovernmental organizations;

'(ii)' To identify research and training institutes which oould be improved,
and developed or expanded in their activities and facilities so as to
enable them to serve as multinational institutions;

(iii) Research geared to seeking the possibilities of the realization of.
agro-industries based on the results of agronomic research,

9.213 Expansion of food production

Origin: World Food-Conference resolution 1; resolution No.l of the tenth
Siting and resolution No*4 of the eleventh meeting of the ECA Executive
Committee; Commission resolutions 256(VIl) and 264(XII)c

Project"aims To highlight the problems of food production in Africa and the . .
potentials for expanding production; to promote at inter-country sub-
regional levels concerted action" for increasing food production and

improving food availability^

Priority A

Work content^

I* GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.213*01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-81):

(i) Preparation of programmes and projects on food production, including

livestock and fish; .

(ii) Expansion and improvement of food technology research with a view

fro' conserving aggregate food supply and promoting the substitution of local
for foreign,-food, products while meeting the nutritional requirements and

tastes of the population;

(iii) Serviving the African Inter-ministerial Committee on Food* (in
collaboration with OAU);

(iv) -Study■■aiMt-ifflplementation of proposals, for. Global Information and. .

Early Warning System on Food and Agriculture as well as proposal for the

nutrition surveillance* ■..:.. .
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II, REGIONAL PROGRAM

(j) Studies;

90213c02 Analysis of the constraints to. and potentials for the expansion of

food production, including the production of fish, and livestock and their

products, with a view to recommending action to "be taken at the regional

level to increase production -■ see 9o2l3.>2.6 (1980-1981);

9«213«O3 Analysis of supply ond demand of the main food products on regional

and subragional levels with a view to formulating appropriate price policies

- see 9o21.V,26 (198O.-I981);

9*213*04 Continuation of activities on the eradication of tse-tse fly,

stomoxysj frit flies and trypanosomiasis (i98O-198l)o

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I);

9,213=26 Intergovernmental group meetings to discuss regional programmes for

the expansion of food production and trade (I980-198l)o

Related programmes: Collaboration with the relevant programmes of FAO Head-..-.-.

quarters r*id Regional Office for Africa, UNICEF, WHO in nutrition surveil

lance; OAU, and ECA Statistics. International Trade and Finance Divisions,

III- SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

West African MULPOC_ (H_iamey_)_

(b) Studies:

9.213*05 Stuoy of the food situation in the Sahel and LCOWAS member States;

incorporating the SCiST/SUILES study ou oiiti-di-ougiib strategy for the Sahel

(1930-8.L.)* ■ ■

Eastern and Southern Africa IdLPOC (Lusaka)

9-j21VjO6 Multinational co-operation in animal disease control and livestock

production (in close collaboration with Scientific- Technical and Research

Commission and the Intra-African Bureau for Animal Resources of the

Organization of African Unity (OAU/STRC/IBAR) and with FAO);

9«213cO7 Ethiopia/Kenya integrated rural development scheme,,

9° 214 Agxicultural marketing insti-tutjons, services and facilities

Origin: Recommendations of the ninth and tenth FAO Regional Conferences for1

Africa, resolution No.l of the tenth meeting and resolution No* 4 of the

eleventh meeting of the SCA Executive Committee; World Food Conference

resolutions Hos<- I, XVII and
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Project aim: To assist member countries in improving their agricultural

marketing services; minimizing post-harvest wastes; improving food storage

and preservation; and expanding intra-African trade:for "food and agri^ ~
cultural products, . ..,.....■

Priority A

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME ■

9.2I4.OI (a).Assistance to countries and territories (198O-81):

(i) Formulation and implementation of marketing programmes; and
..improvement of marketing services and storage facilities;

(ii) Action oriented marketing improvement and food security programmes;

(iii) Improvement of market and marketing research institutes and .. .'
institutions;

(iv) Promotion of co—operatives .and other farmers organizations for
agricultural inputs and food;

(v) Establishment and improvement of market and marketing extension
servicesc

II-, REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.214.02 Analysis of price differentials of agricultural products between

countries as a basis for the promotion of intra-African trade (198O-I981);

9.214.04 Feasibility studies for the establishment and expansion of food,
livestock and fish products processing facilities see 9*214.28 (I98O-I98I);

9.214.05 Storage and food preservation feasibility studies with emphasis on
investments see 9,,2I4«28 (1980);

9.214.08 Marketing prices, transportation, preservation, and distribution of
fish and fish products see also 9.211..11 and 9*211.01 (a) (v) (I98O-I981).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
working groups (I98O-8I):

9.214,28 Intergovernmental meetings to discuss programmes for group-country
food reserves and marketing arrangements (1981);

9»214-29 Improvement of agricultural food marketing institutions used by
peasant farmers in Africa (198O)»
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Related programmes: Collaboration with relevant programmes of PAO Head-

cjiiarters and Regional Office for Africa, and with ECA Industry, Social

Development, International Trade and Finance Divisions.

III. SUBREGIONAL-PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

9-214.31 Subregional expert consultations on food waste and marketing
improvements

(i) Expert" consultation for the Eastern and Southern African MUIPOC
(Lusaka) (1980);

(ii) Expert consultation covering the Central African MULPOC (Yaounde)
(1980-81); '

(iii) Expert consultation covering the North African MULPOC
(1981);

(iv) Follow-up actions for the previous meetings covering the West
and Eastern African Subregions (l$S0-8l)o
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9.240 DEVELOPMENT PLANNING, PROJECTIONS AND POLICIES

A. '"■ BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT '

9.241 Development trendsT requirements and possibilities

Origin: Commission terms of reference (ECOSOC resolution 671A(XXV) of 29 April
1958) section l(b); second session report paragraph 85; General Assembly-

resolution 2626(XXV) on the International Development Strategy;-Commission

resolution l87(lX)f 2l8(x), 238(Xl) and 354(XIV) on Africa's Strategy for
Development in the. 1970s*

Project aim: To undertake an annual survey of economic and social conditions

in individual African countries as well as produce a regional picture of

such economic and social conditions with a view to taking stock of socio-

economic progress and to identifying how effective internal aria external

policy measures have been in producing the conditions described;

, -To undertake a biennial review and appraisal of progress in implementing

the goals and objectives of the international Development Strategy and

Africa's Strategy for Development. In this connexion, the new goals and
objectives of development which have been stressed since the launching of

the Developrnent Decade particularly in the Programme of Action on the

Establishment of a New International Economic Order and other relevant

documents will constitute further objects of review and appraisal;

;•• To -provide advisory services to member countries of ECA, on request, in the

afield of preparation of annual or biennial surveys of socio-economic

conditions.

Priority A ..■■■■'..■■

Work content: !

..*—" . I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.241.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) Visits on request to countries in the region to assist in the

preparation of annual surveys and/or review and appraisal reports;

(ii) On-the-job training in the preparation of annual socio-economic

survey and/or review and appraisal reports at the national level;

(iii) Advice on the requirements for surveys, reviews and appraisals

including the setting-up of relevant machinery,,

' . IIo REGIONAL PROGRAMME

: , (b) Studies:

9.241o02 Annual survey of current economic and social development and policies

in the member countries of the Commission (published as part II of the

Annual Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa) (I98O-I98I);
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03 Biennial review and appraisal of progress in implementing the goals

and objectives of the United Nations Second Development Decade (published

as part I of the Annual Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa

in the years of..re\dew'.;34d:. app.ra.isal (198O-I98I); _

4° 04 General review 01 world economic anci social situation and of^African

regional situation within this context (published as part I of the Survey
in alternative years) (198Q-19&L)* ■

Related programmes; This programme component is to be executed in collabora-

t:".c--i .■;:/!;h other Divisions of ECA.,

9*^42' ' planning, and projections ... ■

Origin: Commission terms of reference; first session report paragraph 61;

Commission resolution 105(Vl) creating the Conference on African Planners;

ECOSOC resolutions, 979(XXVI) and,777(XXX); Commission resolutions l87(lX)f
and 257(XII) and,2§O(XIl); General Assembly resolution 35O8(XXX).

Project aim:, To undertake projections, work on the economies of African

countries with a. view to identifying constraints and suggesting solutions

for the long-term development.possibilities of these countries and the

region as a wholej ... ...

To develop appropriate planning techniques particularly in the context r»f

unified approach cu;d the basic needs approach to development analysis and

planning for use of African countries?

To provide advisory services, on request; to member countries of the .Com

mission in the fields of planning and projections* Such services-will -■

include: (i) the evaluation of development plans for consistency with

respect to the requirements of the unified approach including' the evaluation

of the data, base and the realism of the assumptions underlying such plans;

(ii) the drawing v.p of national development plans; and (iii) the setting up

of planning machinery including plan xmplementation machinery,,

Priority A ... . , . . .

Work oonten*;

1= ■ GENERAL PROGRAMME

9o242«01 (a) Assistance to. countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Providing advisory services to member countries on request in the

field of development planning, programming and projections;

(ii) Assisting governments in organizing at the national, subregional
and regional levels, courses on planning, programming and projections;

(iii) Assisting governments in the setting up or improvement of planning
machinery including plan implementation machinery- ■
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II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

Some, aspects, of _a unified approach to development analysis and > »

planning

9.242.02: Exaioinatipn■of the extent, and possibilities of the practical applica

tion of a Unified A-pproach .to ..Development Analysis and Planning under ^

African conditions (198O-I981); (in collaboration with UKRISD and Industry,

Population and Social Development Divisions);

9*242-14 Africa's problems and perspectives in the framework of the Third

United Nations Development Decade (I960);

9,242.15 Sectoral and employment projections for ECA region (l98O~198l)# .

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working group's (I98O-I98I): '''*■..'■■ •

9.242.26 Conference of African Planners, Demographers and Statisticians (I980)
.- I960 meeting will discuss projects 9.24I.O4. 9.242.02, 9.242.14-

Related programmes: In collaboration with IDEP, CDPPP, OAU and the appropriate

Divisions of ECA.

9.243 Socio—economic research

Origin; Commission terms of reference; first session report paragraph 61;
EC^SOC Commission resolutions 187(IX); 257(XIl) and 240(XIl)j resplution^-
979(XXVI) and 777(XXX)j' General Assembly resolution 3508(XXX)i ;---—-

Project aim: To undertake socio-economic research on specific development .

problems of Africa' on a comparative basis with a view to making the exper

ience of some countries in tackling their socio-economic problems available

to others. "" " "■ ;i/ i; ■■■■■■-■ ■ - . ■ .- ■ ■

Priority A

Work cpntent: :. . ..

: ': ■.■■■ -' "" -■■ ■ " I. GENERAL PROGRAMME . . • ■

9.243.OI (a) Assistance to countries and territoiries (I98O-I981): ; _ ,

Providing advisory services to member countries;, on request, In the

field of socio-economic research.
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II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.243*02 Studies on the role of small- and medium-scale indigenous businesses

in the "process of socio-economic transformatxons-and-development- in Africa

(1980);

9.243*03.-.Study.of measures for effective co-orcLination of development acti- •
, vities "between the public and private sectprs in a number of African

countries (1981); ■ . .

9.243.04 Studies of the sources, magnitude and mechanisms of foreign exchange

leakages in African countries and their impact on the availability of

development resources and on external debt accumulation - in collaboration

with International Trade and Finance Division, Industry Division, PAMMD

and Science and Technology (I98O-I98I);

9.243o05 Analysis and evaluation of the impact of tariff and non-tariff

protection on industrialization in Africa (I98O-I981);

9.243.06 Case studies of the characteristics and dynamics of national markets

in Africa in terms of self-sustaining development and economic growth

(I98O-I98I); , ■

9#243.O7 Studies of the design and applicability of social economic indicators

in; the African context (198O-I981). ■ .. . ""' :

Related programmes: In close collaboration with relevant ECA Divisions.

9,244 Least developed and land-locked African countries

Origin: General Assembly resolution 2564(XXIV), 2626(XXV) on the Internal
tiSial Development Strategy, 28O3(XXVl) and 32O2(S-Vl) on the Programme of
Action for Establishment of the New International Economic Order? UNCTAD

resolutions 24(11), 62.(fll) and 63(lll)i Commission report of th^tenth ,
"session; Commission resolutions 2l0(lx), 222(x), 232(X), 2l8(X), 23&(XI)
and 353(XIV) on Africa's Strategy for Development in the 1970s; Report of
the nineteenth meeting of the Executive Committee of the ECA Conference of

Ministers (October 1978).

Pro.ject airn^: To help the least developed and land-locked African countries -
and the newly independent countries of Africa in their planning for develop
ment by carrying out in--depth socio-economic surveys of their national
economies and analyses and also helping them to. develop economic statistics
in general and national accounts in particular to meet national requirements
for planning and monitoring economic development and the international
demand for information needed in establishing adequate programmes of

financial and technical assistance to these countries.

1/ See also the programme of the development of skills under Education

and Training*.
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Priority A

Work content;

.... .1, GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«>244»91 (&■)■ Assistance to .countries and territories (I98O-I98I),; ■.,..,

(i) To assist the least developed African countries including newly
independent countries of Africa in undertaking in-depth socio-economic,

surveys, and preparing detailed national accounts and in their uses.for

national policy-making and planningj . . , : .

,(ii)..^Provision to this group of countries of on~the^job training, in .the
preparation of national accounts and socio-economic surveys and in their

practical uses during country assignments -in close collaboration with

Statistics Division as under project 90241o0l(a)(ii);

(iii) To assist this group of. countries in building up inventories of
resources - natural, human, institutional and other resources for

development •:.■■■■■

(iv) To assist thi's1 g-rci'p of countries in building up a body of competent
and perceptive planners, programmers, project design and management teams,

particularly with reference to resource and sectoral planning,;-..L'.'L-'l;.:"'.

(v) Tt>' assist this group of 'countries in developing capabilities for
identifying new development and economic growth potentials and for harnes

sing resources for their exploitation and for establishing..new.jecahomic
relations,,

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME ■ , ,;;,,

Studies:

9-244*02 Continuous in-depth socio-economic surveys and preparation,of, detail

ed national accounts for the LDCs - in collaboration with project 9V344.26;

9«244*03 Building' up inventories of resources - national,, human, institutional
and other such resources with recommendations on development in connexion

with project 9*244°26;

9.244*04 Market studies on potentials for production and, trade, in the LDCs

- see programmes of the MULPOCs (198O)/

(cs) Collection and dissemination of information (I98O-I98I):

9«244*2O Basic data collection, aggregation and analysis taking into account

projects 9*244o02, 9*244.03, 9-244^04 and. $0244*26.. . .. . ■...
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O--I981):

9»244»26 Periodical high-level meetings (at official and ministerial levels)

of least developed countries in Africa with a view to monitoring the

problems of" this group of countries and co-ordinating the activities of

the various international organizations and donor institutions (I980);

9.244-27 Two training seminars on the preparation, analysis and use of

national accounts, one for Bnglish™speaking and one for French-speaking

trainees from the LDCs (I98O-I98I); -- (see also project 9«543»l4)i

9.244*28- Two training seminars on preparation of national socio-economic

surveys, one for English-speaking and one for French-speaking trainees

from the'LDCs (198O-I98I)* ' . '.'.l

Other sectoral programmes for the LDCs

The following other sectoral projects have been extracted from the

programmes of various MULPOCs and as such they affect equally the least

developed African countries withi each MULPOC areao

Agriculture .

See projects: 9.211,12, 9°2l2o07, 9-213-05 and 9.213.06.

Education and training

See projects: 9»26lc28. 9«261.30 and 9«26l031o

Human Settlements

See project 9,292,,080

Industrial development

See projects: 9.331.33, 9*331.34, 9-331*35, 9-331..36, 9-332, 9-332.O4(c),
9e332o29(C); 9r33^'3O(c). 9-332,05(131) and 9*332.06(Dl).

Int ernat i onal t rade

See projects; 9=342o06I 9»342o07o' '. '

Manpower

See projects; 9.441*04, 9-->441°O5, 9-442.28, 9»442.29 and 9.442.30.

Mineral resources development

See roject 9o
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Water resources development

See project; 9.467*28,

Ruman_Environment

See projects: 9*478.05; 9.478,07, 9*478.09 and 9"478»21> .

Population ;. . . .

See projects; 9*481*06, 9^482.08, 9.482.09,

Public, administration, management and fiflagce

See projects; 9.501-02, 9»5OUO3, 9*501.26f 9=501.27, 9«501.29*
9.5O2.26-, 9r.503.26, 9.504.02, 9.504.26,

Social Development

See projects; 9«533<>26, 9*534o03A, 9-534*04, 9*534.05, -9.534-06, ■- ■■

9.534*07, 9*534,08, 9*534.33, 9*534*34; 9=534.35, 9«534«36, 9-534-37,
9<>534o38, 9*534->39, 9*534.40. 9.534*41.

Related programmes: IBRD, IMF, FAO, UNBPT Department of Technical Co-operation

at United Nations Headquarters, United Nations Statistical Office, the Centre

for Development Planning, Projections and Policies, all ECA Divisions and

TACOO*

9.245 Fiscal, monetary and financial issues at the national level

Origin; Commission resolutions 37(v), 98(Vl), 117(Vl), 197(lX), and 2l8(x):
General Assembly resolution 3202(S-Vl)o

Project aim: To assist meml?Q" States ?n adopting and implemertirg: fiscal and

monetary policies aimed at attacking mass poverty and influencing the

mobilization and channelling of savings in accordance with development plans

and priorities and thus assist member countries in building appropriate

monetary and financial institutions*)

Priorj-jy A

Work ccntent:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.245001 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i) Providing advisory services to member States, on request, in the

field of fiscal and monetary policies;

(ii) Providing advisory services to member States, on request, in the

establishment of, or reshaping of domestic financial institutions^
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;iE REGIONAL PROGRAMS

("b) Studies:

9.245.02 Studies of the role of national development banks as instruments
for economic development (I98O);

9.245.03 Studies of the role of the non-banking financial institutions in
the mobilization of financial resources for development (19^1),

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I): "

9.245-26 Seminar on the role of national development banks and non-official
institutions as instruments for promoting economic growth (19»i;.

Related programmes: Close collaboration with IBRD, IMF, ADB, OAUr and

appropriate ECA Divisions.
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PROMOTION OF ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND INTEGRATION

Policies and institutions for promotion of economic co-operation

Origin:' General Assembly resolutions. 3362(S-VIl) -and 3517(XXX.)j Commission
Terms of reference; Commission resolutions 19(ll)» 211(IX), 221(X), 24°(Xi;f

' " -296(XIII) t.id 327-(XIII>; Assembly,>;■:■_ Heads of State zxA Government of OAU

resolution CM/ST,12(XXl)o

Project aim; To appraise governments and intergovernmental organizations of

types, options and policies that may be adopted in the promotion and estab-
lishment of economic co-operation schemes in general and in various economic

sectors; in the evolution and "-adoption of a common development and invest

ment policy for development and measures for distribution of benefits in

economic groupings,' -this"■ p»om©*a:tRjofr■■flaffrional self-reliance that would

facilitate multinational co-operation. . <

"Priority A ; '*'•"■ •:!-■•.■ s ; « '.".ii^.-t a*.--; ■■-■■■

Work content: '.:'■■* . ■ -- .. . •. -. ■ .

■" ■ " -■ :.-■ ;.'■• Irf'i- GENERAL PROGRAMME,., . . .

9.246.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (1980-1981):

(i) In establishing and strengthening MULPOCs;

(ii) In stimulating of new types.and,areas of co-operation and to

strengthen existing ones in collaboration with other Divisions of ECA;

(iii) In providing advisory services in the development of national
regional,economic policies as a framework for multinational enterprises;

(iv) In adoption of development-oriented objectives for economic

co-operation and integration;

(v)- In serving as a clearing house for a?l multinational economic
co-operation groupings on.information relevant to African economic

co-operation;

- (vi) In the formulation and development of sectoral policies for economic

and technical co-operation and integration in collaboration with appropriate

Divisions of

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.246.20 Preparation of periodic reports in the realization of regional and
subregional co-operation and integration as a means of achieving an
increasing measure of collective-self-reliance, in collaboration with other

ECA Divisionsa
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9O247 Development and strengthening of institutional and legal machinery

for African economic cQOQration
■ n ■■»■

Origini. Commission resolutions 221{2£*-246<XI), 256(XIl) and 296(XIIl)*

Project aim: ^o. assist governments-and intergovernmental organizations in

making adequate institutional and i^gal provisions for economic co-operation

and in the establishment of new institutions to reflect new policies and"'

measures for strengthening economicBintegration f*r collective self-reliance*

Work uojciCent: -^ "

I, GENEHAL, PROGRAMME

9,247« 01 (a) Assi£cn©S«£QNES^6s£^^ institutions
(T98OX°Ql^

(i) In assisting existing ini;erJow«ww»ent«l.iJistituUons in the improve
ment of their structure and performance, work methods, administrative
procedures, etc,, In collaboration with appropriate- Divisions of EGA;

(ii) In assisting governmentc \n th« ostablisnmeni and operation of now

economic groupings; s

(iii) In serving intergovernmental and integratjve organizations on-

request,

II* REGIONAL-PROGEAMME

("b) Studies:

9.247<,02 Studies on the establishment of "national institutions such as

ministries of economic co-operation to serve as focal points for the promo=-

tion of economic co-operation and integration and for relating national

development objectives to economic co-operation. (1980);

9o247c03 Studies on the. creation of permanent non-official subregional
consultative groups on economic co-operation consisting of non-official

of public and private sectors (198I);

9«247-04 Identification and analysis of institutional and operational problems

in African economic groupings (I98O);

9,247o05 Studies on the establishment of an African Common Market (I980~198l)o

(c) Collection and dissemination-of information:

9*247.20 Compilation and production of a triennial Directory of African ,;

Intergovernmental Organizations (1980),
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses, and expert
working groups (I98O-I981);

9.247.26 Seminars and/or working parties on the establishment of an African
common market, m collaboration with relevant ECA Divisions (198O-I981).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, ADS, Intergovernmental
organizations, UOT, UNCTAD, UNIDO, UNITAR, and ECA Divisions,

Ill* SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME -(MULPOCS)

West African MULPOC. (Niamey)

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.247.21 The publication of a comprehensive Directory of West African inter
governmental organizations that would assist in the analysis of their
current work programmes with a view to identifying suitable areas of co
operation among them particularly in the fields of agriculture and

livestock, transport and communications and water resources development;

9.247-22 The publication of a periodic bulletin highlighting the major issues,
activities and programmes of West African Intergovernmental organizations.

9*248 Identification, formulation and co-ordination of multidiscit»linarv
and multinational projects through ECA MULPOCs and other subregional
structures " —■■—- ■ ■■ ■ - - ■,, 6 , , .,

Origin: General Assembly resolution 2563(XXIV); ECOSOC resolution 1552(XLIX)
and Commission resolutions 24l(Xl), 296(XIIl) and 31l(XIIl),

Project aim: To assist governments and intergovernmental economic co-operation
organizations through the ECA MULPOCs and other subregional structures in
the identification, design, formulation, development and implementation of
action-oriented multinational projects, in adopting multidisciplinary
approaches to multinational project design and evaluation; and in the
co-ordination of economic activity in specific fields in the promotion of
co-ordination of programmes of existing intergovernmental subregional
organizations; in the strengthening of the existing ECA MULPOCs and the
integration of their work programmes with that of ECA substantive divisions:
and in the creation of an ECA MULPOC in North Africa.

Priority A - ■ '■'-■ ■ ■ :,.■'...,...

Work content:

. "■ . . I. GENERAL PROGRAMME ■ ■

9.248c01 (a) Assistance to MULPOCs (I98O-I981):

^mtttJr .fsiSt^g the ECA Multinational Programming and Operational Centres
^MULPOCsj; in the recruitment and management of personnel; consultations
with governments on operations of ECA MULPOCs; financial management; the
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the mobilizing.of resources; coordination of the^backstopping by ECA
Divisions; appraisal of performance of the EGA'MULPOCs in programming and
budgeting; documentation and servicing of meetings of the ECA MULPOCse

■ (d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and" expert
working-groups (19G0-I98I): . ■■ :

9.243,-26 Annual nee':in?G of the Chairman of the Policy Organs of the five
ECA MULPOCs for the purpose of promoting intersubregional harmonization of
programme So ,. .

■ ■ ■

and integration

Project aim: To .assist the African co-ontries and intergovernmental organize
tions engaged in economic co-operation and integration in the development
of skills and expertise for negotiations, management and administration of
.economic co-operation activities,.

Priority A

Work S.onftenii * ;._.'. -.l .-.-. •■- - - -...--■■. ■•-■"-. " ■"

■""1"' ' ' I. GEKERAL PROGHAIVME

9»249eOl (a) Assistance to intergovernmental organizations (I98O-I98I):

(i) Training/study tours for senior executives of African inter-
governmental organizations tc study at first hand the activities and
problems of other African intergovernmental organizations;

(ii) Preparation.of manpower development'profiles for African inter-'
governmental organisations,, ■ '

£i.H£§£S2E£ -Close' collaboration wrtii :fep.. o^U, African inter
governmental organizations, ECA"Division of Public Administration, Manage
ment and-Manpower and other relevant Divisions.

_gnj^eg°i^nuc co-operation among developing countries

Origin: General Assembly resolution 3362(S-VIl) which urged intensification '■
of economic co-operation anlOng developing.countries; Commission resolutions
301(XIIl)r 3O2(XIII)? 3O3(XIII), 325(XIIl), 327(XIIl)f 345(XIV) and 355(XIV),

jec^jams To assist the African countries to collaborate with other
developing regions in expanding exchange of information, and of expertise,
in sharing experiences in the planning and management of social and economic
change: m organizing joining actions and establishing joint ventures in
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various economic sectors such as trade, industry, food and agriculture,

transport and communications, finance, planning, science and technology,

information systems and mass media, statistics, development of natural

resources, manpower and institutional development in evolving common

policies irt issues facing the developing-ixegions■ and the international ■

community, in opening up new economic opportunities for economic diversifica

tion; in enhancing the technical and managerial capability of the African

and other developing, regions in various fields.

PrioriV"- Jl ' " ' ' ". -■■■■■■

Work content;

~" " ~"~~ IV. INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMME

9.250*01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) In the co-ordination and the provision of backstopping services

within ECA of assistance to countries, regions and multiregional organiza

tions: in the fields of anti-pollution of the Mediterranean Sea and the

forestry development;

(ii) Assisting African and SCLA countries in the co-ordination and the

provision of backstopping services in respect of activities within ECA in

the fields of trade promotion, manpower development and science and

technology;

(iii) Assisting African and ESCAP countries in the co-ordination and the

provision of backstopping services in respect of activities within ECA in

the fields of trade promotion multilateral payments arrangements and

monetary co-operation;

(iv) Assisting African and ECWA countries in the co-ordination and the

provision o_ backstopping services An respect of activities within ECA in

the fields of statistical abstract for the Arab World Regional Documentation

Centre, the brain-drain problem and Afro—Arab co-cperation, assistance in

the mobilization of resources from Arab sources for the implementation of

selected African regional projects;

(v) To assist African countries in collaborating with _"XE countries in

selected fields of social and economic fields with a view to enhancing the

economic development of African countries-

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.250,2O Biennial review of the scope and progress in the field of economic

co-operation among developing countries (198O-1981).
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars* training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98L):

56 Follow-up workshops and seminars related to projects listed in the

preceding paragraphs (1980)0 .■:

Related programmes: Close collaboration with all other programmes of the

Commission, OAU, OAS, ACP, Arab League, SELA, ASEAN Group, ESA, FAO, UNDP,

UKEP, UNCTAD, UMIDO, ECLA, ECWA, ESCAPo
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9.260 EDUCATION, TRAINING, LABOUR.,AND MANAGEMENT

B. DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION OF HUMAN RESOURCES

9o26l -.Policies and planning. f-or education and training, system

Origin: Commissionresolutions 82(v), 110(Vl), 123(VIl) 125(Vtl), 172(7.111),
195(IX), 2O^(IX), 306(XIII). 3l8(XIIl)r ^9(XT\r) and37O(XlV); General

l(SVl) d 3202(SVl) Aficn Declaration on
195(IX), 2O^(IX), 306(XIII). 3l8(XIIl)r ^9(XT\) and37O(XlV); Geera
Assembly resolutions, 320l(S-Vl) and 3202(S-Vl); African Declaration on

Co-operation, Development and-Economic Independence of May 1973 in respect
of human ror.ovrces; Recommendations of the Conference of Ministers of

Education of African member States..Lagos, February 1976* . ,

Project aim: To assist member States in developing adequate and effective
capability for the training of manpower for economic and social development
through the training of instructing staff, strengthening of existing train

ing institutions and promoting the development of multinational ones;.

disseminating information on training and fellowship opportunities and

facilities;, undertaking, studies and providing policy guidelines ,for the . .
reform of educational and training systems, promoting the.localization of ;

professional training and qualifications, developing and operating expanded

training and fellowship programme for Africa (ETFPA). with a view to meeting

specific manpower needs and fostering intra-African co~operat.ion,,in the' ,
utilization and development of training facilities in the region l; identifying

annually training opportunities for 1,600 for in-plant and other forms of

training in critioal areas* t -. ■■• ■ - ■ ■ ,. . -.

Priority A -. ■ ■ .;'. . • ...... , . ,

Work-content: ., ■ . ....

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME ■ '

9«,261.O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981);

(i) In providing-consultancy and advisory services in the review and

reform of rational educational and training systems, including policies,

programmes and curricula content;

(ii) Promoting the development of appropriate national policies and

effective machinery for the development and co-ordination of training

programmes and assisting with the development of staff for tha training

function; ' ■ '" ' '

(iii) Promoting the development of non-formal education policies and

programmes, and practices including distant education methods for manpower

training and development; . . ■ "

(iv) Developing the staff of African training institutions through fellow

ship, staff exchange and other technical support; .. ■ .... .

(v) Promoting intra-African co-operation in developing and utilizing

multinational, subregional and regional training and research institutions.
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II, REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.261.02 Evaluation study oh "the development and effectiveness of non-formal

,and formal education policies and programmes in manpower training for rural

and urban development (1981);

9.261.03 In collaboration with UNESCO and member States undertake evaluation

studies on the implications and feasibility of:

(i) Introducing middle-level skill-related technological subjects into

secondary school curricula (I98O-I981);

.(ii) Correcting the prevailing imbalance in the subject structure and

course offering of post-secondary educational institutions in relation to

manpower needs (I98O-I98I);

(iii) Multinational co-operation in developing instructional materials

and equipment for technological education (I98O-I98I);

(iv) Developing multinational centres for training teachers and

: instructors in the. use and local development of instructional materials

and aids (198CVI98I);

9.26l#O4 Biennial review of developments in policies, practices and programmes

of African education and training systems in relation to priorities,

objectives and manpower implications of the new International Economic

Order and of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial Develop

ment in Africa as a basis for developing guidelines and new directions for

further educational renovation (198O-I98I);

9.261.05 Studies on development-oriented educational policies and programmes:

(i) Case studies on the orientation of syllabuses, course contents and

teaching/learning methods to the challenge and opportunities of rural

economies (1980);

(ii) Development of mass communication programme in the education and

training of rural inhabitants (1981).

(iii) Problems and techniques in the use of work-oriented mass literacy

programmes in skill development and income employment promotion (1980-1981).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I):

9.261.27 Regional symposia on non-formal education programmes and techniques

for manpower development for commercial, industrial and related economic

activities (198&-I98I);
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9-261.28. Subregignal and .national, workshops for educators and officials on*

the development of non-formal education programmes and techniques (1981);

9«26l.3O Regional and subregional conferences, seminars and workshops on

training development for Training Staff Development Officers, Fellowship

Officers and Training Managers^

(i) Seminars on training policies and administrative and institutional

arrangements for promoting, administering, co-ordinating and funding .--....

training programmes (I98O-I98I);

. (ii) Biennial Conference of the African Association for Training and

Development and exhibition of training materials (l98l)0

9»26I.3I Subregional workshops on development—oriented educational policies

and programmes (1980-1981)$

9»26l»32 Educational structures and programmes for the development of rural-...

economies (198O-I98I).

Related programmes % Collaboration w:th UNESCO and other agencies with train

ing progr^nmes in Africa, as well j,s with other ECA Divisions*
-". B

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

West African MUIPOC (Niamey)

(b) Studies:

9»26l.O6 Identification and analysis of training needs of intergovernmental

organizations in West Africa and preparation of relevant training programmes

to meet assessed needs (198O)B

Eastern and^Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

(h) Studies:

9«26l»O7 Identification of national institutions with capacity to serve

multinational training and research needs in specialized fields (1980).

Central African MULPOC (Yaounde)

(b) Studies:

9.261.08 Establishment of multinational institutions for higher level

specialized training;

Identification of national training and research institutions with

capacity c^id potentials to.serve eubregional needs (198O-I98I) (See also

project 9*441, Yaounde MULF0C)o
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9.262 - Institution building and development of training facilities ,

Origin: Commission resolutions 17(ll), 82(v), 110(Vl), 125(VIl)f 195(lX) and
2O2(lX); General Assembly resolutions 32Ol(S-Vl) and 32O2(S-Vl); African.

Declaration on Co-operation: Development and Economic Independence of■ May

1973; Recommendations of the Conference of Ministers of Education of African

member States, Lagos, January/February 1976.

Project aim: To assist member States and African educational and training

institutions in developing adequate and effective capability for.the

training of manpower needed for economic and social development through

training of African instructors, strengthening of existing institutions,

promoting new training facilities and fostering intra-African co-operation

in the development and utilisation of training facilities. Special atten

tion will be given to the least developed countries in the implementation,

of project 9.262c - . ■

Priority A ,, .,-

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME . , ■ ..■;..,..

9«262.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Advising on} and promoting the development of technical education
and vocational training tc meet technical manpower needs;

(ii) Promoting staff development in African'training institutions

through fellowship programmes, including staff exchange among institutions;

(iii) Promoting the formation and development of national and regional ,
. associations for training and development;

(iv) Organizing training programmes for African teaching staff in pre—
service and in-service training institutions/centres in public, parastatal
and private organizations; . ... ...

(v) Facilitating the negotiation of technical co-operation programme
for strengthening the capability of African training institutions through

twinning arrangement s t staff exchange, staff training and other forms'.'of '

technical co-operation (in collaboration- with ECA Technical Assistance

Co-ordination and Operations Office);

(vi) Technical support to intra-African' co-operation effort in develop
ing multinational educational and training facilities,

(£) Collection and dissemination of information:

9*262.20 Collection and dissemination of information on in-plant and institu

tional training facilities and programmes in Africa as well as in other

developing countries aimed at pz*orr->ting co-operation in personnel training

and technology transfer (198O -T9'3l)~
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
orking groups (198O-I98I):w

9.262,26 National and subregional training workshops designed to improve the
professional competence of Staff Development/Training Officers, trainers ■

and instructors and the effectiveness of national training institutions and
■programmes:

(i) Group and individual training programmes for. specific groups of
instructors: commercial instructors; management educators; accountancy

teachers? industrial training officers; social work educators (I98O--I961);

(ii) Institutional staff exchange/attachment training programmes for
instructors*.

9.262«27 Promoting the establishment-, strengthening and development of
specialized training institutions to meet manpower needs:

(i) '■ African Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research,- ,
Phase II - establishment and development (198O-I981);

(ii) Subregional Graduate Schools of Business Management and Finance
(using existing.higher;.;level .educational-iiigtiTutions)""expansion phase
(19SO-1981). ...

9.262,28 Development of Non-formal Education Programme for Africa using
distant education, correspondence, and other related mass media techniques: '

(i) Development of correspondence courses for training correspondence
course administrators and writers (1980-1981);

(ii)^ Promotion of.technical co-operation,, .institutional linkages "and
Provision .of information designed to promote manpower training""by" corres
pondence education (1980-1981)5

(iii) Establishment of network of open universities and development of
mass media techniques in distant education (I98O-I981); ..-■■-■- ■■

(iv) Subregibnal workshops in techniques of functional literacy training
in relation to mass skill acquisition and transfer of know-how (1981).

Related programmes: Collaboration with UNESCO with a view to developing an '
ECA/UNESCO joint work programmes for concerted action in areas of common '
interest. Close collaboration with ILO, UNITAR, CAFRAD, Association of

African Universities, African Association for Training and Development*, and
other international organizations and bilateral agencies having educational
and training programmes in Africa as well as with the substantive divisions
of ECA.
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III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULP0C3)

West,African

(d.) Conferences, meetings q ■
working groups (1980-1981): eminars' draining courses and expert

9-262.29 Organization.and

programmes (l98O-193l)f eSources f^ the implementation of training

working groups (198^1981)! Seminars- Gaining courses and expert

jgkegJJbuntrieB MULPQc (Giasmri ^
(£) Conferences, meetings ■ ~" ^"^
working groups (1380-1981)': minarS' ^^ning courses and expert

9.263

the looali8ation of

Priority A

Work content-

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

,»„„
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of national examinations boards for accountancy and auditing, secretaryship,

"banking, insurance, management and other appropriate professions;

(ii) Obtaining the support of international professional bodies and .

other technical co-operation agencies in the establishment and development

of programmes and other institutional arrangements for National or multi

national action in the localization of particular vocations;

(iii) Promoting multinational co-operation in the establishment of. ;;

examinations boards and professional associations for the localization of

professional training examinations.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(Id) Studies:

9.263.03 Country studies of policies, programmes, practices and institutional

arrangements for the localization of professional training and qualifica

tions in specific vocations in African countries (I98O-I98I),

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I):

9.263.26 Promotional follow-up, advisory missions and national workshops on

the findings and recommendations of the country studies and on practical

ways to accelerate localization of professional training and qualifications

(associated with project 9.263.O3) (I98O-I981).

9.263.27 Subregional meetings on co-operation in -the localization of profes

sional training and qualifications:

(i) Eastern and Southern Africa (1980);

(ii) West and Central Africa (French-speaking) (I98l);

(iii) North Africa (I981);

(iv) West Africa (English-speaking) (I98I).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with United Nations Division of Public

Administration and Finance, donor countries, other technical assistance

agencies; and international and African professional associations, TCUC

information service, examination councils and MULPOCs. ,

9.264 Expanded training and fellowships programme for Africa .(ETFPA)

Origin: Commission resolutions 77(V)f 123(VIl), l25(VIl) and 195(Xl); General
Assembly resolutions 32Ol(S-Vl) and 32O2(S-Vl); African Declaration on
Co-operation, Development and Economic Independence of May 1973 relating

to Human Resources; Recommendations of the Conference of Ministers of

Education of African member States, Lagos, January/February 1976.
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■Project aim: Tto co-ordinate and administer bilateral scholarship and fellow-

" " ship programmes for. training Africans: in priority areas of. manpower require

ments and promote the establishment, operation and development of an

African Government supported Fellowship Programme, including supporting

Fellowship Fund, Organize in-service training programmes in ECA secretariat

:for African officials and students; and.promote intra-African co-operation

in the utilization of available educational.and training facilities.

Priority A " ■ :

Work content;

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9*264.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) In pbtaining, co-ordinating, administering and developing bilateral

scholarships and fellowships made available to member States through the •

Commission [in collaboration with the Technical Assistance Co-ordination

and Operations Office) - with priority for the Least Developed Countries;

(ii) In promoting intra-African operation in the utilization of avail

able educational and training facilities through the development", and

operation of an African Fellowship Programme and supporting Fellowship

Fund - with priority for the Least Developed Countries;

*i ■ ■

(iii) In disseminating information on training and fellowship opportu

nities available within and. outside Africa; ■ . , ■ :

(iv) In organizing in-service training programmes at ECA headquarters

for African economists, statisticians: and related professions - with

priority for the Least Developed Countries;

(v) In co-ordinating operational research programmes of students and

research fellows for attachment training - with priority for the Least

Developed Countries.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

■ (b) .Studies: ...... .

9.264.02 Evaluation field, studies for determination of critical skill areas

of study, training and fellowship performance and new resources, deter

mination of local "facilities as well as new training needs in selected

countries within the region (1980-1981).

9.264.03 Administration and" lleTe1op^^ fellow
ships programme for Africa .whereby :l,.600:fellows are selected and placed

annually; ■ " '■'■ ■ ' \ ■ . ■-■ ■ ■'" ' :.■■ ■. --.. ■■ .■■.:--

(i) Determination of training priorities, selection of.critical fields

of study and identification of study.opportunities for in-plant and other
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training areas for placement of 3,200 fellows for training in industry
(solar energy, teachers/instructors in critical areas, adult educators,

management service, engineering, technology, budget and finance, manage

ment and accounting) (I98O-I98I);

(ii) Mobilization of resources from African Governments and other donors

outside the region;

(iii) Postering technical co-operation among African governments in

sharpig and utilization of training facilities; ,. . ,

(iv) Operating and monitoring special group and individual in~plant and
specialized post-experience and post-graduate programmes for skilled

operatives;,

(c) Collection and dissemination of information;

9,264,20 Publication and issue of the Fellowship Bulletin showing new train
ing opportunities, offers, terms and conditions of awards as made by .

African Governments and other donors (I98O-I98I). "

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I);

9.264,-25 -Organization of study tours, seminars, workshops and individual or
group training programmes for middle- and high-level technical and
professional,personnel within the region, and where applicable, of African .

economicgroupings (1980-1981), . ■ ■

Related'" programmes: Collaboration with UNESCO, ILO, UNITAR, African Centre
for Training and Research in Administration, African Association for

Training and Development, African post-secondary educational and training ..
institutions, other agencies with training programmes in Africa, as well *

as with'.other ECA Divisions, Offices and MULPOCs., . jj
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9*290 HUMAN SETTLEMENTS

C. DEVELOPMENT ^ND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

9*291 Policies development and institution building

Origin: Commission resolutions. 53(IV), . 157 UlU), 2O9(lX), 3l6(XIIl) and
35o(XlV); Recommendations of the Hatitat Conference 1976; General Assembly

resolution 32/162,. ,

Project aim: Tiie objective of this subprogramme is to assist member States j-

in the identification of problem areas and possible solutions, and formula- [

tion of effective and self -reliant settlement policies and strategies 1

leading to adoption by government of a national physical plan as a frame- I.

work for comprehensive and integrated socio-economic development planning; :

and in the establishment of new and/or strengthening of existing institu

tions and machinery for promoting human settlements development with a j

view to improving human" environment' and quality of life for all and . :

particularly for the poor, I

Priority A ■-■■.. ,

Work content: \

I.- GENERAL PROGRAMME j

9,291«O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i) In formulating comprehensive and integrated policies and strategies j

for urbanization and integrated rural development; establishment of .. , j

administrative and executive physical planning units for urban and rural j

development and their effective co-ordination with and integration into [
other agencies responsible for environmental social and economic planning, 1

(ii) Assistance in evaluating the infrastructural requirements for

projects in human settlements and in1 integrated rural development;

(iii) In promoting and strengthening training facilities for physical

planning personnel at all levels through field projects, seminars and

manuals j

(iv) Assistance in designing training and orientation programmes for

professional planners and middle-level technicians in human settlements

and integrated rural development projects;

(v) Establishment of national and multinational institutions for

training in the design, planning and establishment of human settlements

in the framework of environmental cultural, sociological and ecological

considerations;

(vi) Assistance to other United Nations organizations in mounting and

evaluating projects in human settlements;
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(vii) To promote the development of a sound financial basis for housing,

and associated infrastructural development and to promote the establish
ment of the appropriate-financial institutions based on local conditions

and needs;

(viii) Formulation and implementation of innovative financial policies and

strengthening of existing finance institutions; developing infrastructural

and housing'-credit facilities through savings and loan associations, credit

unions,rand rural building loan schemes; establishing national banks for

the mobilization of funds for infrastructure and urban and rural housing

through popular participation;

(ix) Assistance in formulating and implementation of national policies*

and strategies for development of building materials and construction

industries including the development of traditional techniques and the-'.

use of. local, materials,* . . ,

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies;

9*291.02 Survey of existing policies in human settlements with a view to- .

formulating priorities -and strpteg+e* for implementation of human settle-

- merits policies and programmes as part of economic and social developmentr
(1979-1981); ■ ^ ■•-—-■:■:.

9«291»O3 Studies for improving the regional capacity in the field of human

settlements as part, of economic and social development by improving train

ing facilities and related institutions** This would include: ..

(i) Survey and evaluation of training institutions and programmes, in ■_

housing, building and physical planning in Africa (1980);

(ii) Survey and analysis, in selected African countries, of co-ordinal;Ion
machineries among institutions and agencies dealing with human settlements

development (198O-I98I): . - -

(iii) Prefeasibility study followed by feasibility study for establish

ment of subregional training centres for middle-level human settlements

personnel (1981)0

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I):

9.291.26 Expert Group Meeting on Human Settlements Policies and Programmes

see projects 9*291.02, 9»291o03 (198O-I981);

9.291.27 Expert Group Meeting on Regional Human Settlements Training

Facilities and Mechanisms (198O--I981);
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9«291«28 Meeting of the Regional Intergovernmental Committee on Human

Settlements (1980);

9.291.29' Workshop:on the financing of rural infrastructure (I98I);

9»291«3O1 Subregional training seminar in organization and establishment of

housing co-operative societies (I9^)

Related programmes: Close collaboration will be maintained and strengthened

with substantive-Divisions of the Commission, and with Habitat, Centre

for Human Settlements (CHS), UNEP; UNDPT international, regional and sub-

regional financial institutions and groupings; ILO, UNESCO. IBRD, ADB, .-WHO,

UNIDO, OAU and interested NGOs*

9*292 Efficient resource development and utilization

Origin: Commission resolutions 53(ltf)v l57(VIIl); 209(IX), 3l6(XIIl);
Recommendations of the Habitat Conference 1976; General Assembly resolu

tion 32/162; Decisions of the Governing Council of UKEP; and resolution

8(IV) of the Conference of African Ministers of Industry 1977* 267(XIl);

Declaration of Industrialization in Africa; Lima Declaration and Plan of

Action on Industrial Development and Co—operation, adopted by the Second

General Conference of UNIDO in March 1975" Agreed Conclusions of the third

meeting of the Follottf~up Committee on Industrialization in Africa held in

November

Project aim: The objective'of this subprogramme is to assist African Govern

ments in the establishment of national policies, programmes and institutions

which will help in the planning, development, mobilization and efficient

use of financial, natural and. manpower resources for human settlements

development; and in achieving self-sufficiency by the year 2000 in the

building materials and construction industries^

Priority A

Work content;

I, GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.292.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I);

(i) Establishment of co-operative housing projects with special

emphasis on sites-and-serviccs schemes;

(ii) Improvement of the design and environment of dwellings and commu

nity facilities in the rural, pari-urban and urban areas, and improvement

and alleviation of conditions in slums and squatter settlements;

(iii) Co-ordination and rationalization of building research activities;
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(iv) Promotion of production of adequate building materials to/meet.. .:... -
local demand., utilizing appropriate, low-cost and environmentally- sound
technology, -medium and small-scale industries, planned to take full account
ol their environmental impact;

(y) Setting up centres in the appropriate ministries to monitor cons-
truction costs on a continuous basis and at.reducing .costs through oiassi-
tication, standardization and modular co-ordinaxiom and

(vi) Identification and implementation of national and mulxinationcl
pilot projects m building materials and construction industries-

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME -

(b) Studies;

9-292.02 Studies on building materials production with a view of co-ordinating
approaches and implementation of projects identified during the fiejd

Es^vs^rr l977) of the team of experts °n b"
9.292.03 ^feasibility and feasibility studies on regional conditions for

tt^^^STency in building materials
9.292.04 Promotion and support of activities of research institutions and

centres m improving or developing appropriate local building materials
(such as cotton stalk, bagasse, papyrus, forest products, stone and so on):

9*292.05 Prefeasibility study followed by feasibility study for the setting
up of centres including wood testing and stone centre in Ghana (1980-1981);

9.292.06^ Prefeasibility study on the establishment of rational centres for
building-cost monitoring end dissemination of information-

technologies ,or building

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expart
working groups ^1980-1981):

9-292.26 Workshop on planning, programming, financing, execution and manage
ment of building materials and construction industries (1980);

9*2(1980-1981 )-nal me6ting Of direct0Ils ^ building research institutions

9-292,28 Subregional training courses for local contractors (l980--198l)o
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ffith !^reSK +C1+°Se C°llaboration will be maintained and strengthened
with all the substantive Divisions of the Commission but in particular
with Natural Resources Division, Social Development Division, Public
Administration, Management and Manpower Division, Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry
TT^8™mL °ther re^ional economic commissions; CHS, WTEP, UNIDO UNDP
ILO, UNESCO, IBRD, ADB and other finance institutions; donor iolmtilU, #

^'^S:::15^06 agen°ieS ^ ^^^ ^ African ^

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

West African MULPOC (Niamey)

+Project I?* Housin^ ^d Construction Centre in Caoavelli (Lome,
to serve the neighbouring countries of the subregion (198O).
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9.330 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ...

C. DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

9.331 Industrial policies and planning

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 2626(XXV), 32O1(S-Vl) and 3202(S-VT);
Commission resolutions 2l8(XIl), 256\(XIl)j 267(XII) and 356(XIV); OAU
Assembly of Heads of State and Governments resolution CM/ST.12 (XXI) of
May 1973 embodying African Declaration and Co-operation, Development and

Economic Independence; Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on.Industrial .

Development and Co-operation, adopted by the Second General Conference of

UNIDO in March 1975; Agreed conclusions of the fourth Conference'of African

Ministers of Industry in November 1977; Revised framework of Principles for

the implementation of the New International Economic Order in Africa.

1976-1981*1986 adopted by the ECA-Conference of Ministers at Kinshasa in

1977 and approved by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the

Organization of African Unity at its fourteenth ordinary session held at

Libreville itrffiily 1977'•' '\" ' "'"'I;; ","' '" . ' ,. ' :

Project aimir To^formulate intra- and inter-sectoral integrated African

industrial policies and programmes so as tn promote industrial development

in.-«uchvsE7way.'EEs to increase the capacity for internally seljf-sustaining
xELftas^iSl-S^owth'and'diversific^tibn on the basis of increasing national

and./regional self-reliance; to facilitate regional co-operation and inter

national Consultations to safeguard and promote the collective interests
of African-'Countries. ■ . : ,...,- . ■ . . . ■

Priority A . ' ....

Work content: ■

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.333.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I)

(i) In delivery of technical assistance in the field of industrial

policy and planning with respect to organization, co-ordination,

implementation, follow-up and evaluation; ..-.,'

(ii) In identifying and evaluating opportunities for industrial linkages;

(iii) In formulating national policies for the development of capa

bilities 'iii industrial projects design, planning and analysis;

(iv) In formulating policies and programmes and modalities for multi

national industrial co-operation;

(v) In harmonizing African positions in international and global

consultations on the restructuring of world industry and for the develop

ment of new world industrial production capabilities;
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in the design of harmonization of incentive policies and related

legislation in relation to integrated industrial development;

(vii) In assessing benefits of participation in multinational basic
industries.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b)- Studies: ■ . , ■

9.351-02; Series of foil; w-^up-actions on industrial planning priorities and
targets as well as policies-and strategies with a view to formulating
guidelines for■increasing self-reliance in the light of regional and sub-
regional symposia held ;Vn-Africa, during 1978-19795 (see project 9.33I.28)
(I98G-I98I); ■■ - ......... - .

9-331.03 Review of the procedures-.and capabilities for industrial negotia
tions, bids ^contracting and subcontracting, see projects 9.Vsr;V»
9O52(A),-.(B), (c),-(i>) (1980-1981)1 '

9-331.04 Study of the most suitable modalities, procedures and f-trms awi
feasibility.for the establishment^of-African multinational corporations.

see.prp^ects.9031.29 and 9O3Ma)-5 (B)? (c)f (D) (I98O-I98I); "

9.331.05' Evaluation ■ study, iu selected African countries of the effectiveness
of industrial management■• and technical services, see project 9.531.3*-" (19B#);

9.331-06 Evaluation study, in selected African countries, of capabilities in ■
industrial project design, evaluation and planning (in co-operation with
Manpower and Public Administration Division); see project 9.331,32 (1981); '

9-331-08 Annual review and appraisal of progress of African industrial
development^ see projects 9.331.02 and 9.551.27 (I98C-I981).

^_c) Collection and aissemination oi ixifcrniation:

9-331*20 Preparation and dissemination of information en investment in
Africa (1980-1981). ■ .

Ko.) Coiue.renca^ meetings, seminars, training ccurses and esmert
working groups (198O-I98I):

9.331.26 Investment promotion meetings with potential investors and govern- ' ' '■
ment and intergovernmental agencies on the...financing of national and
multinationul piejects, see projects 9.332 (a), (B), (c), (d) (I980-I96I);

9.331-27 Meeting of i:he FoUov-vp Committee on Industrialization in Africa
(1980-1981);
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see );

9.73,-03 and 9.»1 05 (

9.331.31 Coherence of African Ministers of Industry (1981);

' agreements,

see projects'

l^i\ Wo;ksh°I>s on Prodect design formulation and evaluation in
collaboration with PAMMD, see-project 9-331.06 (198^1961)

III. SUBEEG^OML PROGRAMME (MULTOCS):

and Southern African MULPCC .(LusalcB.1

(B), (C)i (D) (1980-1981)

Econogdc community of the LaJ,es Countri...

seminars'

, see projects 9-332 (a),

(Glaanv, |

Great Lakes (1980-1981).

Central African WLVOC

5 ihf fi—of the countries of the

sepinars'trainlng

o
(B), (C), (D) (1980-1981) missions, see projects 9-332 (A),
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West African MULPOC!

r (B) (198a-1981)

Xforth African MULFOC (Tangiers)

positions in global ^TtTAr
shops on development policies for
programmes on blsis of L
(B), (C), (D) (198^1981)

9-332

policies e,d consultations in

TLTJT frmUlatio* «* --no-
developing countries; work-
VaX°Pment of se^raX

see projects 9-332 (A),

--African co-operatinn

^^ 5?O2(S-Vl);
319(XIII); Declara-

Origin: General Assembly resolutionsCommission resolutions 21&{r), 2^
tion on Industrialization in Africa ^ri
co-operation and development, adopted^ t^T ? «
Ministers of Industry in December 1Q7vt^ l^ Conference of African
on industrial a^veJ^te^^^i^^'V^J^ Plan °f Action
Conference of UMIDO in March 19^5 Zrll7',rf? J the Se°°nd General
fourth Conference of African Mini^f p conclusions of the third and
and November 1977 respectiveT^ r , 5 Industry held in December 1975
l.nplementation of thfS InternftloLi £ralBW?rlt °f ^inciples for the
1986 adopted by the EcfConfe^nS ^ni!^^ f 97
tne fourteenth Ordinary Session ^ ^ ™-nlst«fs ln 1977 and approved by
Government of the ^t^Tf^lT^ f %£ f

X^iSi^r^
African countries; in fomiitinf
targets, programmes and Sects" ?n
and with other st f t

those involved in industrial-
existing basic industries in

"'""'""'., strategies,

within the sectors
g, pgammes and Sects ?n1^K?1^ 8.

and with other sectors of the economv £ *"? ^lnkaSes w"hin the sec
programs, workshops and se^inars-^n S °rSana?lns indnStrial training
strengthening of supporting S"Stution^ fomotlon *<*■ establishment-
ment of a co?e of basic industries d S6rVi d iin the
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Priority-A-. ...... ; ... ,

Work content: (A) Chemical industry development programme _
- — (to be implemented partly within the framework of the

• ■ : . _ Chemical Industries Advisory Group)

' . •" : ' :' "i~. GENERAL PROGRAMME ■
.' ..,'>.' ' . ■ ■ ■ ...... ■ ^ .

9.352.O1(A) (a) Assistance to countries and Lorritcries (1980-1981):

! ' '";<J(if delivery of technical assistance' ins the field- of policies and
"planning" for; the. development of the chemical industry;

' (ii) In identifying and evaluating opportunities for establishing
chemical industries with intersectoral linkages, including laying down the
framework for the development of policies and strategies for integrated
.development of the chemical industry in the context of the national

economy;

:(iii) Tndesigning a common technological policy for basic chemical
industries, developing national capabilities in project design analysis,

planning and management for the chemical industry.

(iv) In evaluating potential complementarity ajnong selected. African
countries for the supply of factor inputs for production of chemicals
among countries, leading to harmonization of■ incentive policies and

related legislation;

(v) In evaluating customs, excise and other fiscal and non-fiscal
barriers to and incentives for facilitating trade in chemical products;

''* (vi) In taking an'inventory of"existing" structure and production .patterns
to determine how adequately it meets the needs dictated by the role of this
sector in industrial development, and how to design and establish support
services' and' institutions. £or chemical industries and complexes;

(vii) In drawing up an inventory of existing chemical industries and

products and production equipment.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.332.02(A) Studies on priorities, targets, planning, programming and policy
' instruments' for integrated development of the chemical industry and
identification of critical linkages with mining and agriculture (with
special reference to manpower, technology and support institutions) as
follow-up to the 1978 chemical mission and subsequent activities in l^

see projects 9-5?2.26(A) and 9O33.26 (198O-I98D;
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9.532.O3(A) Market surveys and technical-economic studies on identified■■'■'[ .-

projects and project ideas following the 1978 chemical mission, see

project 9*351.26 (1980-1981); ■.--.-.::-.-.

9.332.O4(A) Prefeasibility studies on identified projects following the 1978-
chemical mission (to be undertaken with the participation of potential

investors and on the basis of priorities determined by the countries

concerned), see project 9.331-26 (198O-I98I); _ ,

9.332.O5(A) Follow-up studies on Pharmaceuticals with a view to, co-ordinating

the work being undertaken by WHO/ADB, UWIDO and the Task Force on Pharma

ceuticals mandated by the Non-aligned Nations and facilitating the

integrated development of the pharmaceutical industry in Africa (1980).

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.332.20(A) Developing, gathering and dissemination of information on project

ideas and prefeasibility studies to potential investors with the aim of

interesting them to participate in the preparation of prefeasibility and

feasibility studies and subsequent activities (I98O.I98I).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses, and expert

■working groups (1980-I98I):

9.332.26(A) Expert working groups on priorities, targets, plannings and

programming of the integrated development of the chemical industry (includ
ing manpower, technology and support institutions) see project 9.332-02(A)

(1980-1981);

9.332.27(A) Intensive training course(s) on market surveys and projections

for chemical products, in co-operation with PAMMD, see project 9.332.O3(A)
(1981);

9-332.28(a) Workshops and. seminars on the manpower profiles for the develop

ment of the sector, with PAMMD as the lead unit, see project 9>332.02(a)

(1980-1981).

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

North African MULPOC (Tangiers)

(b) Studies:

9.332.06(a) Development of basic industries (i.e. engineering, metallurgical,

chemical, food and agro-allied building materials and construction)
requiring inter-country co-operation (1980-1981).
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(B) Development of engineering industries

I.. GENERAL PROGRAMME ■

9.332.O1(B) (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) In formulating priorities, targets and.national policies programmes,
in the field of engineering industries;

(ii) In establishing integrated development programme for interlinked
development of machine tools manufacture at national and multinational level;

(iii) In assisting the survey of existing manufacturing facilities
e.g.- 'foundry, forging, (and other metal) industries and promotion of such
facilities for the development of engineering industries at national level;

(iv) In designing common technological policy for the development of
engineering industries, and in developing national capabilities for '
accelerated adoption-, adaptation, absorption and transfer of 2 or 3
appropriate industrial technology for engineering industries;

(v) In establishing.institutional and technological interlinkages;

(vi) In providing advisory services for the rationalization and up
grading of existing units and setting up of manufacturing and production
facilities for engineering industries; , ■ . . ■

■ ' ■ ;' II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME ■ :

(b) Studies: '"' \ .

9-332.02(B) As follow-up to field activities carried out in 1978-1979
prepare studies with a view to determining-priorities, targets, planning
and programming, and policy measures for integrated development of the
engineering industry and its major components (e.g. technology, support
institutions and manpower profiles with PAMMD as the lead unit 1979-1985)
see project 9-333--H together with identification of major linkages with

?^^^sectors> See P^jects 9.332.26(B), 9-332.27(B) and

9.332.O3(B) Evaluation of the priorities and.strategies for'the development,
promotion, design, establishment.and upgrading of national basic foundry, '
forging and related metal working industries as an instrument for integrated
development of the engineering industries, see project 9.332.28(b) (1980);

9.332.0MB) Market surveys, prefeasibility: studies for the manufacture of -'
spare parts, components, accessories with special reference to transport
and communications and small tools agricultural implements, power
generating equipment, see projects-9.332.28(B) and 9.331.26 (1981).
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9.332;O5(B) Evaluation of potential development nodes such as railway and
maintenance workshops as a basis for the development of engineering
T>rod^t« ^^hine^tools industry and carrying out technical-economic

requirements, set

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

;^^B) Collection, comPilation and supply of technical-economic data
on specific engineering products for the requirement of the African
engineering industries.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
. working groups (I960-I98I):

S^(B)- ^f w?rk±ng SrouP meetings on priorities, targets, planning,
programming and policy measures for integrated development of engineering

iTl:Zt^Tt&1refrrto techno *^«S
9332 Tl t^ ma°°r S

W°rksh?^s and seminars on the manpower profiles for the develop-

$^^*y'with PAM) as lead unit*
9O32.28(B) Workshops and training courses and seminars on domestic produc-

for^w ??SmPTS r -r^3 (198O); "^^velopnent of foundry and
forging (1980); development of machine tools (1961); and restructure
business practices in engineering industry (19B1) with PAMMD se^
projects 9.332.0MB), 9.332.O3(B) and 9-332.O5(b). '

Development of basic metals industries

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.332.O1(C) (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I9BO-I96I):

**>»+¥* In asseasing the. adequacy of existing mechanisms and policy instru-
sector2r^iM^g-na^°nal S°Cial eC°nOmlc ^^pment objectives iTo
till r^l tit I priorities; targets, plans, programmes and projects
that reflect strategies-and policies for achieving internalised and self

8^^^1^11*^in the context of th"basic^ SL8S"
(ii) In drawing up sector and industrial targets, plans and
^^fc^ technology Lstitutions;

(iii) In conducting sectoral studies and industrial
surveys for the
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■■"■■■-"■■ ■■'■ "■'•-■■ "'■■ -II- REGIOKAL ■ PROGRAMME -

(&) Studies: "■■• r - ' ■ -

9.532.O2(C) As follow-up to the 1978 mission and 1979 expert working group:

assess the role of basic metals sector in the economies of African countries

to appraise its contribution to self-sustaining and internalized indus

trialization at national level and_cpllective_self-reliance at multi

national level with special reference to technology, manpower, institutions,
utilization of rW materials industrialisation base, etc., see-projects

9.352.26(C) and 9O33.26 (I960);

9.332.O3(C) As a follow-up to 1978 field mission, conduct prefeasibility

studies on specific investment opportunities identified, taking into

account the need for the African regiorl- £0 become self- sufficient in .

metallic inputs to the building and construction industry by the year 200*

(reinf£r^hgrbaxs7rn^ roofing sheets, etc.) see
project 9.351.26 (1980-1981).

' (_bj "collection"and 'dissemination of information:

9.332.20(0) Collect and compile technical-economic and financial informatics

on the iron and'"steel industry, see^rojefft 9-332.27(0) (1980);

9.332.21(c) Conduct study tours"and make case studies of iron and steel
plants in regions outside the African region with the aim of project

9.332.SfitHJ- S(^. iroject;.2,332:;27(g)\(1980);

9.332.22(0) Collect and compile technical-economic and financial i

on the'ton^'ferrous metals industry, see project 9-332.28(C)'(198l);

9.332.23(c) Conduct study tours and make case studies of non-ferrous metal

lurgical plants in regions outside the African region with the specific

aim of gaining experiences on problems of forward linkages to the markets,

see project 9.332.28(C) (1981).

* - "' (d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I981):■ - '

9.332.26(c) Expert working group on role and impact of the basic met-als
sector on the economics of African countries to assess the contribution

of the basic metals industry sector in achieving self-sustaining and

internalized industrialization at national level and collective self-

reliance at multinational level see project 9.332.02(C) (1980);■

9.332.27(C) A consultation meeting of policy makers, planners, programmers,

project personnel and plant managers of iron and steel industries, and

financing institutions in Africa, see projects 9.332.02(0), 9-332.03(c)

and 9.:332.2O(C) (I98I);
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9.332.28(C) A consultation meeting of policy-makers, planners, programmers,

project personnel and plant managers of copper, lead, zinc, tin and

aluminium plants and financing institutions in Africa, see projects

9.332.O3(C)S 9-532.32(0) and 9-332.22(0) (1981).

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPuCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULFOC (lusaka)

9.332 Development of a multinational iron and steel industry in the Eastern

and Southern African region.

(b) Studies:

9.332.Ok(c) Project feasibility study (198c).
* • ■■ ■

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I):

9.332.29(0) Convening an intergovernmental mee"tir.g of experts t« assess the

prefeasibility study (1981);
f: :■•-•*'<■'• -■■■■-. ■ «, .:

9,332.3^(c) Convening of a meeting of plenipotentiaries «f Government
representatives to approve implementation of the project and sign a £*•-

tocol of co-operation- to serve as a basis f^r implementation (1981),

(D) Development programme for agro- and forest-based industries -

■•• ' '(Dl) Food and agro-allied industries
(to be implemented within the "framework r.f the ECA/FA« ¥%*&

and Agro-industries advisnry Group)

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.332.O1(D1) (a) Assistance to countries and territories (196«'*-198l):

(i)' 'Delivery of technical assistance in the field rf policies, planning

and programming for food and agro-allied industries;

(ii) In frrmulating medium- and long-range policies for the expansir-n

of food and agro-allied industries;

(iii) In identifying and evaluating opportunities for establishing

integrated food and agro-allied industries, including laying down the

framework for the development of harmonized policies and strategies for

multinational co-operation;

(iv) In taking an inventory of existing structure and production patterns

to determine the extent to which they meet the needs dictated by the role
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of this sector in industrial developice.^, and how to design and establish
support eervices ar.d Institutions -^rrr-foo*W-agro-allied industries.

II. R3GI0NAJj PROGRAMME

(b).

9.332.02(1)1) ;abnosiic-an--. prefG&sibir.cy studies of ~7oo: and agro»industries
such-aa: cereals, oils, fruits ana vegecaoxes ^roeessing, neat processing
and hides and skins,;-etc.- see project 9.55'.,26 (198O-I98I);

9.352.O5(i)l) Study of the institutional support for effective promotion and
development of food and agro-industries; nee projects 9.332-26(Dl) and

9O33-"£6 (19801981);

9.332.OU(D1) Studies on priorities and targets, planning and programming of
integrated development of food, and agro-industries as well as policies and
strategies to internent the development of the industry with special
eqbhasis on manpower profiles and technology far food and agro-industries,

see projects'9.3?2-26"(Dl) and 9.532.28(Dl) . (19BC-I98I);

(c) Collection a-d disGemination of infornation:

9.552-2O(D1) U-oa^birii ;f Juv^ntory of 2xist?.ng .plants, in priority sectors
of food ?xLd y.gio--c.l.lirn :I:adv.:-'trie.s ia the African region (I98OI98I).

(d) Confej?sncc.'?i, nee^rigK,, 'leriz&xz, training courses and expert
w5r?rl;ig groins (l9CC-l"oi) ; '■

9.332.26(D1) WcrkPhor.^ on priorities targets, planning r,nd programming;
design, establisK^nt an:l ^sration. of Industrial support institutions

and services for agro-industries, "cee projects 9-?32-O3(Bl) and

9.332.OJ*(KI) '(19SC-J.981/;. '. ■ ■ .

9.332«27(ri) s-part meeting-of.directevs of food research institutes in
order to determine areac o? co- ii"Ii;^.L.t-::. and. ^cooperation in research

■ and developo :nt progr^mac, .s^e ;prc: ice 9-3^-03(^1) (19S1) I ' ■ '^^

9.332.28(Dl) Workshop en the manxjower profiles for food and agro^industries
with PA&MD ps the load unit, and organization of in-plant training, see

( (x>So-i96l)-

SlfiiR^GICNAL FSOGRftl-aE (MULPCCS)

(h) Studies-.

9.552.O5(KL)- -Inventory-G-.P orbing projects arid thpse to be identified as a
basis for the selection of integrator projoCtyJcf benefit to all countries
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Eastern and Southern Africa MULFOC (Lusaka)

(b) Studies:

9.332.06(Dl) Economic and prefeasibility studies (1980) and feasibility
studies, in collaboration with potential investors (1980), on the
establishment of food industries for cereal and vegetable oil processing
in Northern Province of Zambia and jtfbeya-Rukwa region of the United
Republic of Tanzania in connexion with integrated rural development
programme, in collaboration with Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division

(I98O-I98I)-

(D2) Forest-based industries (to be implemented within the
framework of ECA/FAO Forest-Industries Advisory Group)

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.332.O1(D2) (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) In undertaking sectoral review and appraisal studies of forest

industries;

(ii) Identifying, evaluation, selecting, formulating, promoting and
implementing specific forest industry projects, including projects

identified by the previous group;

(iii) Promoting and assisting in the formulation and implementation of
medium- and long-term integrated forestry and forest industry development

programmes, policies and strategies;

(iv) Promoting the development of national technical, managerial,
research and marketing capabilities and know-how based, where possible,
en the upgrading and co-ordination of existing capabilities and institutions,

(v) Promoting institutional and regional industrial and technical
cooperation in forest industry projects; in the marketing of forest
products, and between institutions concerned with forest products research
and technology, and manpower training and development.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

Q W.02(D2^ Sectoral review of primary and secondary forest industries with
a view to the development of policies, priorities and strategies and

planning for integrated forest industry (198O1981);

9.532.OMI») Review and appraisal of the information base and research and
development capabilities, training needs and modalities for the forest

industries (I98O-I981);
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9.332.oU(D2) Preparation of prefeasibility studies for projects identified

with Governments in primary and secondary industries see project 9.331*20'

(I98O-I98I); .. ;..;...

9.332.05(12) Identification and promotion of multinational co-operation in

forest industries in investment'P technology, markets and marketing and1 .

alternative means for implementation (1980--1981).

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9;332.2O(D2) Channelling information in project ideas and projects to'.poten

tial investors with a view to mobilization of final resources.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars3 training courses and expert

working groups (I980-I981):

9.532.26(B2) Technical working group meetings on integrated planning and

development of forest industries (198O-I98I);

9.332.27(D2J Workshops and institutions for integrated forest industries.

(1980-1981);

9.332.28(E2) Group braining workshops and product design, marketing and
market, and choice of technology and co-operation in forest industries

.(1980-1981). .

9.33 General institution building . : ,■■-■■'.■

Origin: -,- General ..Assembly resolutions 26?6(XXV), 3201 (S-VI) and 3202(S-VT);
■Commission resolution 2l8(x), 256(XIl). and 267(XIl);. Declaration,on.
Industrialization in Africa: Principles and Guidelines for Co-operation

and Development, adopted by the Second Conference of African Ministers of

Industry in December 1973 j Agreed conclusions to the Third Conference1 of

African Ministers of Industry held in December 1975; Lima Declaration and

.Plan of Action on Industrial Development and Co-operation, adopted by the

Second General Conference of UNIDO in March 1975; Agreed conclusions of

Fourth Conference of African Ministers of Industry in November 1977; OAU

Heads; of.State and Government resolution GM/ST.12(XXl) of May 1973 embody

ing African Declaration on Co-operation, Development and Economic.Indepen

dence; Revised frameworh of Principles foe the Implementation of; the'New

International Economic Order in Africa I976-I98I-I986 adopted by the ECA

Conference of Ministers at .Kinshasa in 1977 and approved by the Assembly

of-Heads of. State and Government of the Organization" of African Unity at

its fourteenth ordinary session held at Libreville in July 1977-

Project; aim,: To assist Government in strengthening the machinery for

industrial development .at the national and multinational level. .
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Priority A ..■':.

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9-333-O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) In the design and establishment of industrial promotion centres;

(ii) In the design and establishment of industrial estates;

(iii) In establishment of chambers of industry and similar associations

of producers;

(iv) Development of co-operatives actions for industrial development.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9-333-03 Establishment of an African Centre for Consulting Engineering and

Management, field activities (1981);

A Aft ■'.can Industrial .Development Fund (AIDF): fellow-up activities

and establishment

9.333.('5 Prefeasibility studies for proposed multinational institutions for

promoting industrial co-operation in basic industries; see projects

9.333 (A), (B), (C), (D) (1980-1981);

9.333.06 Study on the potential fields and modalities for co-operation among

African national industrial development banks and investment corporations

in the region leading to the establishment of an African Association of

Industrial. Development Banks and Industrial Investment Corporation in

collaboration with PAMMD aud'SERP (196O-I981).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I981):

9.333.26 Negotiating meetings on the establishment of regional institutions

(see projects 9-332-02 (A), (b), and (c), 9-332.03(EL) and 9-33^.02)

including;

(i) African Centre for Consulting Engineering and Management inter

governmental meeting of experts (198l) and meeting of plenipotentiaries

(1981);

(ii) African Industrial Development Fund; meeting of plenipotentiaries

(1980) following meeting of intergovernmental experts (1979)•
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9-331* Development of small-scale and rural industries

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 2626(XXVO, ?2O1(3-Vl) and 3202(S-Vl)-
Commission resolutions 2l8(X)? 256(XII)* 267(XII) and 319(XlIl); Declara
tion on Industrialization in Africa; Principles and Guidelines for
co-operation and development adopted by Va<: .^^id Conf-ronc- of Afr-'cW ''
Ministers of Industry in December 1973; Lima Declaration and Plan of Action
on Industrial Development and Co-operation adopted by the Second General
Conference of UMIDO in March 1975; Agreed Conclusions of- the Third meeting'
?nJ n P Conmittee ori Industrialization in Africa held in November
1976- Agreed Conclusions of the fourth Conference of African Ministers of
Industry held in November 1977.

_Project aim: To assist Governments in-the formulation of policies and prog
rammes for the development of small-scale and rural industries; in develop
ing and organizing training programmes, workshop and seminars; in the
integration of small-scale industries with medium and large-scale
industries; in the use of appropriate technology and in establishing sutv
porting institutions and services. :

Priority A

Work content: - -s. ■ '

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME ; ■ "'

9-331+-01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I)':.

(i) In the development of central policies and machinery dealing with
p? ^^ lnduStries in the context, of integrated rural ' .

^ (ii) In the design of training programmes for rural and small-scale
industry development;

Jli1^ J"1 thejdevel°Pment of ^e integration of small-scale industries
with medium and large-scale industries;

(iv)_ in the development of appropriate technology for small-scale and
rural industries;

(v) in the promotion of decentralized support institutions and services
for small-scale and rural industries;

1 °f °th6r programmes and Projects for small-scale and

II- REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies;

9.33^-02 Evaluation survey in selected African countries of policies and
institutions for the promotion and development of small-scale and rural
industries, see project 9-333-26 (1980-I981)-
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and°?n^rVeyi°n.^e .lntegrati°n °f ^"^ industries with medium-
and large-scale industries, including subcontracting with a view to
developing appropriate measures (19B0); .

3^.04 Study on the most suitable measures and instruments for promotion
of appropriate technology in small-scale enterprises (I96I); pr0aOtM

«***» « * -ans of promoting snail-scale

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.334.20 Preparation and publication of model schemes (198O-I98I).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
working,groups (I98O-I98I): ana expert
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

9.5UI ^est—acturing of Africa's external trade

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 32O2(S-Vl); 3362(S-VII) and Commission

resolution 26o(XIl)-

Project aim: Assisting African countries in improving significantly the

conditions under which their external trade presently takes place and in

expanding and diversifying their trade patterns with non-traditional

partners.

Priority A

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.31*1.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Advisory services and missions on request from African countries

and territories in the establishment of multinational import and export

enterprises; in the development of personnel in the field of trade and in

the creation of regional and subregional institutions offering appropriate

programmes in international trade negotiations, international marketing,

export promotion and documentation;

(ii) Advisory services to African ACP member States in the implementa

tion of a successor arrangement to the Lome Convention as a follow-up to

advisory services rendered in 1978 and 1979 in the negotiation of this

arrangement.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9-31*1.02 Finalication of case studies on possibilities of joint pooling

key imports (198G);

9.341.03 Establishment of multinational import and export enterprises (1980);

4 Regional co-operation in raw materials through the establishment

and strengthening of producer associations (1980);

9.31*1.05 Review and assessment of the implementation of the GSP schemes in

African countries (1980);

9.3l*l.c6 Study on problems and prospects for the African region arising from

the implementation of the Common Fund (1980-1931);
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9.51a.07 Development of trade between African countries and Socialist
countries of Eastern Europe; Phase II.

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (1980-1981)

9.5U.26 ^Expert group meeting to consider the study of Joint pooling of key

imports (1981);

9 3U1.27 intergovernmental expert group meeting to ?°*sid?r *f.^ff^

and meat (1980);

of9.5U1.29 intergovernmental working group meeting on the implementation
GSP schemes in Africa** countries (198O);

9.3la.30-.OoaDodlty groups related to the establishment and strengthening *f
producers' associations (1981);

9.3Ul.5i: Second regional seminar on Afri=a-s trade with socialist countries

(1981) •■- ■

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UNCTAD, OAU and relevant ECA

Divisions.

9.3112 Development of intra-African trade

Origin: Commission resolution 262(XII).

^T i.: TO assist African countries in fe^e^ntation^of

f:S~ ^Sf? intra^rican trade.
ai.

Priority A

Work content;
GElffiRAL programme

3U2.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (1980-1981):

identification of barriers

suggesting measures for removing
the share of intra-regional trade; U

creation and support of multinational
as the establishment of export credit fi

t^1 creasing significantly
alla, assistance in the

irl^ttt.at±ms> as well

France schemes);
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(ii) Advisory missions in undertaking desk and field investigations of

selected products in African countries with a view to suggesting measures

for increasing the flow of goods among African countries, by identification

of supply and market potentials, trade channels and import and export

practices of various countries.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9-342.02 Continuation of studies on existing and potential products for trade

among African countries, particularly food products, including coffee, tea

and on manufactured products, including shoes and ready made garmets,

(1980-1981);

9.342.03 Studies on intra-African trade in raw materials, i.e. bauxite,

aluminium, petroleum, pyrethrum, wood, oilseeds and tin (1980) and, zinc,

:._ ammonia, potash, sulphur and pulp see project 9-332 (1981) for basic
industries;

9.342.04 Establishment of African Metal Exchange for copper, iron ore, zinc,

lead and bauxite see also project 9-332 (1980-1981);

9.342.05 Analysis of existing African trade legislation, rules, regulations

and practices, including tariff and non-tariff barriers for selected .

economic co-operation groupings such as ECOWAS and Lusaka-based MULPOC

(1980-1981);

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.3U2.20 The "African Trade" - a twice-a-year publication on issues specific

ally related to the promotion of intra-African trade (198O-I98I);

9.342.21 African Trade Directory: Publication of a concise handbook containing

selected trade and other commercial information through which the necessary

trade contacts can be established by interested parties both within and

outside Africa (198O-198l).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working-groups (I98O-I98I):

9.342.26 Marketing symposia on intra-regional and intra-subregional trade for

middle-level and senior trade executives on subregional basis and on an

all Africa basis (198O-IS8I); one marketing symposium in Khartoum in

conjunction with the OAU All Africa Trade Fair (1980).

42*27 Training courses in intra-African trade techniques, marketing and
export promotion and in the techniques and modalities of bilateral, sub

regional and regional trade negotiations among African countries (1980-1981);
2 training courses (one in 1980 and the other in 1981). , ■,
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9.3^2,29 Workshop to bring together buyers and sellers of food products
including coffee, tea, meat and manufactured products (including shoes

and ready made garments) see project"9.3^2.02 (1980-1981); ■* ■■-

9.3^2.30 Expert group on multilateral trade negotiations among African

countries (1980).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UNCTAD, OAU, Socio-Economic

Research and Planning Division, Economic Co-operation Office, Public

Administration, Management and Manpower Division, Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture

Division and Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division. . .

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME.(MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African HULPOC (Lusaka)

9-3^2.06 Establishment of agricultural and non-agricultural commodity exchange(s)
for Eastern and Southern African States - see also 9*3^ and 9.3**6\ (I98O-I98I):

(i) Finalization of feasibility study and preparation of draft legal

■ instrument" for the establishment of commodity exchange(s) (1980); ■ ■

(ii) Convening of meetings <<f experts and ministers to consider the

results of the studies and take decisions on the establishment of agri

cultural and non-agricultural commodity exchange(s) for Eastern and

Southern African States (198O);

(iii) Initiation of irap3.emer.tati on of decisions taken, including

mobilization of funds (i960);

(iv) Formal establishment of commodity exchange(s) for Eastern and

Southern Africa (i960);

(v) Assistance in the functioning of the commodity exchange(s) and in
the training of required personnel (1981).

9>3*+2.07 Establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern

Africa (9-3^1, 9-3^2, 9.3^ and 9-515) (I96O-I981);

(i) Convening of second extraordinary meeting of Ministers of Trade,

Finance and Planning to consider the report of the Intergovernmental

Negotiating Team and set a date for a summit of Heads of State and

Government to sign the Treaty (1980); ■■ ■. ■ ■ .

(ii) Launching of the PTA and assistance in the establishment of. and

functioning of the PTA institutions (1981).

Central African MJLPOC (Yaounde):

9-3^2.08 Promotion of trade among the countries of Central Africa and the
feasibility of creating an appropriate institutional framework for the

promotion c. a subregional common t rket taking into account UDEAC (198O-I98I):
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(i) Follow-up recommendations of meetings (1980);

(ii) Implementation of decisions including additional studies if

necessary (1980);

(iii) Establishment of appropriate.institutional machineries (1981) for

conducting negotiations (1981);

(iv) Convening of meetings of experts ajd .ministers. ..

North African MJLFOC (Tangiers):

9.3^2,09 Promotion of trade among the countries of the subregion (I98O-I98I).

9.543 Ensuring Africanization of foreign trade structures

Origin: General Assembly .resolutions 3362(S-VII) and 32Ol(S-Vl).

Project aim: Assisting African countries in ensuring control of foreign trade

by national structures-(State.Trade agencies and/or private indigenous

traders)...

Priority A

Work content: ~ ~ - ■■- - ■ ■ ■- -

,„■■._,. I.-. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.3U3.OI (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-.98I):

. Advising African governments, on request, on ways ar.fl means of ensuring
Africanization of their trade structures.

II.' REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.3U3.O2 A comparative study of the Africanization of foreign trade structures

- an over-all review and assessment of its trerds^ prospects and modalities

(1980) - see work programme of Socio-Economic Reseerch and Planning

Division in this field.

9-3^3.03 Case studies of selected African countries regarding Africanization

of foreign trade structures and of situations obtaining in a number of

developing countries outside the region (1980).

9.3I4.3.04 Inter-regional studies comparing African experiences with the. .

experiences of Latin America, Asia and Western Asia as a basis for African

countries drawing from the experiences of other third World Regions (198I).
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

.-Working groups (I98O-I98I):

9.3^3.26 Expert Group and intergovernmental meetings to consider the findings

and recommendations of studies under 9.343.02; 9-3^3-03 and 9-3^3.04 above
the appropriate policy measures (1980).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UNCTAD, OAU, and Socio-Economic

Research and Planning Division.

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisenyi):

(b) Studies: .. . - ;; :' _ ■.

9-343.05 Study on "the possibility of promoting intra-community trade in

products of the Ruzizi Valley and obstacles thereto;

9.343.06 Study on the mechanisms for the harmonization of customs procedures

and payments systems with a view to economic integration of the Great -

Lakes Countries.

9.34J+ Establishment and strengthening of trade institutions

Origin: Declaration and programme of action on the promotion of intra-African

trade and development of co-operation among African countries.

Project aim: To help member States to co-ordinate and harmonize more effi

ciently their positions within the framework of the various agreements and

institutional arrangements that now exist or are likely to be established

with a view to safeguarding their legitimate interests therein.

Priority A

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.344.01 (e.) Assistance1'to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i) To provide advisory services designed to assist member States to

monitor and co-ordinate the inrplementation of trade, economic co-operation,

agreements and institutional arrangements;

(ii) To provide advisory services to member States with respect to the

establishment and strengthening of trade institutions;

(iii) To make preparations for, and service meetings aimed at assisting

member States in harmonizing their positions on trade and development

issues discussed therein;
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(iv) To advise on the organizational structure, objectives and function
ing of existing trade, institutions-and how they might be strengthened. ■■

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies: . ...

9-344.02 Studies on the organization, structure, objectives and functioning
of existing trade institutions and how they might be strengthened
(198c-1981); ,_ . ■ ■,

9.344.03 Assistance In the negotiations. and implementation of a successor
arrangement to the 'Lome Convention: review and evaluation from the African

member States standpoint (1930-1981)..,-

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
working groups (1980-I98I):

9-344.26 Meetings of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts on Trade
and Development and of the Conference of-African Ministers of Commerce to
consider the recommendations of studies 9.344.02 and 9.544.03 above
(198C-1981); . .

9.344.27 The African ministerial meetings, preparatory to meetings of UWCTAD
and African ministerial meetings held in conjunction -with the latter
(1980-1981);

9.344.28 The meetings of the Association of African Trade Promotion
Organizations (1980-I961).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, ADB, IDEP, AACB and relevant
ECA Divisions.

9.345 Developing national and regional policies and capabilities
relating to transnational corporations.

Origin; General Assembly resolutions 32O1(S-VI) and 3202(S-Vl); ECOSOC
resolutions 1913(LVIl) and 196l(ux) and Commission resolution 326(XIIl).

Project aim: To assist African countries in sharpening their perceptions of

the structures, policies and operations of foreign .transnational corpora
tions, building institutional machinery and capabilities for monitoring

and evaluating, these issues, and in adopting effective policies in respect
of such corporations.

Priority A

Work content: . . ■ ■■ '

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.345.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories, subregional and
regional groupings in Africa (1981,)-I98I):
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advint.J fjfopins and ^lengthening their capabilities to take
advantage of tne presence of foreign transnational corporations, inc
^T8 ^ f the bargaining positions of African countries in
negotiations with transnational corporations and the development of a
common African stand in respect of such corporations;

(ii) In evolving a new set of relationships between transnational

1* . lns1;ltut:]-nS a sys*em of bilateral and multilateral consultation-
and an exchange of information among African countries, and between Africa'
and other regions, relating to transnational corporations;

policies on the control and supervision of
1mnlOMr, . . p transnational corporations through the adoption ard

a^Sementsr * °f ^^ *** °ther ^^^^eral agreements and

Scml of the ^cC^^^ -*«^- ^ assume

devSo-ompntan^inS a^^?menting interregional programmes aimed at the
Sdfng jo?nt stuSes^n ^^ °f transnatlonal corporations,
increased trade among the interested countries. °SS1 ^ °f

II. REGIOML PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.345.02 Studies of the impacts of transnational corporations on selected
issues and sen-hnrw S11* =o v^i „ _^. , * . ^"■IAJXia ^u aeiectea

lal intermediaries, i

9.3^5.05 study on the code of conduct and its implementation (1980-I98I);

n neS°tlatlOn techni1ues of transnational corporations

-Rations on babv food and
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(c) Collection and dissemination of information (1980):

9.3^5.20 Collection, analysis and dissemination of national laws and refla

tion as well as of studies, bibliographies and other forms of documentation;

dealing with transnational corporations; - ...

9.5^5.21 Profiles on selected transnational corporations in the African

region (198O-I98I);

9.3^5-22 introduction of annual publication summarizing the main findings

and conclusions of the joint ECA/CTNC unit studies on activities of

transnational corporations in Africa (1980).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training.courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

9.3U5.26 Seminar on the framework and problems of implementation of a code

of conduct from the African perspective (1980);

9.3^5-27 Regional seminar on the impacts of transnational corporations on

baby foodf and beverage industries (1981);

9.345.28 Workshop on accounting and reporting standards of transnational

corporations (1981);
■■ "if' 7"! ^""- ' ■■■■ -■.,..-,.

9.31+5*29" Expert working group on- the role of transnational corporations in

^-oriented primary commodities (1980);

9.345.30 Regional ministerial conference on transnational corporations and

Africa's development in the 1980s (1981).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UNCTAD, CTC, ILO, Industry,

Trade, Transport and Social Development Divisions.

9.3U6 Trade and financial relations with other developing countries

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 3202(S-Vl); 3362(S-VTl); Commission
resolution 26o(XIl); Colombo Action Programme for Economic Co-operation

Mexico Conference on Economic Co-operation among Developing,Countries;

Declaration and Programme of Action on Afro-Arab Co-operation and

Resolution l(l) of the Committee on Economic Co-operation among Developing

Countries. .....

Project aim:- Assisting African countries to improve rand expand substantially

their trade and financial relations with other developing countries with

a view to deriving maximum benefit therefrom. .
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Priority A .

Work content:
I. GEHKRAL' PROGRAMME

9.346.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i) Advisory missions in the identification of barriers and obstacles
to improvement and expansion of the:r trade and financial relations with
other developing countries and measures for removing them;

(ii) To make preparations for and service meetings aimed at assisting
member States in harmonizing their positions on^matters related to trade

and financial relations among developing countries;.

' IV.'"' INTERREGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b). Studies: _ ^ .

9 346.02 Completion of studies on existing and ^potential trade between
African countries and Latin American countries (being jointly undertaken

with ECLA) - (1980-1981);

a 3^,03 Feasibility studies on co-operation among States trading corpora*
tions with regard to import of products of common interest, joint e*p«t
promotion activities and the promotion of mutual trade and of co-operat^n
between the African State trading corporations (STOS) and other STOS in

other regions (1980-1981);

Q 346 04 Follow-up on preliminary study on monetary and financial co-
operation among developing countries including interregional, payment
arrangement: completed during 1978/1979 biennium (198O-19B1);

46 .05 Completion of study on existing and potential ^.-ade ^
and Asian developing countries being undertaken by ECA and ESCAP

9.346.06 Biennial review of African participation in economic co-operation
activities among developing countries (1981);

9.3^6.07 Study of existing and potehtial trade flows between African, and
Arab countries (1980-1981);

9 546 08 Feasibility studies on the establishment of multinational marketing
9''enterprises and the implications for African countries of joxnxng multi

national marketing arrangements (I98O-I98I).
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I981):

Regional and inter-regional (ECA/ECLA) Working Group meeting to

consider the-. findings and recommendations of studies under 9O^.035"

04 arid 9-3^6.05 above (I98O-I98I); ;

9.3^6.27 Expert group meetings on strengthening and creation of producers

associations among developing countries (I98I);

8 African ministerial meeting to consider proposals on co-operation

in trade and financial matters among developing countries (1981);

9*3k6.29 Seminar on Africa's trade with other developing regions (1980);

9-3^*30 Seminar on the role of state trading corporations in the promotion

of mutual trade with other developing countries and regions (I981).

Related programmes t Close collaboration with UNCTAD, UNAPEC, OAU, other

United Nations regional Economic Commissions and Joint SCA/UWIDO Industry
Division. : ■■-■-•- -■
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MANPOWER

a^d employment planning

Commission resolut

and

11 ioeconomic develop-
^TyS'VTe?aT^ related inventories

* - lnitiatine
1^^ ^^

ment needs by undertaJcin| J
and skill profiles for' spe=m°
and employment studies, and

ExPfnded Training and klloJ^Z Pro^aTe^or 1^^* ^^^ tte
utilization of Africa's resources 0/?^ t / 1Oa> devel°P">ent and
teotoioal oo-operation activities a^d ?o tS"6d,manP0wer in ^pport of
external expertise, promote the fo™ + ! Snd minimize dependence on
consultancy L^^fL^S^^S^ff ^

Priority. A '■

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGHAMME

9.441.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (l980-l98l):

and^^pl^eTSi^^r^^^^^^-al assistance in manpower
policies and the development ?! f manPowe^ and employment
tive arrangements toS'S"' »"*i^tional a,d aiministra-

ooi^ta^rSiSi^r^rc^o^^r
associations of indigenous consultancybcdies;

employ

T
(v) Collaboration with African -ino+-i+,,+ -

education and management training? inStltUtlOns in Promoting management
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II0 REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.441-02 Appraising of manpower and training requirements in specific
economic sectors with particular reference to development projects promoted
in the EGA work programme and the development of related inventories and

skill profiles:

(i) Manpower analysis, development of related skill inventories and

profiles for each of the basic and strategic industries by branches

(chemicals, food, agro-industries) (I98O-I981) (in collaboration with

Industry Division);

(ii) Reviewing AAPAM's studies on the public service of- the 1980s
and identification of related follow-up action,

(iii) Evaluating skill shortages in relation to job opportunities and

policy for reconciling discrepancies thereof (1981).

9.441,03 Study of factors affecting the capability of indigenous entrepreneurs

in creating increasing employment opportunities and the effectiveness of

policies and programmes for employer development (1980)*

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.441.20 Revising editions of the Directory of African Management Education
and Training Institutions (1980 and 1981) and of the Directory of African

Specialists and Consultancy Organizations (1981),

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I):

9.441.26 Subregional and national workshops on career guidance and programme

development techniques for Career Guidance Officers, teachers and other
technicians concerned with vocational and career guidance services

(1980-1981);

9.441.27 Subregional workshops en mar_pc;:ei development for the basic

industries:

(i) Metal processing and mechanical engineering (198O}±/ ;

(ii) Electrical and electronic industries, petro-chemical, agricultural
and food processing, building and construction (198O-I98I) 1/i

9.441c28 individual and group in-plant and special post-experience training
course for African skilled technical operatives and managerial personnel

(I98O-I981)!

timing of the workshops is to be harmonized with the Industry

Division
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9*441*29 National and subregional training workshops on job descriptions,

job and task analysis, performance appraisal and programming for skill

development (198O-I98I);

-9*441*30 Subregional and multinational meetings to explore practical ways

and means of reversing the brain drain and fostering bilateral co-operation

in the short—term utilization of African scarce manpower resources includ

ing expert~.se in the public and perastatal services ;198l);

9»441*31 Regional and subregional meetings on co-operation among subregional

indigenous associations of consultancy organizations (198O-I98I);

9-441<=32 Regional expert group meeting on the development of collaborative

relationship between educational/training institutions (universities,

technical colleges), and public and private business enterprises with

special reference to relating curriculum to industrial skill requirements,

technology and research for development and measures for providing

opportunity for the acquisition of industrial experiences and work

attitudes (198O)«

9*441*33 Subregional workshops on policies and programmes for the develop

ment of indigenous entrepreneurial capability (l980-198l)«

Related programmes: Close collaboration with ILO, UNESCO, FAO, WHO, UNIDO,

CAFRAD, AAU, IDEP and other organizations concerned with programmes of

African human, re sources development and utilization,. Effective collabora

tion with ILO to evolve and develop an ECA/lLO joint work programme concerted

action in areas of common interest. Collaboration with other ECA Divisions

in respect of sectoral manpower analysis and evaluation of requirements*

Collaboration with the African Association for Public Administration and

Management as well as with other African professional' and consultancy

organizations.

SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

9»441«O3 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (1980-1981):

(i) In promoting multinational co-operation in manpower development

and in the development of trained manpower capacity with priority to:

Establishment of a Multinational College in Eastern and Southern

Africa (-Close collaboration with Transport, Communications and Tourism

Division);

The promotion of national and multinational indigenous consultancy

services (198O-I981);
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(ii) In mobilising financial and material resources and in providing

technical advice'for the creation of employment opportunities to absorb

migratory labour withdrawn by the supplier States from South Africa

(1980-1981);

(iii) In providing technical assistance to the supplier States enabling

them to continue the withdrawal of migratory labour from South Africa

(1980-1981)*

Central African MULPOC (Yaounde)

(b) Studies:

9»441«04 Identification of indigenous consultancy services and study on the

problem of co-operation in their use (1980);

9»441»O5 Identification of African experts, especially those with scientific

and technical capabilities, and establishment of a Directory of ejcpert

manpower resource pool to facilitate their use (198O)« .

9*442 Prrgramme for employment g^d skills development

Origin: Commission resolutions 110(Vl), l25(VIl), 129(VIl), 173(VIIl) and
195(IX); General Assembly resolutions 3201(S-Vl) and 3202(S-Vl); and

African Declaration on Co-operation, Development and Economic Independence

of May 1973 relating'to Human Resourceso ■■ "-

Project^ aim: To undertake manpower inventory of skills, by levels and types,

required for the implementation of various development projects, relating

assessed needs to manpower availability and training,facilities*

Periodic review of the state of employment and labour conditions and

promotion of increasing employment opportunities,,

Priority A

Work cont ent: . . ■

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

i

i 9-442»01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):
\ ' *~ , ■ . .. ■ -...

(i) Technical assistance in the assessment of manpower requirements
and advice on manpower programming and utilization;

(ii) Assisting in promoting the development of an intra-African technical

assistance programme for the development, employment and exchange of

African specialist manpower, (in collaboration with ECA Technical

. Assis"fcance.Co~ordination and Operations Office and with the OAU);

(iii) Participating in the Jobs and Skills Programme for Africa

(sponsorea by ILO);
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(iv) In promoting co-operation among African professional manpower and
management associations;

(v) Promoting the establishment and development of national and sub-
regional multidisciplina;rys indigenous consultancy organizations in Africa,

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9»442.02 Identification of necessary follow-up action on the survey of

education and employment in Africa undertaken by Socic-Economic Research

and Planning Division in 197.6 (l980)o

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
■■,■. -working 'groups (198O-I98I): ■ »

9-442*26 SubregionaL seminars for educational planners and administrators
to discuss strategy linkages between education and employment (1981);

9-442.27 Subregional and-national-workshops/seminars for seni'or planners and
training administrators on manpower planning, and the establishment of

manpower planning machineries (1980-1981)0 .

Related programmes: Collaboration with the ILO, UNIDO, UME5C0, and other

organizations with manpower and employment programmes for Africa as well

as with other appropriate £Ca Divisions and Offices and MULPOCs.

• Ill- SUBREGiONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
working groups (198O-I981): ' . L\..'.. ...

9«442#28 (i) Meetings on the formation of a Subregional Indigenous.; .'. -':, - .
Consultancy Organization or Agency (1980);

(ii) Meetings for the formation of a Southern African Labour Committee '
to promote the employment of migratory labour in their countries of

origin (198O-198I);. ■ .

(iii) Meetings on specific employment implications of the resolutions
adopted by. the Conference of Migratory Labour with a view to initiating

promotional action (I98O-I98I.) i

Review of rural development policies and programmes in member States;

Review of the role of transnationals in "the supplier States;
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Review of the role.of South African Customs Agreement in employment

generation*

Central African JUIPOC jYaounde

. (d)- Conferences, meetings, seminars- training courses and expert.

Working groups (198O-I9&I): - ' ■•■'''■ .'■-.-.,■■:

9o442o29 Meetings of Experts and Ministers to examine resources of African
scientific and'technical manpower and con-sider recommendations fpr.:intrar:;

African co-operation in their otaploymont within the. sub^gioti (1980);

9.442»3O Meetings of Experts and Ministers.to .decide on policy and, manner

of co-operation in the employment of indigenous consultancy services

(1981). '■ ■■■■ •'
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9.460 NATURAL RESOURCES , ..

C* DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION OP PHYSICAL RESOURCES

.,46I Natural, resource^ policies planning and management

Origin;' General Assembly resolutions 2386(XXIIl); 26?(XXV)j 3O1.6(XXVIl); 3201
(S-VI); 3202(&-Vl); 3362(3--VII); EC030C resolutions 142c(aLVI); 1427 (-£LVl);
1033(XXXVII); 1673(LIl); 1737(LIV); 1896(LVIl); 19U(LVIl); Commission
resolutions 34(lll)» 143(VIl); 164(VIII); 223(x); 256(XIl) and 313(XIIl)o

Project' aim: To'assist governments in .the formulation of appropriate policies

and :'_n the planning arid management of natural resources -in all v.j.^l' 0.:'

development including exploration,:inventory* exploitation, marketing,

utilisation,' and the establishment pf relevant institutions, in .these fields*

Priority A

Work c;ontent:

Ic GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«46l*01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I981):

(i) Assistance to Governments in the formulation of general and specific

policies relating to natural resources development, in improving national

machineries for natural resources policy-making and planning and in evaluat

ing manpower and institutional needs for these purposes;

(ii) Assistance to Governments in evolving methods and procedures for

collecting and o.Tganizing data on African natural resources;

(iii) Making more readily accessible to Governments in the regions know

ledge of modern and efficient techniques of survey, evaluation, exploita

tion and management of natural resources;

(iv) Promoting the establishment of research and training institutions

to provide knowledge and high level manpower in the conduct of natural

resources surveys, planning and management;

(v) To continue to assist member States iii the establishment of Multi

national Retncte Sensing Satellite Ground Receiving and Data Handling Centres

in Africa for the scientific survey of n tural resources and the monitoring

of environmental conditions; including the training of manpower in this field;

in particular to establish, in addition to Ouagadougou receiving station, two

mor-3 receiving stations in Kinshasa and Nairobi thus covering over 90 p-si1 c^nt

of Africa* Three more training and user assistance centres will be estab

lished in addition to strengthening those of Ouagadougou and Nairobi which

have already been set up0

Related programmes: Close collaboration with United Nations Headquarters;

UNESCO, FAOj WHO; IKCO, WHO, UNEP and within ECA; Industry, Agriculture and

Public Administration, Management and Manpower Divisions,,
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9.462 MINERAL RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

Co DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

9.463 ^M^^e^ utilization of
£££22£££Lj£ Afri -■——

r/ reS°lutionB 2626(XXV) and 32/176; ECOSOC resolution

"<«>• 34(111). ■

f development'
Priority A '

Work content:

Io GENERAL PROGRAMME

9^463*01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I9SI):

JiLrequest> in formuiating
To^Provide advisory services to.African Governments,■on reouest

SCS and SCOn°miC aSPGCtS °f minl **i. expiration

(iii) To promote intra-African co-operation in all fields of mineral
esources activities; x erai

) p
resources activities;

(iv) To promote and/or support multinational institutions in the field
^11?^ resoufces development including tie East/ Central, West and

xncan subregional mineral resources development centres,,

II* REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies: . • ■

9-463=02 Preparation of Mineral Distribution Map of Africa (l980-198l) in
collaboration with UNESCO; ' y J

9^463.04 Completion of the survey of mining and mineral legislations in the
Atncan counties and preparation of a model mining code (I980),

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9-463,20 Publication of studies on various aspects of mineral resources
development ,> ^^^a
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(d) Conferencesf meetings, seminars, training courses and expe
working groups (198O-I981):

9«463o26 A nercinar and study tours for African mining engineers on new
raining methods (1980);.. ■. .' .: . -".. ; ;. ■ . ■.. - -. ■■ - ■ -

29 Follow-up of the decisions, of the 1979 Regional Conference on ,the..,
development and utiliz^-io- ^f minerd i^o^^l in'Africa (H)

3O Meeting of experts from West and Central African subregions on

recent developments and joint programmes in mineral exploration (.1981)5

^H^-Pi-Si^^1' Closs collaboration with United Nations Headquarters-
UNESCO- UIJIDO/"the MULPOCs of Lusaka, Gisenyi, Yaounde, Niamey aiid.T.argiera,
ECA Divisions of Industry, International Trade and Manpower*

SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisen^i)

9«463«28 Intergovernmental meeting of plenipotentiaries on the establishment
of the Governing Council of the Central African Mineral Resources
Development Centre (I98O);

Central African MULPOC (Yaounde)

Intergovernmental meeting of plenipotentiaries on the establishment

of Governing Council of Central African Mineral Resources Development
Centre (1980),

9-4^4 Multinational co-operation in the development of basic and at rat e;;i
jn^usj^es based on mineral resources

Origins General Assembly resolution 2626(XXl), 32Ol(S-Vl), and 32O2(S-Vl);

Commission resolutions 2l8(x), 256(XIl) and 267(XIl); Declaration of

Industrialization in Africa: Principles and Guidelines for Co-operation and
Development, adopted by the Second Conference of African Ministers of

Industry in December 1973; Agreed Conclusions of the Third Conference of

Kinis^ii-3 of Industry held in December 1975;. Lima. Declaration'.&nd Plan of -

Action on Industrial Development and Co-operatipn; adopted by the Second
General Conference of UNIDO in March 1975»

Project aim; Preparation of studies on basic, and strategic mineral commddi^

ties in Africa in co-operation with other Divisions such as the Joint

ECA/UKIDO Industry Division so as to facilitate the establishment of
multinational industries in the region based on such mineral "'commodities^
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Priority A - ■

Work content:

™r~"' ' ii. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9#464,O3 Studies on fossil fuels and nuclear power metals (I98O-I98I) (in
collaboration with Energy Unit);

9#464.04 Studies on raw materials for the chemical industries (1981).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I981):

9.464*26 Follow-up meeting of expert to examine and promote action programmes

emanating from recommendations in the raw material studies undertaken

(1981).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with United Nations Headquarters,

UNCTAD, UNIDO, other international specialized organizations, the

MULPOCs of Lusaka, Niamey, Gisenyi. Tangiers and ECA International

Trade and Industry Divisions.)
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9.465 RESOURCES Of TKfl iSEk

9»465 iB£Z£J£HL^L.9LJSJ^££5±-Qg.(L-6geriSy. resources in the "African
Offshore areas """" ' "

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 26?6(XXV) and 2692(XXV);CCommission
resolutions 34(lll); 143(VI^.) end 23&(Xl)«

Project aim: To promote the exploration and development of mineral and
energy resources distributed within the African offshore areas, in order

to provide African countries with new sources of wealth*1- ' ' ' - ■ ■

Priority A

Work content;

Io GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«465»O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

Administrative and technical assistance to member States, in formulat

ing and implementing national and subregional offshore exploration and'
development programme,and establishing Co-ordinating Offshore. Prospecting
Committee^ : . :

II- REGIONAL PROGRAMME

\Q£"uucliss;

RevH.Rw r.f --n+rcn^. '??.r;.ri-: legislation and of the draft Law of the
Sea (l?30)c

(c) Collection and disnemin^ticn of information:

Collecting and ar.s3eLiin3.ting information concerning the development
of marine resources*!

(«) Conferences, mes"ingsr seminars, -Graining courses and expert
working1 groups (1980^-1981):

9.465.26 Symposia and meetings of experts on the development of marine resources
along the Airicazi coast zt ~ Red. Sea and Gulf of Aden (1980); Indian Ocean

Offshore (1980), Atl^tio Ocean Offshore (196I); Mediterranean Offshore
(1981);

9-465,27 Meetinga of the Joint Co-ordinating Offshore Prospecting Committee
(1980-1981).

Related programmes^ Close collaboration with the United Nations Headquarters:
IMCTAD; roTIEOrUHESCC; FAO; 'JNSP; other relevant specialized agencies and
internatio:.e.l organizations,. Within SCA, collaboration will be established

with International Trade, Industry and Agriculture Divisions.
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9.466 WATER EESOUECES DEVELOPMENT

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

9.466 Planning and development of national water resources

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 14O(XIV) and 238o(XXIIl)s Commission
terms' of reference; report of working group of water resources planning
(1970); action recommendations of the African Regional meeting on Problems
of Water Resources Development in Africa, resolutions of the United Nations
Water Conference; United Nations Economic Commission for Africa Conference

of Ministers resolution 3O8(XIIl), 339(XIV); resolution 2121(1X111) of
EC03OC; General Assembly resolution 32/158

Project aim: To improve, the management of water resources through the regular
and systematic collection of hydrological, hydro-meteorological and hydrc-

geolqgioal.-data accompanied by a system of processing and analyzing
quantitative and qualitative information, and assessment of water resources

for the different uses; assist in the preparation of water resources

planning, promote the policy of multi-purpose water projects, strengthen
existing training organizations and encourage the establishment of
institutes with a view of promoting manpower training and research.

Priority A * ''''"''" ■

Work content:
.,.; '*«r; .-■;-».;r:- .- ■ ■ lm GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.466.OI (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i)"'Assessment of adequacy of hydrometeorological networks and hydro-^

logical data banks (198&-I98I);

(ii) "Establishment of a task force consisting of representatives of IHP
(UNESCO), FAO, CNRET and ECA to co-ordinate efforts in assessment -of -water-

resources and formulate projects;

(iii) Identification of projects for the development of water resources

in drought affected areas in Africa (1980);

(iv) Preparation of guidelines to assist countries in the preparation

of master plans for water resources development (1980);

(v) Formation of an expert working group from the African region in ,
the development of water resources to take stock of the needs and,
matching the capabilities of the available goods and services, to promote

TCDC in the water sector*
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II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies: " .. ..

9,466,02 Studies of ground.mwater, resources .in arid zones in Africa and.

preparation of hydrogeological maps (1^8^1981)

9,466.03 Undertaking a project for the. preparation, of hydrological maps in

Africa-'(1980-1981)^ in collaboration .wi.thrWMp; ... .

9.466,04^; Preparation of a case study-of approaches, to. the. problems of rural

water supply covering the experiences of Ethiopia-, Tanzania, Sudan and

the Sahel (1981).

„.-.. (q) Collection .and dissemination of information: ■ ,. _

9,466.20-■■Preparation, and publication of technical documents on' planning and

development, of water resources in Africa (l980--19.8l)5

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars,, training courses and expept

working groups (1960^981)-: ■:■■■:■

9»466,26 Organize a. seminar on "water policy, planning and management in

Africa" (1980); '

9*466,27 Organize a seminar on the "environmental' and. socio-eosn^mic 3 _

of water projects in Africa" (1981) - in co-operation with Environment

Co-ordination Unit-and UNEP; ' ! : • , . '

9.466.28' i;'Convenirig a "regional" meeting on problems and needs of Africa on

community water supply and sanitation (1980).,.-:. : - _

Related programmes: Close collaboration^with WMO, UNCNRkT, WHO, UNDP, IAEA,

CIT3H, FAO erA' other interested organizations*'' ■ ■ .

: ...-. Ill* SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

West African MULPOC (Niamey} ■

(a) Assistance-to countries, and territories:

9.466.0l(iv) Establishment of multinational,.water resources development

institute in West African,subregion for research, planning and training

purposes (198O-I98I).. .'. ' -...''.■

9.467 Development of international water resources

Origin: Commission terms of reference, report of the working group on water

resources planning (1970), action recommendations of the African Regional

meeting on problems of water resources development in Africa (1976),
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resolutions of the United Nations Water Conference, United Nations

Economic Commission for Africa Conference of Ministers resolution 308(XIIl),
339(XIV); resolution 2l2l(LXIIl) of ECOSOC, General Assembly resolution

/

Project aim? Promotion of co-operation in the establishment of programme,

machinery and institutions necessary for the co-ordinated development of

shared water resources in areas of planning, development, regulation,

management, environmental protection, use and conservation with a view

of overcoming major constraints .,uch as lack of capital and trained

manpower as well as the exigencies of natural resources developments

Priority A

Work content:

GENERAL■PROGRAMME

9.467.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) Organize a mission to visit the Lake Tanganyika basin with a view

to promoting, joint and co-operative action among the riparian countries

for planning the integrated water resources development of the basin0

■ - (ii) Taking up. the Niger and Nile basins as pilot, basins for implemenx-

ing "Eydrological Operational KulT.i-PurposQ system" projects (ROMS) in
collaboration with WHO.

(iii) Setting up an intergovernmental committee on water for th'e African

. region consisting of member States of ECA to be elected by ECA's Confer

ence of Ministers on the basis of equitable geographical distribution and

to be assigned with the task of assisting ECA to play the central role

in the integrated development and management of water resources,

(iv) Setting up an African regional inter-agency water resources board

with membership drawn from representatives of all organizations of the

United Nations system concerned with water related activities in Africa

to be assigned with the task of co-ordinating and monitoring the progress

being made in the implementation of Mar del Plata Action Plano

Ho REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.467.02 Preparation of a compendium on "treaties, agreements- and conven

tions" of international rivers in Africa (1980)$

703 Land and water resources survey for irrigation in Africa

(1980-1981)*
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(d) Conferences, meetings, safsinars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

3*467.26 Meeting of representatives of existing rivers and basins Commis

sions and Committees to assess the requirements to strengthen their .

. capabilities (198O-I98I); ,

9.467.27 Seminar on water use for irrigation development in Africa (l98l).

Related programmes; Close collaboration and co-ordination with related work

of United Nations Centre for Natural Resources, Energy and Transport, will

be established as well as that of the United Nations Panel of Experts of

Legal and Institutional Implications of International Water Resources

Development WMO, WHO, UNESCO, IBRD, UNDP, ADB and Joint ECA/^FAO Agriculture
Divi si on.

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MUU>OCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusakaj

* (d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

9.467.28 Convening a meeting of representatives of the riparian countries

of Zambezi River Basin with a view to promoting joint and co-operative

action for integrated water resources development of the basin (1981).
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9o469 MERGY ■ . ■

9"47Q ■ .Flajpqing^ and optimum development pf energy resources in Africa

2£i£i£* General Assembly resolutions l4Ol(XIv), 1245(XIV) and 2173(XXI)
ECOSOC resolutions 876(XXXIIl), 677(XXXIIl)F 1083(CD)(XXXVIl), llll(XL),
1127(.XLV), 1218(XLII), }316(XLIY), 13l8(XLIV), .1426 (XLVl) and 1427(XLVl);
Commission resolutions 13(ll)f I8(lll)f 34.(lll), 43(iv),' 55(lV), 113(Vl)f
3 43(VII), x64(VIIl)( 223(x)f 225(x) and 265(XIl); Report of the African
Electric Power Meeting (1963)1 Resolution B.IV of the Sixth Summit
Conference on Petroleum Industry and Manpower Requirements in the Field

of Hydrocarbons (1974); Report of the Second African Meeting on Energy (1976)«

Project aim; To encourage exploration, systematic planning and optimum develop

ment of energy resources in Africa, to promote multinational co-operation in
their exploitation and use "and to' co-ordinate their development policieso

Pri orit y A

Work content;

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9»47O«O1 (a) Assistance to countries. and..territories (I98O-I981):

(i) In the formulation of integrated energy policies;

(ii) In the,evaluation, development, exploitation and use of their energy
resources} .

(iii) Assistance, on request, in multinational technical co-operation in
the field of energy resources development and use-,

(iv) Establishment of Standing Committees on Energy in all African economic
subregions;

(v) Establishment of a Regional Energy Committee*

II.o REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies: . ...

9-47OcO2 Survey of existing facilities and future needs in Africa for educa
tion training and research in the field of fuels, science and technology
with special reference to petroleum derivatives (I98O-I981);

9->470o03 Study to establish the basis for the establishment of an African
Petroleum Organization (I98O-I98I);

9«47O«O4 Preliminary study for the establishment of an African Institute of
Nuclear Physics (1981);
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(c; Ocliec-t.in and dissemination of information

9.470,20 CompiKng an inventory of energy resources and preparation of an
^iienc-y ^acvrqetvitlas of Africa* - ■ ■■■

^ *™ination.f data on.hydroelectric and

9^-0.-22 Regular updating and preparation of maps on primary and electric
eneigy ±\>. Africa^

U.) Conference*., meetings, seminars, training courses and e
vjo^.o.ng groups ^1980-1981);

9'.-4?0,2; Second Airican Conference-on Hydrocarbons (1981);

9c470,2? Preparatory work for the Third African Meeting on Energy (1981),.

JE££SS!2E£! Close collaboration with all MULPOCs, OAU UNESCO
, UNUP: ADB, CHHEP and other organizations concerned in " L

levelopment of electrical energy

T^^^J-^ *f^eCOnd ™W*b, Commission resolutions 33(lll),
; 1/6(niI>' 233(X) and 225(x); Report of the first African '
Power Meeting (1963)5 Report of the Regional Symposium on the

fJ4^TTh ^' al\leVeU) f°r Powep P^d^ion and Distribution
the Second African Meeting on Energy (1976);

&ZL.SiPJ To promote co-ordination and rationalization of electrical
deve-Lopmen4: and utilization.

Work_cratent;

I» GENERAL PROGRAMME

9'>473 = Oi Ea) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(1 1 Forecasting demand for electricity in Africa*

Uij iia-jisnasice, on request in the inter-connexion of electricity systems
among neigntouring African countries;

Jiii) ^Supporting the establishment of institutions for training in th-
iA3jd 01 electrical energy,, . . -■ «
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II* REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

02 Study on the organizational and operational aspects of electrical

energy development- (1981); : ■

9«471eO3 Study on the standardization and formulation of appropriate -. - ■.

standards for African countries (l$SO)y

04 Study of the multipurpose development of international waterways

and the ^reparation of a"model" cohvent'i ontaking account of international

experience in this field (1981-) ;■ . .

9a471oP5 Technical and economic study of inter-connexion of the national

networks of African countries on subregional or regional basis (1981);

9o47i»06 Survey of the possibilities for the manufacture* on a multinational

basis, of electrical equipment suitable to the needs of the African

countries (including systematic consultation with equipment designers (1980);

(c) Collection and dissemination of information;

9*470°20 Continuing collection and dissemination of data on electricity.

Related programmes; Close co-operation with International Standards Organiza

tion, International Electric Technical Commission, Commission on Electrical

Equipment, IBRD, ALB, UPDEA and other concerned organizationsj and EGA*a

Industry Division,,

9•472 Rural electrification and development of energy equipment for rural

; use ■ ■

Origin; Commission first session report, Commission resolutions 33(lll)i

l54(VIir), X76(VIII) and 223(x) and 225(X); Report of the First African
Electric Power Meeting O9&2>)' P-eport rf the Regional Symposium on the

Training of Personnel (at all levels), for Production and Distribution (1973);

Report of the second African Meeting on: Energy (1976)*-

Project aim; To promote small-scale production and distribution of electrical

- energy for rural developments

Priority A

Work content:" ■■■:■=■

Io GENEPjIL PROGRAMME :

9<»472o01 (a) :Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) Advisory services, on request, for small—scale production, distribu

tion and expansion of use of electrical energy in rural areaso
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II, REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9*472^02 Survey of technical, social and economic factors affecting the

development of energy supply and use in rural areas (198O-I98I);

Relat ed programmes; Close co-operation with all MULPOCs, SCE, IBRD, ADB,

CNBET, UPDEA and other organizations concerned.

9«473 Development of non-conventional sources-of energy

Origin-; General Assembly resolutions 2O56(XX), 23O9(XXIl), 2406(XXIIl) and

' ~2575(XXIV); ECOSOC resolutions 779(XXX), 885(XXXIV), 986(XXXVl) and
103y(XXXVIl)i Commission's report on first, second, third and sixth sessions;

Commission's resolutions 33(lll)« 113(Vl), 196(lX), 223(X), 265(XIl) and
337(XIV); Report of the First African Electric Power Meeting (1963); Report

of the Regional Conference on Petroleum Industry and Manpower Requirements

in the Field of Hydrocarbons (1974)? Report of the Second African Meeting

on Energy (1976)-

Project aim; To promote development and extensive use of non—conventional

sources of energy, in particular, solar wind and biogas energy in Africa*

Priority A

Work content:

' " . ■ ' I. GENERAL PROGRAMME " ■ .

9e473,01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (1979-I981):

■■■-■-•' (i) Advisory-services, on request-* -onr-th-e development and utilization

of solar, wind and biogas energy;

(ii) Establishment of stations for observation and measurement of solar

energy components;

(iii) Popularization and encouraging local manufacture of solar energy

equipment;

(iv) Promotion of close contacts between African scientists and. techni—

oians involved in non-conventional sources of energy development and use;

(v) Appraisal of the possibilities of developing such non-conventional -

sources of energy as geothermalf wind, tidal, waves, ocean thermal energy^

and bioconversion;

(vi) Establishment of a regional machinery for co-operation and

co-ordination of solar energy activities in Africa;

(vii) Training of researchers, engineers and technicians in the field of

solar energy and in the introduction of energy studies in school and

university curricula;
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(viii) Reinforcement of the existing solar energy centres in Africa, as

well as the establishment of new centres in each subregion;

(ix) Establishment of demonstration centres of solar, wind and biogas

energy utilization- ,

IT. REGIONAL PROGRAMME ■■ : _„;.._

(b) Studies:

9*473*02 Study on solar energy, direct and diffuse repartition in Africa; ;

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9*473*20 Continuing collection of documentation concerning non-conventional

sources of energy in Africa and in the world,

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert,

working groups (198O-I98I);

9«473»26 Annual regional seminar on utilization and economics of solar -

energy (1980);

9»473«27 Annual regional seminar on utilization and economics of solar energy

(1981).

IIIo SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern_and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

9.473aOl (x) Establishment of a demonstration centre for non-conventional

sources of energy utilization in Addis Ababa (ECAHq)o

Related prog. unmesT Close collaboration with Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division,
ECA^s Transport, Comiprmicati ens and Tou-iem Division, ECA's Public Admin
istration, Management and Manpower Division, with all MULPOCs, with UNHQ,

UNESCO, WMOV UWDP, UNIDO, UMEP,.etc, , . ...
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9.474 ' CARTOGRAPHY ---"■ '■• .■" ■:

D. DEVELOPMENT OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES

9.475 Development of national cartographic services

Origin: General Assembly resolution :38(XXIIl); report- of first, second and
third Regional Cartograpnic Conferences for Airioa and Commission resolutions

and 338(XIV)-,

Project^ aim: To.assist countries of the region in the development of efficient

cartographic services-

Priority A ' ■ ■ -. ■'" ■' ■ ■ ■.'

Work content":'- ■■''-'■" i: ■■■■.■•■■ ■ •" --.■■.-,.■-; ■ . ..

I, GENERAL PROGRAMME ■ . .

9.475.OI (a) Assistance to., countries and territories (l?CO-l?8l);

(i) Establishment of subregional centres for training in programmetry

photc-interpretation.,.,/airboxne geophysical surveys and comprehensive research

centres in aerial surveys;

■ (ii) . Establishment .of. common cent res for servicG^ in surveying and

mapping; : . '

(iii) To assist countries, on request? in organ:zing joint geodetic and

related surveys of border'areas* ."."-:

II, REGIONAL' PROGRAMME " '

(b) Studies: . ■'.. . ' . - .

9.475.02 To continue the uncompleted ..inventory project en p. country by

country basis,- of the extant of sxis+dr.^ J:c--r^r,^hic ar.d topi.oa.1 mapping.- ■

and serial photographic records, publish the inventory in index maps of

the African continent, identifying the -additional .cartographic work to be

done and to analyse the existing material and to determine methods and

specifications adopted and recommended an optimum rpt of specifications for

future cartographic work jn Af^ioa (j.9c'O-193l)i

9.475^03 Survey of manpower requirements in the field of surveying and

mapping (I98O-I981);

9.475,04 To continue the uncompleted inventory project, on a country by

country basis, of the existing geodetic workv gravity and magnetic

measurement and geophysical surveys and tc prepare the final documents

on the inventory and the preliminary computations for the adju:-:''. it of

the geodetic network in Africa and, in the light of the ptudy. examine the

feasibility of a common geodetic datura for the African continent (I98O-I98I).
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(c) Collection and dissemination of information;

9»475»2O To publish the inventory in indexed maps of the African continent;

9.475-21 To publish the final documents on the inventory and the preliminary

computations for the adjustment of the geodetic network in Africa;

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I981):

9.475.27 Meeting to prepare optimum set of specifications for future

cartographic work (1981);

9»475«29; Symposium on the role of geodetic survey work, ig
techniques in geodesy for survey work, in the development of surveying and

mapping on subregional and regional basis (1980).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with United Nations Headquarters,

ESCAP, OAU, UNESCO/lTC Training Centre for Integrated Surveys, IDRC,

African Geological Association, African Association of Cartography, IUGG

and IHA.

9.476 Preparation of specialized maps and related activities

Origin: First, second and third regional Cartographic Conferences for Africa.

Project aim: To plan a co-operation programme and prepare common specifica

tions for large-scale topographical maps and selected topical maps.

Priority A

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.476.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I981)!

To prepare, review and revise regional and subregional maps on social,

economic and natural resources, with special reference to hydrogeology,

minerals, oil, natural gas, and to organize map exhibitions.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.476.20 To collect maps, charts and other cartographic documents for the

Map Documentation and Reference Centre;
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9.476.21 To compile and publish a quarterly accession list of maps and

chart s«

t (d); Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

^ (I98O-I98I): . ;

-9»476.27 Meeting to prepare common specifications on selected special

purpose maps (1980);

9.476.28 Orientation seminar and study tour on the role of surveying and

mapping in economic development (I98I). ' '

Related programmes; Close collaboration with the United Nations Headquarters,

■ ESCAP* OAU, UNESCO, IDRC, African Association of Cartography, IUGG and

" IHA.
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9»477 HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

C. DEVELOPMENT AUTO CONSERVATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

9.478 Identification of major environmental problems in Africa and

research into solutions thereto

Origin: Addis Ababa Seminar recommendation 36; United Nations Conference on

the Human Environment recommendations 104(a), 95(d) and 53« General
Assembly resolution 2997(XXIV); Conference of Ministers resolutions 238(Xl);

239(Xl) and 28o(XIl).

Project aim: To promote awareness of major environmental problems in human

settlements: management of natural resources for environmental quality;

identification and control of pollutants; educational and informational

aspects of the environment; effects of environmental considerations on

developmento

Priority A

Work content;

: ~~ I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.478,01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i) To continue to give advisory services to member States ."that will

ensure viable and smooth management of national environmental organs for

the management of the human environment and to assist those member States

without national machineries to develop such organs for safeguarding and

improving on their human environment;

(ii) To assist member States in identifying sources of pollution from

industrial and biological sources with a view to controlling water pollution,

monitoring the importation of pollutive industries into the continent and

countering the effects of marine pollution of the African coast;

(iii) To assist member States in training environmental manpower, planners,

policy-makers and legislators to deal with local environmental problems and

to co-operate with agencies responsible for curriculum development and

renewal in environmental education for out-of-school programmes;

(iv) To assist various agencies in the implementation of the United

Nations Human Settlements habitat programme, in the implementation of the

recommendations of the United Nations Conference on Desertification, in the

conservation of natural resources and in the creation of tourism in Africa.
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IIo REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9«478o02. To study and Iteep in constant; review the state of the environment

in Africa especially changes emanating from development projects with a

view to preparing periodic reports (1980);

9.478003 ■ To investigate ;the problems of environmental stresses resulting

from underdevelopment in.the African:region with a;view to eradicating

poverty and inequality in the distribution of wealth for a better standard

of living (1980);

9*478*04 To study the environmental impact of .the-trans-African -Highway

system on the exploitation of natural resources in each of the.five MULPOC

regions, in Africa with a .view to assessing, soc.io-cultur.al changes (1981).

(c) Collection and dissemination of information; . ... .

9»478.2O The secretariat will collect information on existing -legislation

for the protection of. the! human .environment in Africa and' will act as a

regional information centre en all aspects of the human environment, in

Collaboration with UNEP- ■ ■ ; ■■','.. ■'•■, " .'■

Related programmes? Close collaboration with UNEP, UNESCO, FAGV the various

divisions of-ECA (Agriculture Division, Industry/Housing Division, Natural
Resources Division, Transport, Communication and Tourism^ Division, Public

Administration, Mana^am^nt and Manpower.Division) -also with all MULPOCs*

III,, .SU3REGICNAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS) ' ' ■ .

North African MULPOC_(Tangi_ers^ . ■

(b) Studies:

9.478.O5 To study the environmental aspects of the development ;of :the iron

and steel industry, basic chemical industry from petroleum -refinery by

products and agro-allied industry for pollution control during waste

disposal in order tc provide ieccr:.mendatio:is tc Governments jointly with

ECA/UNILO Industry Division (joint study with Lusaka MULPOC) ;(l98o);

..9,478.06 To study the environmental problems connected jwith underground water

resources exploitation for agricultural irrigation projects, in order to

supplement the water resources programme of the Natural Resources Division

(1981).
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Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gieenyii

(b) Studies;

9-478-07 Study of the impact of tourism'development in the' Great Lak'es
Community with a view to advising oh conservation measures'in co-operation
with Tourism Unit of the Transport, Communications and Tourism Division w '
(1981);

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

• (b) Studies 3

9.478*09 To study the environmental stresses and socic-cultural disruptions
resulting from migratory labour practices in southern Africa with a view

towards improving the terms-and working conditions for a better standard
of living (in co-operation with ECA Population Division and UltfEP) (see also
947803) (198l)o

West African MULPOC (Niamey)

(c_) Collection and dissemination of information: -

9.478*21 To assist the West African MULPOC in preparing its Information
Bulletin by supplying materials on the state of the environment in the. area*
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9.480 . POPULATION

A, BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

9°481 Relevant aspects off population policiesandprogrammes within the

,frauework. .of^economic and social

Origin: ; General Assembly" resolution 221l(XXl); ECOSOC resolution 1347 (XLV),;.
ninth session of the Ccmmicsion (report. E/465I1 paras* 517—524); sixth

Conference of African Statisticians (report, E/CNol4/CASc6/27)1 Expert
Group on Population (report, E/CNo14/'P0P/23)? .first and-second sessions of

Conference of African Demographers; first session Conference of Ministers

(resolution 23C(X); second session Conference cf Ministers and third session

Conference of Ministers (resolution 273(XIl) and 366(XIV)); the World

Population Plan of Actiono

Project aim; The objective of this subprogramme is to create increased aware

ness of the short-terra and long-term issues relating to different aspects

of population structure, movements and changes among African Governments

and assist them in the formulation and implementation of effective population

policies and in the integration of the population aspects in the process of

the planning for development©

The need for increased awareness of population issues and of the need for

population policies has become more urgent in the light of the persistent

high rate of growth of population in the region, the unlikelihood of its

slowing down sufficiently rapidly in the next few decades, the continuing

shift of population structure in favour of the young and the associated

issues of education employment and production and the possible intensifica

tion of a drift from rural areas to a few large urban centres with serious

economic and social consequenceso

Priority A

Work content:

I■ GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.48I.OI (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) In formulating? implementing and evaluating national population

policies and programmes as an integral part of and aid to economic and

social development planning and in implementing the recommendations of the

World Population Plan of Actiono

(ii) Assisting countries in the servicing of national seminars on the

role of population in social and economic development-
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II, REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9c48l»O3 Completion of the study of the impact of changes in population

growth, structure arid movements, etc. on economic and social development

planning (1980^1981) - see also 9=>48l°26; 9o48lo28 and 9<,241<>02 and

9c241.04;

9.48I.O5 Completion of the studies on volume, urenda and policies of migra

tion urbanization and population distribution and their relationship to

the economic and social development of the sending and receiving areas

(I98O-I98I) - see also 9<>48l«26; 9<>29io06; 9»291*28; 9.531.0.4; 9-531.05

and 9«531o28;

9.481,09 Comparative study of the family planning programmes in selected

countries (I98I-I982)* (See also first new meeting after 9»482O28 in .

collaboration with Social Development Division),,

9«48l,10 Study of manpower policies in relation to population trends in

selected countries (1980-1981)*

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses, and expert

working, groups (I98O-I981):

9o48lo26 Expert Group Meeting on the impact of changes in population growth,

structure and movements in economic and social development planning (1981);

9.48lc27 Second African Population Conference (1981) (in collaboration with

Statistics Division and IUSSP)..

Related programmes: Close collaboration with United Nations Headquarters and

other relevant United Nations organs will be maintained in the conduct of

the above subject as also with the Statistics, Social Development, Socic—

Economic Research and Planning and PAMMD Divisions*,

SUBRSGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

(la) Studies:

9.481*06 Study of international migration policies and their effacts on the

movement of migrant labour in the eastern and southern African subregion

(l98O~198l)e

9^482 Population dynamics and economic and social development

Origin: General Assembly resolution 221l(XXXl)j ECOSOC resolution 1347(XLV);
ninth session of the Commission (report e/4651* paras. 517-524); sixth
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Conference of African Statisticians (report, E/CN.14/CAS«6/27) - Expert
Group on Population (report, E/cN$14/POP/23); first and second sessions of
Conference of African Demographers; first session Conference of Ministers

(resolution 230(x)t second session Conference of Ministers; and third
session Conference of Ministers (resolution 273(XIl) and fourth session

Conference of Ministers (resolutions 367(XIV) and 268(XIV)); the World
Population Plan of Actions

Project aim: The objective of this subprogramme is "to develop, test and apply

techniques of.demographic research in the context of African development;

to study and evaluate factors accounting for demographic growth rates and

structural change as aids to the design of socio-economic policies and the

planning for socio-economic developments

Priority A ...

Work cont ent:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9-482,01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

In defining the interrelationship between population trends and socio-

economic development; in conducting pertinent methodological studies; in

designing, executing and analysing demographic surveys; in evaluating and

adjusting data; and in implementing the recommendation of the World

Population Plan of Actiono

Ho REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9«482«O2 Preparation of population projections including evaluation,: adjust

ment and analysis of demographic data (198O-I981);

04 Studies on mortality including levels, trends, patterns and preparat

ion of life tables (198CX-I98I) (to he fed into 9°482.2l) see also 9.291,06;

9.291c26; 9^291.28; 9"531o04 and ? 531.05;

05 Study of the trends, in'.the,-demographic aspects of labour force with

emphasis on female participation rates (1980);

9»482«07 Studies on fertility levels, patterns differentials trends, the

socio-cultural factors influencing them and their implications for develop

ment (198O-I983) (to be fed into 9«24i<>04 and %531.02; and new seminar
planned for 1983);

9»482«-O8 Study of marriage, its changing patterns and relationship to

fertility (198l)o " ' ; ■"' " ""
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(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9.482.20 African Population Studies Series (I986-I98I);

9.482O21 Preparation of Bibliographies (I98O-I981);

9.482.22 Manual for social workers with special reference to population

(1980-1981).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working grov-V^ (i98O.-l.98l):

9.482.26 Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers

(1980);

9.482027 Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting on Population (l98l);

9.482028 Meeting of 'Non-United Nations Organizations interested in Population

"Work in Africa (198I);

9.482.29 Expert Group on Demographic Analysis for African Countries (198I)

(see 9»482eO2).

Related programmes; Clos0 collaboration w?th United Nations Headquarters

and other relevant United Nations organs will be maintained in the conduct

of the above project as also with the Statistics, Social Development.,.. ...

Socio-Economic Research and Planning Division of ECA and African Training

and Research Centre for Women*.

III. SUEREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

(b) Studies:

9.482.08 Study of the demography of nomadic population (1980^ (in collabora
tion with UNSO and UNEP), Project to be fed into &.482-21)

9.482.09 Study of the relationship of infant and childhood mortality to

fertility levels and patterns in selected African countries (1980) - to

be fed into 9«241«C4 and 9<,531o02.

9.483 Regional training and research

Origin: General Assembly resolution 221l(XXl); Commission terms of reference;
ninth session of the Commission (report, e/4651» para. 522); sixth
Conference of African Statisticians (report); Expert group on Population
(report); first session and second session of Conference of African

Demographers, first session Conference of Ministers (resolution 23O(x);
second session Conference of Ministers resolution 273(XIl))«
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Project aim; The objective of this subprogramme is to assist the governments

in the training of personnel for work in the field of population by-

encouraging them to make full use of the regional demographic training

centres at Accra, Yaounde and Cairo and available national institutions

and to avail themselves of the research facilities of the institutions,'

Each country should be able to train at least one demographer each year as

recommended by the African Regional Post World Population Conference

Consultation in Lusaka in 1975«

Priority A

Work content:

Io GENERAL PROGRAMME ■ '

9*483»O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

. . . In demographic training at national institutions incorporating

demography in the training programmes of economists, planners, doctors,

nurses and other related professions; the maintenance of the regional

demographic training and research institutions at Accra (for English-

speaking countries) and Yaounde (for French-speaking countries) and also
partly for the Cairo Demographic Centre and in implementing the recommenda

tion of tiia World Population Plan of Action on training,,

Related programmes: Close collaboration with United Nations Headquarters and

other relevant United Nations organs will be maintained in the conduct of

the above project as also with the Statistics, the Social Development and

the Socio-economic Research and Planning Division of ECA and the regional

training institutions,.
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9.500 ' PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT (AND FINANCE

9,501 Institutional, administrative and managerial capabilities for

development _ . . ■

Origin: Comrr.ission resolutions 172(Vlil), 202(lX), 274'0'Il), and 3O7(XIIl);
General Assembly resolutions 3201(S--VI) and '3202(S~Vl)• ECCSOC resolutions

1977(LIX) and 20l8(LXl)->.

Project aim; Tc assist member States, through consultancy, advisory and

technical services, studies and training of personnel, in developing effective

and efficient institutional, administrative ar.d managerial capabilities for

economic and social development. Accordingly, review governmental policies

and measures., administrative structures and institutional arrangements for

development administration as well as provide guidelines for their reform

and strengthening and for the efficient management and operation of public

enterprisescarid-1institu'tiionso ' ■ \-

Priority-'A'! " ' ■■■-.■■. .

Work content:

sTTTnr-r.-■■;.-•:.■ :<, ■:■... .;I; , GEimA£«QG&AMME-.-.• ; -

;' r " ■.'

Pplicies and planning for rmbliO |tdm}P^s'j'-rf't:^Qni and management

9.501*01 (a) Assistance to countries; andrt'erritories (l98(V198l):

'(i) ' In' appraisl^ policies-','' ptogramme^ and administrative structures

and procedures for i:mprov£d: effectiveness and productivity in public

administration and in the management of public enterprises and institutions;

' ;(il);'^Reform measures ih; specific governmental structureSj development

institutions and administrative procedures: and practices; including the

establishment of national management units for the continual renovation,

reslrUcturing'and improvement of the operational effectiveness of existing

central and local government structures pnd institutions;

fiTi)r Organizing training courses, workshops and seminars for middle

and higher level public officers designed to enhance their executive

capability and improve attitudes towards their work and rolef and to

familiarize them with modern management techniques or methods of work

applicable to the public servicei - ■- ■■- -

(iv) Providing professional support to African Public Administration and

Management Development Institute in training programmes designed to'improve'

the performance capability of public officials and managers in public

enterprises;

(v) Collaborating, with the African Association for Public Administration

and Management in, promoting professional.development in public officials

and managers of public and private enterprises through annual seminars,

studies and publications;
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(vi) Providing consultancy services on ways to improve the performance,

profitability and accountability of yublic enterprises, and on specific

management problems facing these enterprises; . .

(vii) Undertaking studies and developing model structures as guidelines

for:the organization, staffing and operation of specific governmental

structures or ministries in critical areas of national development effort;

(viii) Promotienal, advisory and negotiation missions concerned with the
establishment of African multinational enterprises and co-operation among

■ African public enterprises.

II. .REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9.501,02 Studies on the structures, staffing, operations and organizational

problems of central and local government institutions and agencies,

including intergovernmental organizations, in relation to their effective

ness in achieving results:

Study of the organisational and managerial problems of African inter

governmental organizations (1980);
-' li.

9»501.03 Studies on.fundamental issues and problems in the operational

effectiveness of African public servicest

(i) Civil service leadership role in national development effort, new
functions and needed changes in publie sector structures, staffing,

operational procedures, etc* (1980)',

(ii) Management practices and methods of work for increased productivity

in African public services (I98I);

(iii) Morale, commitment to duty. and. attitude to work in African public

services (1981);

(iv) Professionalization, job.satisfaction and motivation in the public

service (198O-I98I).

Public enterprises

9.5OI.O4 Studies on the entrepreneurial role., development+ management and

operational effectiveness of African public enterprises especially in

reference to alternative mechanisms to the use of public enterprises that
'would ensure greater effectiveness, productivity and efficiency in resource

use (1981);

OUO5 Study of experiences in the use of the-"Holding Company" arrangement

for the effective management of-public enterprises and its suitability and

requirements in the African-situation (I98I);
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Development management

9.501.06 Study of policies and practices in the development, motivation,

utilization and management of human resources in African public services

(198O-1981);

9.501.07 Study of the administrative, managerial and institutional problems1
in the translation of development ideas and policies into concrete projects

and in;.planning, implementing and evaluating development projects and

programmes (198O-198l)o

Procurement and supply management

9.501008 Studies on problems and practices in the management of public

procurement and supply services;

(i) Country studies and problem identification relating to the organiza

tion, staffing, management and reform of public procurement and supply

management services, including consultancy and advisory services in respect

of problem areas (198O-I98I);

(ii) Updating guideline manuals and revising regulations on standard

procedures and practices for use in training officials and for the more

efficient operation of procurement an:1 supply management services in

African States (I98O-I98I). -

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I);

9.501.26 Expert meetings to consider the type of public service that Africa

needs (1981);

9.501o27 National and subregional seminars or workshops on reforms in.

governmental structures:

.- (i) Adequacy and effectiveness of specific governmental structures and

agencies in relation to development functions (utilizing.the findings of

project 9-501.02) (l98O-198l)j ,.".."■

(ii) Structure, operations, developmental functions, staffing and

financing of local government in the context of national development (1980);

(iii) Fundamental issues and problems in the operational^effectiyeness

of African, public services (1981) (based on the findings of project 9-501.03);

9.501.28 Promoting the establishment of an African Centre for Advanced Public

Policy Analysis and Strategic Studies:

(i) • Further studies on the design of the Centre (1980);

(ii) Establishment and development of the Centre (1981)5
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9.5&U29 Organised study xoors for senior officials of both central and

local government institutions on administrative reform measures and

management improvement services and their implementation in selected

African "countries (198C-I98I); ■./

9.501.30 Training programmes for nationals of African LDCs in the management

and development of public enterprises (19301931)

;::' (i) Individual attachment training programmes in industrial and

commercial undertakings in other-African countries; (see-project 9,264.27);

(ii) National and multinational training workshops on the management

of public enterprises;

9»501o31 Workshops for finance officers/managers in parastatal organizations
and public enterprises on standardization and improvement of accounting

and financial management practices (I98O--I981);

9.501.32 Regional and subregional workshops and seminars for administrators

and top—level managers in the following specific? .problem areas:

(i) Project implementation, management and evaluation (1981)$

(ii) Seminars for local administrators on local and regional subnational

development administration and programme management (I98O-I98I);

(iii) Administration problems in plan formulation, implementation and

evaluation (198O-I981);

(iv) Effective personnel management•practices and staff motivation

(1980-1981);

(v) Managerial problems identification, appraisal and remedial measures

(1980-1981);

9.501.33 Training of personnel in development administration and project

management: short-term attachment training for African project management

.officials, utilizing multinational and bilateral technical co-operation

and government sponsored development projects in Africa (I98O-I98I);

9»5O1»34 Developing capability for effective management of public procurement

and supply.services: ' . '

(i) Organizing national and subregional training workshops in the

techniques of procurement and supply management (in collaboration with

'"Trade Division and appropriate African universities) (I98O-I98I) (see :
related project in Trade sector);

(ii) Promoting the establishment and development of national associations

of public procurement and supply management officers (1980-1981)?
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(iii) Regional symposia for policy-makers from public and parastatal
■organizations.on national procurement and supplies policies and mtra-
African trade (in collaboration with Trade Division {19VO-X9?l);

(iv) Meetings of the African Procurement and Supplies organization

(in collaboration with Trade Division) (198O-I98I).

Related programmes: Collaboration with the United Nations Division of Public
Administration'and Finance, International Union of :Local Authorities,
African Centre for Training and Research in Administration, African
Association for Public Administration and Management, African Institutes,

of Public Administration and of Management Development, and with ECA

Socio-Economic Research and Planning Division.

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern AfricanMULPOC (Lusaka)

; (d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

9.501.35 Negotiating meetings on the conversion of the East African Manage
ment Institute into an Eastern and Southern African Management Institute
and subsequent meetings on the operation of the Institute:

- Meetings of the Governing Board and of-the Academic Board of the

Institute (198O-1981).

9.5IO Development and management of budgetary and taxation systems

Origin- Commission resolutions I68(VIIl), 2O7(X) and 2l8(x), ECOSOC
resolution 2Ol8(LXl), . . .

Project aim: To assist member States in developing effective public finance
management systems and capability, and in particular promote improvements
in budgetary management and financial control, tax policy,, tax, administra
tion and government accounting and auditingc

Priority A

Work content: ;

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.5IO.OI (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I): , .

In providing advisory services on policies, procedures and administra
tive arrangements for the improvement of budgetary and financial manage
ment, including tax administration and reform; initiating studies and
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providing consultancy and advisory services to governments and their

agencies on the effective operation.and management of financial institutions;

and organizing training programmes for budgetary, financial and tax

administration officials.

II, . REGIONAL PROGRMME

9«5O1.,O2 Studies on improvements, in budgetary systems and financial manage

ment : . .

(i) Study to identify most urgent training needs of various categories

of personnel engaged in public and business finance management and

adequacy of national and regional facilities for meeting these needs

(1980-1981); .

. (%±) Country...studies., and review of prevailing practices of government

budgetary control and ways 'and means of effective methods of controlling

public expenditure (I98O-I98I); .. .^ .

(iii)- Study, of the feasibility of introducing and operating effici*ency

audit system ;in the use of public resources (I98O--I981); ■

9#410o03 Studies on reforming and strengthening of national revenue and tax

systems and administration:

(i) Study of ways and means of improving tax reform planning procedures

and-organiaatxon:.f.Qr/.tax; %^ipj^^atXonyin-kf^ioa^. countries (I98O-I98I);

(ii) Study of tax structure systems in selected African countries to

affect improvements and suggest introduction of innovative measures t'o"-*

raise additional revenues for development (1980-1981).

. . ■■' (d). Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I): . "

9«510*26 National training workshops and seminars on tax policy, legislation

and administration and budgetary management (on request) (1980-1981)1. .

9.510.27 Subregional and regional training workshops and seminars.on tax

policy legislation and administration West Africa (1980) Central, East

and Southern Africa - (I98I);

9»510.28 Subregional workshops and seminars on the plan and development-

,.: budget harmonization and management and on the phases of installing

-.programme/performance budgeting sys.t,gm_ West Africa - (1981) North and
Central Africa <- (I986);. ,„..■ ■..'".'",
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9.510.29 Training courses in financial administration for officials of •'

African international and intergovernmental institutions (I98O-I98I);

9.510.30 Seminars on taxation of companies and multinational corporations

with special attention to:

(i) tax incentives for stimulating economic growth;

(ii) the establishment of convention for concluding double taxation

agreement with developed countries in the light of guidelines prepared

bv the Ad Hoc Expert Group meeting (1981); •

9.510o3l Promoting the establishment and development of regional or sub-
regional Associations of Public Finance; Taxation Officers and holding

of regional conferences of African Finance/Taxation officers (I98O-I90I).

Related programmes: Collaboration with the United Nations Division of .Public
Administration and Finance, African Centre for Training and Research in

Administration and ECA International Trade and Socio-Economic Research

and Planning DivisionSo Projects that are of direct interest to the
subregions will be developed and implemented in close collaboration

with the MULPOCso .
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9*515 FISCAL, MONETARY AND FINANCIAL POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONS.

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT

9*515 Intra-Afri can co-operat i on i_n_ fi scal, financial and mone13ry '

policies and banking ':'

Origin: General Assembly resolution 32O2(S~Vl), ECA resolutions 30(lIl) and

Project aim; To ensure the promotion of changes in the production structure

and facilitate economic and'financial co-operation in the region, serve

as a means of providing institutional economies of scale, support inter-

African trade and optimise the financial, and monetary relations 6f the

region with the outside world*

Priority A

Work content: ■

I* .GENERAL-PROGRAMME

9»515*O1 (.a.) Assistance to countries and territories (I98C—I98I):

Providing advisory services to the Association of African Central

Banks as well as to member States, on request, in the field of fiscal,

monetary and banking co-operation..

Servicing of the meetings of the Association of African Central

Banks©

IIB REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

2 Prefeasibility study on the setting up of an African regional

payments system (I98I);

9«515«O3 Prefeasibility studies on the establishment of multinational

mining and industrial, development banks (I98O-I98I);

9«515«O4 Prefeasibility study on the adoption of a standard monetary unit of

account for both clearing operations and settlement of net balance

(1980-1981);

9«-515«O5 Biennial review and assessment of the implications of the inter

national monetary and financial situation for African countries, including

a periodic study of the impact of exchange rate fluctuations of main

currencies on balance of payments as well as evaluation of long—term

implications of different debt arrangements for African countries (l98O~198l).
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(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I);

9»515»26 . Meetings of managers;. an&_.keads. .of. Glearing._and payments systems

in the region to consider studies..relating to payment.. systems (I.98I);

9«515.27 Annual Conferences of African Governors at the Annual IMF/lBED
meetings to review and assess the international monetary and financial

situation from the standpoint of African countries (I98O-I98I);

9»515*28 Expert group meeting on the adoption of a standard monetary unit

of account (1981);

9»515*29 Servicing of the meetings of the Association of African Central

Banks (1980-1981)0

Related programmes: In collaboration with ALB, AACB, African Centre for

Monetary Studies, IMF, IBRD, and UNCTAB, Economic Research and Planning

Division, Joint ECA/UNIDO industry Division and Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture

Division.
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9.520 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

A. BROAD ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES RENTING'TO DEVELOPMENT

9o521 Development of policies, machinery and capabilities for the

£^L tf d adaptation ,ofjjl

Origin: Economic and Social Council resolutions 1083(XXXIX), 1900(LVIl);

Commission resolutions 206(lx) and Conference of Ministers-resolutions

248(Xl)j UNCTAP-IV resolution 67(iv) and General Assembly resolutions

3362(S~VII) and )

Project aim; To promote widespread recognition throughout the region of the

tole of science and technology in establishing a new international

scientific and technological order in the context of the New International

Economic Orders to strengthen the capabilities of member States, singly

and collectively, for developing science and technology and for effectively

applying them to national development; to assist Governments in formulating

policies and developing institutions for deriving ,the optimum benefits

from imported technology; to promote collaborate c.,r among developing

countries in the field of science and technology^

Priority A

Work content:

GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.521.01 (a) Assistance to countriesT territories and multinational group

ings (^8)

(i) In the design and establishment of national and subregional centres

for technology;

(ii) Through support to the operations of the African Regional Centre

for technology;

(iii) Through support to the operations of t^o African Regional

Organization for Standardization;

(iv) In the planning and implementation of the Programme of Action

evolving from the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology for

Development >

(v) In the establishment and strengthening of R & D institutions and

innovation systems in the countries of the region;

(vi) In the development of technologies relevant to the problems and

needs of the rural populations;

(vii) In developing methodologies and establishing machineries for the

formulation of science and technology policies and plans and for their

integration in national planning;
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(viii) In the formulation of legislation and the establishment of

machinery for regulating the transfer of technology;

(ix) In the popularization in African countries of science and techno

logy and their role in national development,

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME ■■■.-...-.

(h) Studies:

9»521*02 Study of the impact of local R & D on national development in

selected African countries (1980);

9c521.03 Survey of governmental machinery for co-ordination of policy making

and planning in science and technology in selected African countries (1981),

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

9<>52l«27 Seminar on methodologies and machinery for planning the science and

technology component in national development plans (1981);

9.521.33 Meeting of African Group of UNACAST (I980).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UNESCO, UNCST, UNCTAD, IX-0,

UNIDO, WIPO, IDRC, OAU* and relevant ECA Divisions.

9.522 The development of manpower for science and technology

Origin: General Assembly resolution 23l8(XXIl); Economic and Social Council

resolutions 1O83(XXXIX) and 1155(XLl); Commission resolution 158(VIIl) and
Conference of Ministers resolution 238(Xl).

Project aim: The designing of training programmes, conduct of courses and

establishment of institutions.for the development of manpower for science

and technology. , ..,. •- ..;. ,-.. .

Priority A . . : ■ . . t ■ , :

Work content:

...,:-■ I. .GENERAL. PROGRAMME

9.522.O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) In restructuring existing-curricula in science and technology at

universities and institutes of technology;

(ii^ In promoting co-operation between universities and R & D institutions

at national and regional levels;

(iii) In promoting university/industry co-operation in training and in

R & D;
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(iv) In promoting university/industry co-operation for enhancing the

professional competence of the teaching staff at universities and

institutes of technology*

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies: '

9»522o02 Evaluation of facilities rov higher education and training in

fields of critical shortage in science u^id technology (I980);

9o522o03 Survey of manpower needs in some specific areas in the field of

urience and technology (marine science and technology 1980);

9»522o04 Establishment of production workshop units in engineering faculties

of African universities (1980)0

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UNESCO, ILO, OAU and relevant

ECA Divisions0

9o523 Promotion of regional and interregional co-operation in science and

technology

Origin: Economic and Social Council resolution 1155(XLl); Commission resolu
tion 158(VIII) and Conference of Ministers resolution 238(Xl)o

Project aim; To develop contacts among science and technology personnel and

Activities in African countries, so as to promote joint action and . .

collaboration in R & D, training, and in tackling problems of multi

national interest in science and technology.

Priority A

Work content:

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9*523*01 (J) Assistance to countries, territories, regional institutions

and multinational groupings (I98O-I98I;;

(?) In the establishment and strengthening of regional and subregional

institutions:

- Development of marine science and technology in Africa - EGA/UNESCO

joint project;

- Conference of Heads of Science and Technology Policy Organizations

in Africa - EGA/UNESCO Joint Projecto
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II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, trailing courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

9<, 523*26 Intergovernmental meeting of experts in marina science and

technology;

9o523*27 Meetings of science and technology organs within the United Nations
system, e«go, UNACAST, ACC Sub-Committee on Science and Technology, UNCSTD,

UNESCO, UNCTAD, WIPO, ILO* _

Related programmes; Close collaboration with UNACAST, ACC Sub-Committee on

SciSScTandTTechnology, UNCSTD, UNESCO, UNCTAD, WIPO. ILO, OAU and rel^

ECA Divisionso .
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9.530 SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT . ' :

9.531 Social policy, planning and research

Origin; Commission terms of reference; Commission resolutions 36(XXl) and
08(V); Resolutions of the Third Conference of African Ministers of Social

Affairs; Recommendations of the 22nd session of the Social Development

Commission; General Assembly resolution 2460(XXIIl)? and ECOSOC resolution

1406(LXVI),

Project aim: To analyse social trends and major social factors and problems

as they~~relate to economic development in Africa, with a view to assessing

their implications for policy planning and action in promoting social,

institutional and technological change;

To assist member States to strengthen national social policies and to

integrate them with national development policies;

To co-operate with existing institutions and promote establishment of new

ones to carry out research and training in matters affecting socio-economic

factors in development;

To contribute to the United Nations and the Commission's periodic reports
on the World Social Situation and the Commission's Survey of Economic and

Social Conditions in Africa.
1

Priority A '

Work content: i
I. GENERAL PROGRAMME j:

9.531,01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I): j;

(i) To identify the social implications of national development plans k
and programmes and to strengthen national social policies within the frame- |
work of their development plans as basis for practical action in promoting J
a unified social* economic and Technological development; j.

1

j,

(ii) To render advisory servicas in social policy and planning, on jj

reque st • , \>

!

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME |>

(b) Studies: j

9.531*02 Review of social trends and major social development problems, as ;
a basis for contributing to the ECA "Survey of Economic and Social Condi- ;■
tions in Africa" and to the United Nations reports on the World Social ;

Situation (198O-I98I); i
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9«531c03 Study of the effect of the mass media on rural and urban communica

tion, and its relevance as a strategy for social transformation of the

respective segments of the population (1980) (Related and follow-up

projects: 9*556.05 and 9.531-26);

9.531#O4 Identification and study of traditional institutions including

social security systemsf and the significance of their development for

promoting socio-economic change (1981);

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I981);

9.531.26 Workshop on social implications and factors in the development of

effective mass media for African communities (I98O);

9*531*27 Continue effort on establishment of the African Centre for Applied

Research :and Training in Social Development to be sited in Tripoli, Libya;

convening of inaugural meeting of Governing Board and Organization of

Training and Research Programmes (I98O-I98I);

9.531.28 Fourth Conference of African Ministers of Social Affairs (1981).

Related programmes: Co-operation and collaboration with TCTD, PAMMD,

Population Division, United Nations specialized agencies, 13NICEF, WHO, PAID,

the Regional Centre for Applied Research and Training in Social Development,

Research and training institutions and universities*

9,532 Integrated rural development

Origin: Commission terms of reference and Commission resolutions 197(lX),
23F(Xl), and 32l(XIIl); and Recommendations of the Regional Conference on

the integrated approach to rural development in Africa (19^9) a*"* of "^e
Inter-Governmental Meeting on Policy, Planning, Organization, Financing and

Management of Integrated Rural Development (1978)*

Project aim: To popularize and encourage the adoption of the multi-disciplinary

and inter—disciplinary approach to rural development;

To assist governments in the development and improvement of rural life and

institutions including: social aspects of rural resettlement and land

reform measures, rural water supplies, agricultural extension, health and

nutrition extension, credit facilities for production, small scale industries,

access to market centres, mass communication, mobilization of rural manpower

and popular participation in local development programmes, co-operatives

and marketing systess, and other rural institutions likely to increase the

capacity and income of rural families;

To assist member States in the planning, organization, administration, and

evaluation of programmes of integrated rural development;
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To promote the no -ordination of the work of xhe Commission with that of

various international agencies, including United Nations agencies and

voluntary agoncies concerned with aspects of rural development;

To re-activato the meetings and activities of the Regional Inter-Agency

Committee on Rural Development; .

Within the ECA secretariat, to elaborate and co-ordinate the policies,

strategies and programmes of the Commission, as basis for joint inter-

divisional projects in integrated rural development*

Work content: - ■ -

Io GENERAL PROGRAMME

9»532«01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) To provide advisory and technical assistance on request, to member
States in integrated rural development projects, and in the planning,

organization, financing and management of their respective national

programmes; ■

(ii) To assist, on request, international and national-voluntary. . ... .
agencies in identifying, formulating, managing and evaluating rural

development projects (sponsored or to be sponsored) by these agencies in

the regiono

II* REGIONAL PROGRAMME -■ ■ -■

(b) Studies: 1

9»532»O2 Review of rural development and industrial programmes and policies

of Southern Africa migratory labour supplier states in order to assess

areas requiring financial and material assistance for boosting the

countries* productive capacities and employment* (in collaboration with

'muLPOC( "Lusaia) (198CVI98I); ■-....:

9«532«O3 Survey of methodE in identification, development, testing promotion

and securing acceptance of improved social and material technology and

other innovative systems, relating to: agricultural activity, agro-

industries (small-scale), home and health improvement schemes, farm to

market transportation systems and common rural services (Joint activity

of Inter-divisional Working Group comprising ECA Divisions of-Agriculture,

Industry, Natural Resources and ATRCW), (198O-I98I).

9«5i2»04 Country case studies on primary'school curricula with a view to

developing suitable curricula for rural as well as urban youth within the

framework of integrated rural development.
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(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

■9*532.20 Quarterly publication of Rural Progress (198O--I98I).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I);

9.532.26 Half yearly meetings of the Regional Inter-Agency Committee on

Rural Development (198O-I981);

9.532o27 Quarterly meetings of the Inter-Divisional. Working Group on

Integrated Rural Development (198O-I98I);.

9.532.28 Regional Workshop on the effective use and application of village

technology for increasing productivity. (1980)

9»532.29 Regional training seminar on popular participation and rural

institutions (198O-I98I);

9.532.30 Study tours in selected countries of the region to show participants
some integrated rural development projects, followed by short seminars on

various aspects of integrated rural development (I981VI98I);

9.532.31 Short courses for senior level rural development personnel on the
methodology, of planning, organizing, financing and managing integrated

rural development projects (I98O-I98I))

9.532.32 Short courses for senior level rural development personnel on
evaluation and monitoring of integrated rural development projects, with
a view to determining the effect of plans, programmes and projects of

integrated rural development on rural population (198O«1981)«

Related programmes: Collaboration with the United Nations specialized agencies,
UNDP, FAO, UNESCO, ILO, UNICEF, WHO, International Voluntary Agencies, -„,■ . .

Joint ECA PAO Agriculture Division, Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division,
Natural Resources Division and Population Division.

9*533 Youth and social welfare .

Origin: Commission resolution 170(VIIl); General Assembly resolutions

2497(XXIV) and 3022(XXVII).

Project aim: (a) To formulate guidelines to assist Governments in promoting

and developing youth policies and programmes, particularly those aimed at

increasing employment opportunities;

(b) To promote and co-ordinate youth organizations and associations

for development at national and regional levels;
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(c) To formulate guidelines to assist governments in promoting and

developing social welfare policies and programmes particularly in family

welfare and better family livings

Priority A

Work cont ent: -

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«533»O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I); .-

(i) To strengthen national youth policies, administration and institu

tions; promote cc—operation among youth associations and group;; at ihy j"

regional level, and formulate guidelines to assist governments in promoting

and developing employment-oriented policies and programmes, especially ,]

those aim^d at social'integration and:economic opportunities; and promo- - .-*

tion of youth leadership training programmes; ! :

(ii) To render advisory servicest on request, to member States, parti- ,. j

cularly in the planning, organization and integration of family and child [;,

welfare programmes with overall national development policy, and develop- ■)

ment of national welfare institutionso •'-"" '"' - <j

"ii, "REGIONAL PROGRAMME ' '*

. ■ (b) . Studies-:.. ;.

9«533»O2 Completion of survey of youth policies, programmes and training

requirements in-Africa:,an«U necessary follow-up action; (1980);

9«533«O3 Study of patterns of .family and child welfare policies; organization

and administration in. Africa with a~view to up-dating the 1966 Edition oi

Family and Child Welfare Services in Africa (1980) - (see 9o482oll)$

9«533»O4 .Study qf basic and economic factors and infrastructure for implementa

tion of family planning programmer in. rural and urbc-,i cc~-:vunities; and the

elaboration of African Plan of Action for Family Welfare c.nd development

(1980); ' %
I

9*533.05 A survey of rehabilitation services in Africa as ECA's contribution

to the International Year fcr Disabled Persons (lYT") (18I98I)

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

'. working groups (1.980-1981)1 , :

9«533.26 Regional Seminar on Training for Youth. Work (I98O);

9»533.2? Regional Symposium on Family and Child and the Social Welfare

aspects of Family Planning and better Family Living - as a follow-up on

project 9.533.04 (1981);
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9-533*28 Regional Symposium on International Year for Disabled Persons (I981).

programmes: Close collaboration with UNICEP f UNFPA, WHO. UNESCO ILO
IASSW ASWEA d ATRCtf d ll l ' ' '

f PA, W

IPPF, IASSW, ASWEA and ATRCtf and all relevant ECA Divisions*

III. SUBRSGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS) ■ •

North African MULPOC (Tangiers)

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
working groups (198O-I98I):

9»533o26 Subregional training seminar on youth leadership and development
(1981).

9°534 African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW)

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 352O(XXX), 3523(XXX), 31/136 and 32/138:
Commission resolution 269(XIl)? 36O(XIV), 36l(XIV), 362(XIV), 363(XIV),
364(XIV) and 365'(XIV); Plan of Action for the Implementation of the
Objectives of International Women's Year; the United Nations Programme for
the Decade I976-I985; and recommendations of the Regional Conference on
the Implementation of Plans of Action for the Integration of Women in
Development and the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee,,

Project aim: To promote the advancement of women as essential human resources
in the development efforts of African countries through:

Developing and increasing technical competence of national and subregional
machineries for the integration of women in development in areas'of need;

Developing skills and increased job opportunities for girls and women;

Mobilizing- the services of skilled women for the benefit of other women

in the same country or fn other member States of the Commission as
requested;

Assisting in identifying new areas of activities for income generation and

in developing institutional needs of women in the handicrafts and small
industries sector;

Working within the framework of the United Nations network of co-operation
on the integration of women in development; ■

The project also aims at facilitating co-operation among the United Nations

agencies and other organizations operating in the Region by participating

and providing services to Inter-agency Working Group on the Integration
of Women in Development in Africa.
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Priority A

Work content;

I, GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«534>O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I);

(i) To continue to assist countries in establishing national machineries
for the integration of women in development (198O-I98I);

(ii) To assist subregional committees and national machineries in plan
ning, identifying, formulating, and evaluating projects and programmes on

research, training and publication; and in organizing national volunteer

programmes} (198O-I98I);

(iii) To undertake missions to formulate and evaluate projects and
programmes (1930-1981);

(iv) To assist countries in developing skill and employment opportunities
for out-of--school girls through non-formal education and training (1980-1981);

(v) To assist countries in formulating national programmes and strategy
for employment of women in income—generating activities and for self-

employment schemes in handicrafts and small-scale industries (I98O-I98I);

(vi) To develop pilot projects in the subregions for integrated rural
development with a focus on specialized skills for women (1980-1981);

(vii) To assist countries in introducing consumer production and marketing
co-operativss for women (1980-198!)$

(viii) To promote fellowships for women for studies in areas relevant to
development needs of African countries particularly with emphasis on the

integration of women in development (l98O-198l)$

(ix) To provide internships at the Centre fcr personnel engaged in
programmes directed to women and development (1980-1981);

(x) To organize the African Women's Volunteers Programme between member
States of the Commission and to support the organization of national

volunteer programmes (198O-I98I);

(xi) To encourage national machineries oi\ women and development to
include guidance and counselling components in their programme of work to

cater to the needs of the growing number of out-of-school girls (1980-1981).
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II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9«534*02 Studies designed to assist project formulation and implementation

in the following fields; rural women as food producers, aspects of family

.life and population, legal position of women, home and farm technologies

for women, income generating activities, women's participation in co

operatives, situation of women in formal and non-formal education, indicators

of women's integration in development, attitudes affecting the full integra

tion of women in development including their image in the media and

compilation of national bibliographies on women's roles*

(c) Collection and dissemination of information:

9*534*20 To continue the preparation and dissemination of research findings,

reports of national, subregional and regional workshops, seminars and

study tours and reports of experiences of the African Women Volunteer

Programme (1980-1981);

9*534c21 Publication of country reports and profiles, newsletters and other

items to facilitate dissemination of information on African Women and

Development; (198O-I98I);

9»534»22 Preparation of manuals for trainers in programmes to improve.the

quality of life (198O-.I981); . ■ ..

9«534»23 Establishment of a cle.aring house on village technology (I98O-I98I);

9-534*24 Preparation of slidesT tapes and video tapes and other training

materials for use by trainers and media directed at women in rural areas

(1980-1981);

9«534»25 Preparation of Directory of Organizations with women's volunteer

programmes in the Region and preparation of a handbook for volunteers;

The African Women Volunteer (198O-I98I),

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O—I98I):

9»531«26. To continue the In-service training for intermediate level super

visors in fields of nutrition and rural development for French-speaking

countries at the Pan African Institute for Development (I98O-I981);

9*534«27 National training workshops and study tours on specific needs, i#e#,

food, storage and preservation, village technologies, small business, :

organization ;of co-operatives, public administration, communication and

programme planning,' upgrading low wage workers, marketing, family life and

health and child spacing and other relevant subjects, on request - see

projects 9o534»04 and
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9»534«28 Training courses or workshops on specific needs of women who are

members of African liberation movements and newly liberated countries;

9«534»29 Workshop for personnel engaged in non-formal education programmes

for out-of-school girls (198O-I981);

9»534«3O Meeting of the African Regional Co-ordinating Committee (I98O-I981);

9*534*31 Meetings of the Inter-agency Working Group on the Integration of

Women in Development in Africa (I98O-I981);

9»534«32 Participation in the World Conference of the United Nations Decade

for Women. I98O0

Related programmes: Gloss collaboration with UNFPA, C5DHA, NGOS, UNDP,

UNICEP, PAO, PAID, OAU, TACOO and relevant ECA Divisions*

III, SUBHEGI OCTAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

North jj_fric_an MQLPOC (Tangiers)

(b) Studios:

9»5'3^O3 IntegraCj-o.i c2 i,uae« iii development especially with regard to

training, appropriate technology, national machineries, handicrafts and

small-scale industries (1980-1981);

3^3 Pilot project for integrated rural development with focus on

village technology and handicrafts (I98O);

9«534«O4 Compilation of national annotated bibliographies (1980);

9«534°05 Socio-economic studies of existing projects aimed at introducing

new technologies (1980);

9*534*06 Preliminary investigation to study national development, plans with

the view of determining whether development plans take into account women's

contribution (I981);

9»534«O7 Survey of clay care centres especially in the rural areas with a

view to introducing pilot projects to assist rural women (1980),.

(d) Conferencesr meetings, seminars, training courses and expert
working groups (198O-I98I):

9«534«33 Convening of meetings of development planners and other appropriate

experts to examine the role of women with particular emphasis on rural

transformation and modalities for insuring that the role of Women is

integrated in development plans (I98O);
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9«534*34 Training in co-operatives for women leaders in rural areas (I98O);

9«534.35 Training workshop geared towards enabling women to integrate better

in development and raise family standardss (198O);

9-534*36 Consultancy services to strengthen national machineries and

formulation of integrated women's programme (1980);

9»534*37 - Study tour .for-women leaders to exchange ideas and as learning
experience on programme/projects for women and.girls with national

representatives of well established national machineries (198O).

Economicjjommunity of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisenylj

(b) _ Studies:

9.534.O8 Integration of women in the development process;

(i) Establishment of. national machinery in countries which do not have

any participation of women in the preparation of national development ..plans;

(ii) Training in project design;

(iii) Training anu 4oii^h-up in iQgard -co co-operatives and the manage

ment of small-scale and cottage industries,

9.534.09 Surveys of needs of women in the development process, resources avail

able and activities under-way to meet these needs (198O);

9#534*10 Pilot studies of the environment of traditional market places

(1980-1981);

9.534*11 Studies of exploitation and most effective use of peat for household

purposes with a *ri ew to relieving women from the burden of gathering

firewood'(1980); . ■

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I981);

9.534.38 Specialized training in skills associated with cloth design,' train

ing and follow-up in co-operatives, the management of small-scale enter

prises and cottage industries (1980); '' *

9.534»39 Subregional training on preparation, implementation and evaluation

of project proposals (I98l);

9»534.4O Meeting of the subregional committee for the integration of women

in development (I98O);

9.534.4I Subregional study tours for women leaders to study national

machineries and projects for women/girls (1980)0,
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Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka) , .

(b) Studies: ■

9»534»12 Studies of exploitation and most effective use of peat for household

purposes with a view to relieving women from the burden of gathering

firewood (1980); ■ ■

9.534»13- Study of protective and supportive measures for textile industri^

with particular reference to women's roles (I980);

9*534*14 Study associated with problems of out of school girls (three
countries of the subregion) (I.98O);

9»534»15 Survey of traditional technologies and pilot projects for integrated

development with focus on village technology and handicrafts (I98O);

9,534*16 Survey of day care centres (1980); ' ; ' * '

9*534ol7 Case studies of national development plans with the view to deter-

' mining whether they take into account women's contribution (1980).

(a) Conferences; meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

-. . working groapa

9.534,42 Specialised training in hand screen fabrics printing, handicrafts,

textile design (1980);

9-534^43 Irtroduc^cy suiJ. -'oilow-up -training in nutrition, child care, day

care, .simple technologies and survey techniques for women members of

Liberation Movements of Southern Africa ~ Lusaka - Scholarships for women

in Southern Africa in areas of expressed needs (1980);

9*534»44 National seminars on the establishment or strengthening of national

machineries and consultancy services for the formulation of integrated

womenf ra programr.es (1980);

9*534*45 Study tcurs for women leaders to exchange ideas and as learning

experience on programmes/projects for women and girls with national

representativoa of well established national machineries (1980)0

9.534.46 Meeting of Subregional Committee for the Integration of Women,in

Development (1980-1981);

9.534*47 Convening of meetings of development planners and other appropriate

experts to examine the role of women with particular emphasis on rural

transformation and modalities for ensuring that the role of women is

integrated in development planso
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Central .African. MULPOC (Yaounde)

(b) Studies: .

9»534*l8 Analysis of national policies on small-scale industries, production

and marketing of handicrafts (two countries,. I98O);

9»534«19A In-depth study of national development plans to determine whether

they have taken into account the contributions of women (two countries)

'(1980).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (I98O-I98I):

9»534»48 National seminars on the establishment or strengthening of national

machineries and consultancy services for the formulation of integrated

women's programmes (198O);

9»534«49 Subregional study tour for women leaders to study national

machineries and projects for women/girls (1980);

9»534°5O National training workshops in co—operatives and marketing for

producers and market women (I980);

9»534»51 Subregional workshop for women leaders in project planning co

ordination and implementation (1980);

9.534.52 Meetings of subregional committee for the integration of women in

development (198O)O

West African MULPOC (Niamey)

(b) Studies:

9«534»19B In-depth study on income—generating skills for women (pottery,

sericulture, handicraft s) (1980);

9*534«19C Pilot study of the environment of traditional market places (1980);

9.534.I9D Study of private entrepreneurship in handicrafts (I98O).

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I):

9°534»53 National seminars on the establishment or strengthening of national

machineries and consultancy services for the formulation of integrated

women's programmes (I98O);
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9»534»54 Study tours for women leaders to exchange ideas and as learning

experience on programmes/projects for women and girls with national
representatives of well-established national machineries (I98I);

9°534»55 National training workshops on specific needsf ice«>, food storage

and preservation, organization of co-operatives and marketing of small

businesses such as handicrafts, tie-dye and batik printing, pottery,

simple accounting methods and management training, extension techniques,

village technologyj programme planning and project preparation (198I);

9»534--56 Itinerant national training workshops for trainers and planners in

programmes to improve the quality of rural life on request (1981);

9;» 534*57 Meeting of subregional committee for the integration of women in

development (1980)0
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9*540 STATISTICS

Origin: General Assembly resolution 221l(XXl); Economic and Social Council
?5soluttone.37.(LVIl)i -2O54(LXH) and 2O55(UIl)j. EGA Conference, of .Ministers,
Executive Committee and Technical Committee of Experts; Conference of

African StatisticicjiSo

Project aitn: -To develop and co-ordinate statistical services in the Africa*
regionTo meet the growing data requirements for administration, industry,

policy formulation and planning fur economic and social development;

To d'^e^QT a reLTior.a]. i-sairm-vTOi/k of statistical iiifoimationj. sv/opor >?-\ >;-

detailed studies,, providing a reasonably comprehensive account of the

African economic, and. social situation . .

Priority A

Work content
!«' GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.541 ;^ejral_asj2e^s_oj^

of the Jpint. Conference of Afri^ S+r.Untici

(19.80) ?i ■■.

9.541,02 CM^inni'ng peyiew- of statxsticaa organization, problems in the region,
preparation of periodic reports, with supporting action as necessary

(1980-1981);

9.541.03 Biennial publication of the r^£^^^^^^i^^
and the-3^1iojT^l£>^ and periodic ,
publication"^ the "statistical Newsletter;

9.541«04 MairitenarJce of dn inventory of electronic data processing equipment,.-
related«-:ff resources snd-:applic^ibn for the region, and circulation of

periodic s-uxmaries and evaluations (,19303981:

9.541*05 Co-ordination of the conputerization aspects of data bases (1980-1981)4 .

9.542 S^S^.H1^ " : ' '

9.542o01 Support to national and regional statistical training centres and
provision of biennial reports on African statistical training (I98&-I98I);

9.541.02 Follo^up action on ::the Statistical. Training ^f^
(STFA) in co-operation with the United Nations Statistical Office,

etc-?
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9*543 National accounts, finance and prices

9«543»O1 Assistance to countries in applying the revised United Nations

system of National Accounts (SNA) and in developing related basic series;;

provision of regional advisory services in national accounts (I98O-I98I);

9«543»O3 Development cf a data base in national accounts including finance

statistics, using secretariat estimates where necessary (in co-ordination

with other relevant activities of the United Nations data aystem) (I98Q— -

1981);

9»543»O4 Development of a co-ordinated system of African price statistics

at producer, wholesale, local purchaser, expert and world market levels

(in co-operation with the United Nations Statistical Office). Inputs will
be price data regularly available from African countries, plus more

detailed information on selected primary commodities. Purchasing power

parities of African currencies (in co—operation with the International ■
Comparison Study). Establishment of current sectoral deflators for

African national accounts and other series (I98O-I98I);

9»543«O5 External transactions statistics:, development of data base and

supporting methodology (I98O--I98I); '-' -

9»543«06 Public sector statistics: development of a data base and supporting

methodology (198O-I981): and analysis of public sector statistics (l98O)f

9»543»O8 Analysis of input—output tables for selected countries (l98O)»

9*544 External trade statistics

9«544»01 Assistance in improving the coverage, timeliness and methodology

of national trade statistics (198O-I98I);

9*544*02 Compilation of quarterly data for the periodical publication of

"Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, series A: Direction of total trade"

(1980-1981);

9«544*O3 Processing of annual commodity trade statistics for individual

countries in standardized value aid quantity units (in co-operation with

the United Nations Statistical Office); utilization of these records in

developing an external trade data base; publication twice a year of

"Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, series B, Trade by Commodity and by

Country" (198O-I98I);

9,544.04 Preparation,of special tabulations, etc. to assist the development

of African trade, with particular reference.to intra—African trade and

terms of trade; periodic publication of "Foreign Trade Statistics for

Africa, series C, Summary tables" (l98O-198l),
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9»545 Industrial statistics

9»545*01 Assistance to individual countries in applying the international

recommendations for industrial statistics and improving the coverage

and timeliness of these data (I98O-I98I); working group of industrial

statistics (1981); -

9.545.O2 Development, of a data base for grneral annual industrial statistics

and"annualJand. monthly commodity production statistics in the fields of

miniiig, manufacturing, construction, electricity, gas' and water; the

data base will include energy balance sheets (I98O-I98I);

9«545»O3 ' Continuing statistical studies on productivity, the structure and

development of manufacturing.in Africa, capital output ratios, local

processing of raw materials for export, and the relationship between

production and trade in African manufactured products (198O-I98I).

9.546 Other economi c. stat1 stisb . ;.._■ _.; ' ■■ *■"

«546.01 Agriculture: development of a data base incorporating FAO and

other'mat atial. ■(l98O-198r)j'.

9»546.O2 (_ :?ansport and communicat: :>ns: development of a data base and

provision of ai&'ifiioaoxogioai ast»ioiance %o countries (in co-operation with

the United Nations Statistical Office and other agencies) (I98O-I98I);

working group on transport statistics (1980): methodological study on

measurement of road transport movements (1980); statistical studies on
airtransport (1980) and African merchant shipping fleets (I98I); •

9.546.O3 Tourism: development of a data base and supporting methodology

(1980-1981);

9.546.05 Preparation of the African Statistical Yearbook, the annual "African

Economic Indicators" and the periodic "Statistical Information Bulletin

for Africa" (l98O-198l)c

9.547 Demographic and social statistics

9.547.01 Support to population census advisory services and to the African

Household Surveys Capability programme (AKSCP), which will cover employ
ment, other productive activity, income, consumption and expenditure and

related social and demographic data; provision of other advisory services

in demographic and social statistics (I98O-I981);

9.547.02 Methodological studies: scope and quality of demographic and social

statistics in Africa (l980)t concepts, definitions and classifications

for selected demographic and social statistics fields (1981);

9»547»O3 Working groups and training workshops: civil registration (1980),
framework of the integration of social and demographic statistics (1981);
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9«547*04 Development of an African demographic and social statistics data
base (I98O-I981);

9•548 Census advisory services

9»548»O1 Advisory services in the planning and conduct of national censuses

of population and housing (in co-operation with United Nations Headquarters);

in-service training of local technicians "by regional advisers (I98O-I98I);

9.548.O2 Methodological, studies: evaluation of coverage and content errors

of censuses (I980), review of African census and survey methodology (1981);

9#548.O3 Working groups: coverage and content error evaluation of censuses
()

9«549 African household survey capability programme

9«549«O1 Advisory services in the planning and conduct of integrated

national household survey programmes (in co-operation with the United

Nations Statistical Office) (198O-I981);

9*549*02 Development of methodology for the continuing collection of

integrated economic, social and demographic statistics from households

(1980-1981);

9*549*03 Participation in the co-ordination of international and bilateral

assistance to participating countries (1980-1981)0
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9.550 TRANSPORT, COMMUNICATIONS AND TOURISM

■D. DEVELOPMENT OF ESSENTIAL SERVICES-

9.551 Planning and development of African transport

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 2626(XXV), 32/l6O, ECOSOC resolutions
535(XXXV), 1082(XXXIX), 12O2(XLII), 18O4(LV), 2097(LXIIl), Commission
resolutions 161(VIII),195(IX), I98(IX), 263(XIl), 277(XIl), 29KXIII),

341(XIV) and3342(XIV).

reject aim: Assistance in the promotion of national and multinational
policies in providing appropriate machinery for their implementation
relating to all modes of transport together with planning and institutional
arrangements for implementing transport development programmes during the
United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa, in order to
facilitate intra-African and intra-regional trade, and the long distance
movement of raw materials semi-finished and finished products derived from
the ECA programme, for industrial development and the Regional Food Plan.

Priority A:

Work content:
I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9,551.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories

(i) Advice and assistqnce to the countries in policy making, planning
and preparation of programme and projects for the implementation of the
United Nations Transport and Communications' Decade in Africa;

(ii) Advice on ratification of or accession to the proposed United
' Nations International Convention for Safe Multimodal Transport Containers;

United Nations Customs Convention on Containers;

(iii) Advice on the economic, legal and organizational implications of
a proposed system of international multimodal transport operations;,

(iv) Assistance on combined transport arrangements to the permanent
intergovernmental machinery in each subregion in respect Of: policy-maKing
and planning techniques for multimodal transport systems; planning ana
co-ordination of multinational projects in respect of services associated
with commodity movement in multimodal transport; operations and legal,

customs, insurance, finance and organizational aspects of the proposed

multimodal convention on transport;

(v) Assistance to multinational transport institutions such as the
Union of African Railways; the Port Management Associations; the African
Civil Aviation Commission; other multinational transport institutions;

and permanent transport machinery in eaxh subregion; . .; ,. ;
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(vi) Assistance in the establishment of African Transport Users

Consultative and Advisory Councils at national and subregional level;

(vii) Assistance in simplification of documentary and other procedures

between trading,partners including the establishment of subregional

transport

(viii) Advice' and assistance on specific transport problems of: land-
locked cg—vfcries; island countries$ and least developed countries;

(ix) Assistance in the establishment of, and co-operation with, multi

national training institutions for transport specialists;

- . . . : (x) Assistance in removal of non-physical barriers to international

.travel and trade, including transit and facilitation problems;

.i-..♦-■• (xi) . Assistance to and co-operation with multinational investigation
;-..,.,and research .institutions in the field of transport;

(xii) Advice and assistance on general transport problems with regard

to programmes making for development of national and multinational transport

systems; transport planning methods and techniques; economic..and organiza

tional aspects of transport-development; problems of co-ordination of

transport; and other general transport problems, upon request; '.''...... ...

(xiii) Consultation with other regional Commissions (ECLA and ESCAP) on
plans for transport development on regional basis* - ■«-- •

• lie REGIONAL PROGRAMME . ■

(b) Studies:

9.551.O2'"Preparation of an integrated transport.development strategy for

Africa for implementation during the subsequent phases of the .United

Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa;

9*551*03 Compilation of transport statistics required for planning, operation

and econede analysis of rail, road, air, inland, w ,ter and maritime

transport as an input to preparation 01 project 9<» 551*02 and in the view

' of; establishment of■■subregional data banks at a permanent basis during the

United Nations Transport and Communications Decad.e in Africa (198O-I98I);

9*551*04 Review of "transport, situation, trends-.and major development problems

as a basis for preparation of the transport par£ in the ECA. "Survey of

Economic and Social Conditions in Africa" (198O-I981):

1 (d)' Conferences,:meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

-■ : working groups (198O-I981): : : ■■ -

9.551.26 Seminars on organization of automotive repair and.maintenance

facilities in developing countries (198O)C
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Belated programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, UNDP, IMCO, UNIDO, IBRD,

FAO, UNCTAD, ICAO, ILO, AFCAC, Other Regional Economic Commissions, UAR,

Port Management Associations UNDP/SCa/iMCO/UNCTAD, all Shipping Advisory
and Training Unit MULPOCs; and all ECA Divisions*

III, SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME' (MULPOCS).

Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisenyi)

(b) Studies;

9o551e05 Transport aspects of the integrated economic development project

for Ruzizi Valley Basin.

Central African MULPOC (Yaounde)

(b) Studies;

9.551.06 Study of possibility of establishment of African owned coastal

inland transport services, assuring links between coastal and land—locked

countries,,

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

(b) Studies:

9.551.07 Studies on the establishment of national freight booking centres

and creation of multinational centres. : ;_ . . ..

9«552 Maritime transport development

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 32/l6Of ECOSOC resolutions 2O97(LXIIl),
Commission resolutions 28l(XIIl), 263(XIl),..2?3.(XIII ), ^29l(XIIl)o..

Project aim; To promote the development of national and multinational deep

sea and coastal shipping and improve efficiency of management and operation;

to promote earnings of African countries from maritime transport and t©

increase participation in the carriage of cargo in connexion with the

implementation of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade

in Africa* - _ ...._.,.. „ -.

Priority A

Work cont ent:

GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.552BO1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Assistance in maritime transport policy making, planning and

preparation of programmes and projects for the implementation under the
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United^Nations programme plan for Transport and Communications Decade in
Airi csL

__(ii)_ Assistance in-development of national and multinational shipping
lines inching coastal and island shipping lines;

(iii) Assistance in the shipping aspect of the development of the
African fishing industry including requirements for the type, stability
standardization and loadingof vessels and_preservation and distribution
ox 11 sn^j11 sn^j

(iv) Assistance in the development of African national and multi
national merchant marines with a view to enacting member States to benefit
from the international code of conduct, having regard to such issues as
technological innovation in the shipping industry the establishment of
shiPPmg operations units in the subregions (North, Eastern and Southern,
Western and Central); the nature of-the-main- commodities and their
directional flow characteristics; the types of velsels required to ensure
viability and the need to ensure maximum participation in the carriage of
African cargoes.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9*552*02 Studies of the economic, technological and operational aspects of
the development of the bulk carrier trade for the transportation of raw
and semi-processed materials in Africa.

Related programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, UNDPf IMCO, UNCTAD PAO
all MULPOCs and all ECA Divisions. ' f

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME ..(MULPOCS)

Central African MULFOC (Yaounde) '

(b) Studies:

9-552.03 Studies of possibilities of creation of a multinational shipping-
line. ^ &

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

(b) Studies: . .. . „

9.552.04 Studies of possibility of creation of a multinational coastal- -
shipping line.
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North African MULPQC (Tangiers)

(b) .-Studiess ...^. :-.■-■-. :-" -■■'.". - . ■'."■ ■

552.05 Study of co-ordination possibilities among the national coastal

shipping lines. = (l.98O-19Sl.)ft - : "■-■-*. ■■ ' ■ ■ ■.. _ ■„

9-'5t52A "."ports "development
S SS - ,r - .^1 --.,|.t c 11 ■■ nil ■ 1" - —■—-^ —

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 32/l6OT ECOSOC resolutions

Commission resolutions 263(XII), 29l(XIIl), 299(XIIl). -si,.,-.

Pro.ject aim: To promote the development of African ports and improve efficiency
of port management and operation in collaboration with, and support of.—

Intergovernmental Institutions in Africa and other international institutions

dealing with, .port., development and management in Africa, with special
reference to' the implementation of the United Nations Transport arid' ' * *

Communications, Decade in Africa* ....

Priority_A

Workcorttentj,

"t. GENERALPROGRAMME

52AffiX (a) Assistance to Intergovernmental organizations, countries and

"■■'v;'°y territories U^1^!):' "" ' ' "'" " '

(i) Assist in ports policy making, planning and preparation of programmes

and projects for the implementation of; t.he United Nations Transport and

Communications Decade in Africa;

(ii) Assistance in economic, technological and organizational aspects

of -$6Tf management, .operation and .development, including policy making, ,.
preparation-of programmes; and ■projects as well.as pollution .prevention.

II* REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies: . . .

9-552A.O2 Improvement of efficiency of port operation and management; in
selected ports, with the aim'to reduce port congestion in collaboration.. ....,;

with Port Management Association; ' ■ '

9.552A.O3 Modernization of port statistics and introduction of performance

indicators,in West and, Central African ports..(RAF/78/011/1 7/01/40) in _
collaboration with Port Management Association of West and Central-Africa*

Related programmes: Close-collaboration with: OAU, UN2P, UNCTAD,- ILQ._:Port,

Management Associations, all MULPOCs, all ECA Divisions.: •, .
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9*553 Air Transport Development

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 32/160, SCOSOC resolutions 935(XXV),
10^2(XXXIX)l 1202(XLIl), l804(LV)t 2O9(LXIIl), Commission resolutions
161(VIII), 195(IX)1 198(IX), 263(XII), 277(XIl) and 29l(XIIl).

Project aim: To promote development of air transport, co-operation between

the airlines and establishing of multinational air lines; to improve

management and operation; to promote the expansion of international trade

through utilization of air transport in collaboration with. AFRAA and AFCAC

for the implementation of the United Nations Transport arid Communications

Depade in Africa*- ■. ■ ■ ■ ■

Priority A

Work content;- . " . . "' ' ' V"\"

: -■: .;..■. : I.. GENERAL PROGRAMME , .'. . .'

9»553«O1 (a) Assistance to countries and:territories (198O-I98I):

(i) Advice and assistance in air transport policy making planning and
preparation of programmes and projects for the implementation of the

United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa; ■-'

(ii) Advice and assistance on .development of national and multinational

air transport, and in pooling of air transport facilities and services;

(iii) Assistance in the promotion of the role of air transport in economic
development.

"'' ■'frr';'-j:" -" ' ii, REGIONAL PROGRAMME

,(b) Studies:

9»553»O2' Evaluation of air transport potential and investigation of methods

to increase utilization of capacity of both air and ground facilities on

selected routes in collaboration with AFRAA and AFCAC;

9«553«O3 Studies of methods of pooling air transport facilities and services,

and rationalizing flight schedulest as a first step to the establishment

of multinational airlines in collaboration with AFRAA and

Related programmes: Close .collaboration with.OAU, UNDP, ILO, ICAO, APCAC,

APRAA, all MULPOCs, and all ECA Divisions,

III. ; SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Economic Commiinity of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisenyi)

(b) Studies:

9»553»O4 Promotion of co-operation and co-ordination of air freight activities^

among national airlines; :
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553A

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 32/160, ECOSOC resolutions 2097 (LXIIl),
■"C^missio^ resolutions -263 (Xll), 28l(XIII> and 293(XIH), -29l(XIIl),

■' 3O8'(xiil)a ■■•:■•■■■■-■ ■ ■ •

Project aim: To promote development of international inland waterways and

inland water transport to :i.mp"o->-G management and operation of irilanOrater

transport, and to irprove utiliz&V.on of inland waterways, for the

implementation of the United Nations T-.rrnrvr-t *ne Communications."Decade

in Africa*.

Priority A

Work content; "":.'-.

i- ^* ""' ' Ia- GEKEHAL PROG:EAMME ' "' '

9?553Ao01 (a) Afisistance to coancries and territories (I98O--I98I):

(i) Advice &n& -iasiRtance in the "field "of inland waterways and inland

water transport development under th? implementation of the United Nations

Transport anc. Communications 'Decade1'in1 Africa;

(ii) AssiE-cance on inland waterways development and policies, planning,

programming and projects: with regard,to inland water utilization including

transports

II,: PJjlC-IONAL PROGRAMME

(t) Studies: . ' ' ' ■ :' ! ■

9o553A,02 ' :Evaluation of possibilities of improvement of selected inland

waterways and their utilization for transportation and other purposes

g the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade,

J^^jg^^es: Close collaboration with OAUj" UBTDP," FAOr ILO, UNIDO,

all MULPOCs and all relevant Sr/. IJv-si

III., SUBRftGIONAL i-ROCJRACMiii (

-■he !P-!3r>r.rpc CorimiJiit^; of^the^Gr^at^aj^s^^untries MULPOC (Gisenyi)

(b) Studies; .

9o553Ao03 Study of transport development possibilities on the Lakes Kivu and

Tanganyikac

553?" ... g^

gin; General Assembly resolutions: 32/l6O, ECOSOC resolutions 2097(1^111),
Commission resolutions, 263(XII). 293tall)3 .29l(XIIl), g99(XIIl).
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Project aim: In collaboration with Union of African Railways to- promote develop

ment of railway transport and railway networks, to improve the management

and opetation as well as utilization of railway infrastructure, in connexion

with the implementation of the United Nations Transport and Communications

Decade in Africao

Priority A

Work content\

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«553Bo01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Advice and assistance in policy making planning and preparation of

programmes and projects for the implementation of the United Nations Transport

and Communications Decade in Africa;

(ii) Assistance in development of managerial and planning skills for the

efficient operation of railways;

(iii) Assistance in standardization of equipment used on African networks

and co-ordination of operating regulations and practices.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(_b) Studies:

9«553B<>02 Joint implementation of the technical and economical programme of

the Union of African Railways for the development of railways as a part

of the integrated transport system in Africa in connexion with the

implementation of the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade

in Africa.

Related programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, UNDP, UAR, all MULPOCs

and all EGA Divisions.

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African MULPOC (Lusaka)

' (b) Studies:

9«553B«O3 Technical standardization of East African and Tazara railway

networks and their linkage.

9.554 International roads and road transport

Origin: General Assembly resolutions 32/160, ECOSOC resolutions 967(XXXVl),
1034(XXXvTl), 2O97(LXIIl); Commission resolutions lQ3(Vl), 226(X), 275<XIl)
and 276(XII), 29l(XIIl),.298(XIIl) and 342(XIV).
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Project aim: To promote the development of international roads and road

transport and to improve the techniques of road planning, design^ construc

tion and maintenance, for the implementation of the United Nations Transport

and Communications Decade in Africac. _■., ;■ ._

Priority A

Work content i

I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9«554<>O1 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Advice and assistance in policy making, planning and preparation

of programmes and projects in the field of roads and road transport as

part of the implementation of the United Nations Transport and Communica

tions Decade in Africa; ■ -

(ii) Assistance in the development of international roads, with a view

to improving inter-country road links;

(iii) Assistance in development of adequate road infrastructure for the

international traffic of landlocked countries;

(iv) Assistance in development of modern highway administration and

management; _._ __ ^ ■ \;'..'. ■

(v) Assistance in identification of training needs, and in organizing

training programmes, seminars and study tours related to road transport;

(vi) Assistance to road research centres;

(vii) Assistance in establishment of an African Road Technical Documenta

tion Centre - in collaboration with African Data Bank;

(viii) Assistance in promotion of the ratification of or accession to the

revised (Vienna 1978) TTnited Nations Convention on road traffic and the

protocol on road signs and signals with special reference to international

roads;

(ix) Assistance in removal of the non-physical barriers to international

travel and trade, including transit and facilitation problems;

(x) Advice and assistance on road transport planning, organization,

management and operation, evaluation of operating costs, utilization of

vehicles, organisation of return loads;.. ;.

(xi) Assistance and advisory services upon request.
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II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

Trans-African Highway (Mombasa-Lagos)

9«554*02 Implementation of the project: preparation of reports for negotia

tions with co-operacing industrialized countries and financing institutions

with a view to recurring finance for the required engineering designs

and/or construction works for selected sections of the highway;

9»554*O3 Follow-up_ on the establishment of a Trans-African Highway Authority

and Road Fund: preparation of the necessary protocol agreement and other

preparatory works for the establishment and financing of the permanent

secretariat of the Authority;

9.554.04 Follow-up on the study of the non-physical barriers to travel and

trade on the Trans-African Highway (including an action-oriented programme

for removing the non-physical barriers);

9»554<>O5 Feasibility and pre-investment studies of selected sections of the

feeder roads to the Trans-African Highway, including special reports for

negotiations with co-operating industrialised countries and financing

institutions©

Trans-West African Highway Network

9.554..O6 Feasibility and pre-investment studies of selected sections of the

Dakar-Ndjamena Highway and its extension to. the Red Sea (Ndjamena-Massawa),

including special reports for negotiations with co-operating industrialized

countries and financing agencies;

Feasibility and pre—investment studies of selected sections of the

Lagos—Nouakchott Highway and its extension towards the Mediterranean Sea

(Nouakchott—Rabat), including special reports for negotiations with

co—operating.industrialized countries and financing agencies;

9«554«O8 Feasibility and pre-investment studies of selected sections of

feeder roads to the Trans-West African Highways, including special reports

for negotiations with co-operating industrialized countries and financing

agencies;

9»554©O9 Study and follow-up actions for removing the non-physical barriers

to travel and trade on the Trans-West African Highway Network;

9.554.10 Study on the establishment of a. Trans-African Highway Authority

and a Road Fund for the Trans-West African Highway Network,
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grans-East African Highway (..Cairo-Gaborone^

9.554*11 Feasibility and pro-investment studies of selected actions of the

Trans-East African Highway including special reports for negotiations with

co-operating industrialised countries and financing agencies;

9.554*12 Feasibility ?md nr.e-investment studies..of selected sections of

feeder roads to the Trans-East African Highway, including special reports.,,

for negotiations with co-operating industrialised countries and financing

agencies;

9*554»,13 Study and follow-up notions for removing the non-physical barriers

to travel and trade on the Trans-Sast Afxican.^gjiway; __ _ ._ .

9-554*14 Study on the establishment of a Trans-African Highway Authority

and a. Read. Fund for.the Trans-East African Highway0

Trans-Central African Highway (Tripoli-Kinshasa^

9.554.15 Feasibility and pre-investment sjiiadi/es, on^ selected sections of the

Trans-Central African Highway, including special reports for negotiations

with co-operating industrialized countries and financing .agencies;

9-554*16 "Feasibility .^d pre-investment studies -on 'selected sections of
feeder roads fc^tne"'Trajis^Central Africaii Highway, including special
reports for negotiations with cc—operating industrialized countries and

financing agencies; :,

9.554,17 •■■■Sttsay of ■-■the-;nQn---physical_rbarriers, to travel and trade on the

Trans-Central African Highway; t , ' ■

9*554«lS;-;&t^'-of.-the..estaplishment:of Trans-African Highway Authority and

a Roaa":'Fuh&- for"tire. Trans-Central African Highwayo

Road,Transport ■

9«554.19 Possibilities of improvement of road transport management and

operation including utilization of commercial vehicles and evaluation

of operating costs, with particular reference to the United Nations

Transport and Communications Decade in Africa.-

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I98I): .

9.554.26 Meeting of the Mombasa-Lagos Trans-African Highway Co-ordinating

Committee (I98O-I981); .

9.554.27 Meeting of the Trans-West African'Highway Network Co-ordinating

Committee (1980-1981); .
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9.554.28 Meeting of the Cairo-Gaborone-Trans-East African Highway Co-ordinating

Committee (1980-1981); """

9.554-29 ; Meeting of the Tripoli-Kinshasa Trans-Central African Highway

Co-ordinating Committee (1980^1981). ■ .

Related programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, UNPP, ILO, FAO, UNIDO, all

MULPOCs and all ECA Divisions* .-■■-..

III. SUBREGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Central African MULPOC (Yaounde)

(b) .Studies: .

9.554A.O2 Survey of feeder and trunk road's in the Central African sector of

the Trans-African Highway;

. j Noxth. African MULPOC (Tangjers)

9.554A.O3 Vlssigtance in the. completion and establishment of maj^r transport
networks between7and within the North African subregion (19oO-198l)t

9.555 Development of tourism

Origin: Commission resolution 2G4(IX) and Regional Conference on .Tourism

and Economic Development resolution.

Project aim: To formulate guidelines for tourism development in Africa in

order to contribute, in the most efficient way, to the economic and social
advancement of African countries while preserving their social, cultural
and ecological environment; to promote intra-African tourism with a view

to reducing the dependence of Africa's tourist industry on overseas

tourist marketo , .

Priority A

Work content:
I. GENERAL PROGRAMME

9.555.01 (a) Assistance to countries and territories (198O-I98I):

(i) Advisory services upon request of member States on groups of States
in the preparation of tourism development programmes and specific tourisr^
project, in organizing professional training, in the introduction of tourism
statistics, in the elaboration of marketing and publicity programmes in

overseas market etc.;
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(ii) Cbllectiori and dissemination of essential information on tourism

trends and development and the volumet structure and routes of the tourist

flows both in Africa and to the competing tourist destinations; publication

of the annual bulletin of tourism in Africa..

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9,555.02 Study of fares and route system of air transport in Africa - with a

view to examining the possibilities cf a progressive co-operation of

African air transport companies, strengthening the horizontal connections

in Africa and increasing existing frequencies, reduction of fares and

achieving a better marketing of African tourism products (I98O-I98I);

9»555»O3 Detailed analysis of the factors responsible for the meagre share

of Africa in the world tourism industry - (with a view to providing -

comprehensive guidelines on how best to remove the identified causes)

(1980-1981);

9«555*O4 Cost-benefit study of African tourism for submission at the next

meeting of African Regional Conference on Tourism (198O-I981);

9*555*05 Studies of guidelines' for the promotion of intra-African tourism

(198O-I981)*

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groupc (19801981)

9.555«26 Seminar of tourism projects elaboration and appraisal (I98O-I98I);

9»555«27 Organization of svbregional seminars on tourism statistics including

sample surveys among out-going:tourists (198O-I98I);

9*555»28 Regional Conference on Tourism as a follow-up and progress review of

the implementation of the resolution of the Banjul Conference - (l98l).

Related programmes; Close collaboration with"UNEP, ILO, WTO, ECU and relevant

ECA Divisions,*

III. SUBRSGIONAL PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

West Afri canJIULPOC

9«555«O6 Implementation of the recommendations which will emerge from ECOWAS

tourism industry
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Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisenyi)

9«555°O7 Study of the Lubutu-Biruwe section of the Bukavu-Walikale-Kisangani
road;

9»555<»O8 Study of transport facilities in the Ruzizi Valley to promote the
movement of goods and persons*

9*556 Communications: Improvement and development of telecommunications

Origin: General Assembly resolution 32/l6O$ Commission's resolutions 278(XIl),
279(XII), 28l(XIl), 291(XIII), 310(XIIl); and Organization of African
Unity resolution CM 675(XXXl)o

Project aim; Improvement and development of national, subregional and re

regional communication networks and services in order to enable them to.

provide more effective and efficient internal and international services

in accordance with the United Nations declaration on the Transport and

Communications Decade in Africa*

Priority A

Work ppate-.its

I* GENERAL PROGRAMME

(&) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I981):

(i) Assist to r.2:\-\r:Q:c countries in the planning and implementation of
the telecommunication programme elements of the Transport and Communications

Decade programme;

(ii) Advising on and assisting on manpower development in the various

subnee-ors of telecommunications including broadcasting and in postal

services;

(iii) Assist in the full implementation of the first stage of the Pah'
African Telecommunications Network project and in securing resources for

the pre—investment studies of the second stage of the network project;

(iv) Advising and assieting in up-grading the effectiveness of existing
regional and subregional organizations in the telecommunications sector*

II, REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

Preparation of an integrated telecommunication development strategy

in Africa for implementation during the subsequent phases of the United

Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa (I98I);
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503 Compilation of statistical data, etc* at subregional level-asan

input to the preparation of (i) above and also with a view to establish—, .

ing regional telecommunications data bank by the end of the Decadej in

co-operation with the Statistics Division of the Commission and the

International Telecommunications Union (ITU) (198O-I98I)j

9O556.04 Joint agency (United Nations and other regional organizations)

studies on World" Communications Year as part of the United Nations

Transport and Communications Decade programme (198I);

9<>556o05 Joint ECA/OAU/iTU/uNESCO studies on the Region's space communica
tion'services including the feasibility of a multinational/regional
communications satellite system for common-carrier communication arid

educational and informational broadcasting (I98O-I981);

9.556.06 Joint ECA/OAU/ITU/UNESCO studies and the carrying out of a multi
national field experiment on educational satellite broadcasting using'

■ existing noh—commercial satellites (1981);

9.556.07 Study of broadcasting techniques for promoting the extension of

coverage and improvement of mass communications (1980);

9.556.08 Studies on the establishment of manpower development institutes in

communication (198O-I98I). . : ■

(d) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and expert

working groups (198O-I981):

9.5'56«26 First intergovernmental meeting to deliberate on a draft model for

a multinational/regional satellite communication system, and plans for the

experiment on satellite broadcasting (198O—I98I).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with OAU, ITU, UNESCO, UPU, URTNA,

PATU,: UPAT and relevant ECA Divisions,

9.557 Communications: Improvement of postal services

Origin-:. General Assembly resolution 32/I6O; Commission's resolution 29l(XIIl)j
and Organization of African Unity resolution CM 675(XXXl).

Project aim: To assist ..rqember States in improving their postal systems in

order to enable them to provide more efficient internal and international

services in accordance with the United Nations declaration on Transport

and Communications Decade.in Africa.
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Priority A

Work consent-:.

I.- GENERAL PROGRAMME

9*557eOl (a) Assistance to countries and territories (I98O-I98I):

(i) Assist member countries in the planning and implementation of the
postal services programme elements of the United Nations Transport■and

Communications Decade programme;

(ix) Advising on methods of improving surface and air postal services
and of establishing better mail routing links; on the organization and

operation of postal statistics; on harmonization of postal tariffs and on

postal savings "banks;

(iii) Advising-on and assisting in upgrading the effectiveness of
existing regional and subregional organizations in the communications field.

II. REGIONAL PROGRAMME

(b) Studies:

9*557*02 (i) Preparation of an integrated postal services development
strategy in Africa for implementation during the subsequent phases of the

United Nations Transport and Communications Decade (I98I);

(ii) Compilation of statistical data etc. at subregional level as an
input to the preparation of (i) above and also with a view to establishing

regional postal communications, data bank by the end of the Decade, in

co-operation with the Statistics Division of the Commission and the.

Universal Postal Union (UPU)

(iii) Joint agency (United Nations and other regional organizations)
studies on World Communications Year (I98l)«

9»557*O3 Studies on African postal legislation and of the possibilities of

standardization of regulations and of regional preferential rates agreement
(I980-198l)0 ■ .

(d.) Conferences, meetings, seminars, training courses and
working groups (I98O-I98I):

9»557»26 Joint ECA/UPU intergovernmental meeting on standardization of
regulations, mail routing and harmonization of postal tariffs (I98I).

Related programmes: Close collaboration with UPU, UPAT, APU and relevant

ECA Divisions,,
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SISMARY

SUBREGIONAL WORK PROGRAMME (MULPOCS)

Eastern and Southern African HULPOC (Lusaka

Agriculture .

9«212»O9 Integrated rural'development for Zambia ~Tai:r,ania (I98O-I981);

9o2l3e06 Multinational co-operation in animal disease control and livestock

production (in close collaboration with Scientific, Technical and Research

Commission and -che Intra-Airican Bureau for Animal Resources of the

Organization of African Unity - OAU/STRC/lBAR)' and with FAO~);

9»213o07 Ethiopia/Kenya integrated rural development scheme;

9<>214o3l(i) Expert consultation on food waste and marketing improvement (1980),

9o214c3l(iv) Follov-up action for the previous meetings (I98O-I98I),

Education and Training

9»267«O7 Identification of national restitutions with capacity to serve

multinational trainirj^- and research needr, in specialized fields (198O)«

Industrial

9«331o33 Subregioflal" rieetj'ngE en industrial policies'and consultations in

the establiahmori't of muj.tine^i one.1 industries and for formulation of common

positions xri global industrial redeployment to developing countries; work--

"shops on development oolioids'for integrated development of sectoral

programmes oh basin of report:; of field missions;"1 ' '

9«»332 , Development of multinational :.-»nn and steel industry in the Eastern

and Southsm African ^Qgicuji ' ■

9.332DO4(C) Project feasibility study (1980);

9<=332o29(c) C-r.v.^-ir^ p.n intergovernmental meeting of experts -to' assess.;.the
. . prefeasibili-'.y _aturly (1981)5

9»332o30(C) Convening of a needing of Plenipotentiaries of Government

representatives to approve implementation of the project and sign a

protocol 0-.° co-operation to'servo .aa a basis for implementation (1981);

9«332o06(Dl) Econcmic ani prcfeasibility studies (1980 and feasibility studies

in collaboration vdth potential investors (I98O; on the establishment of

food industries for cereal and vegetable oil processing in Northern Province
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of Zambia and Mbeya - Rukwa region of the United Republic of Tanzania

in connexion with integrated rural development programmes, in collabora

tion with Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division (1980-1981)*

International Trade

9<>342o06 Er+ablishment of agricultural and non-agricultural commodity

exchange(s) for Eastern and Southern African States (see also 9«344 and

9p346).(1980-1981):

(i) Finalization of feasibility study and preparation of draft legal

instrument for the establishment of commodity exchange(s) (1980);

(ii) Convening of meetings of experts and ministers to consider the

results of the studies and take decisions on the establishment of agri

cultural commodity exchange(s) for Eastern and Southern African States

(1980);

(iii) Initiation of implementation of decisions taken, including

mobilization of funds (I980);

(iv) Formal establishment of commodity exchange(s) for Eastern and

Southern Africa (1980);

(v) Assistance in the functioning of the commodity exchange(s) and in
the training of required personnel (I98I);

9.342*07 Establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern

Africa (9<3413 9->342, 9*344 and 9*515) (I98O-I98I);

(i) Convening of second extraordinary meeting of Ministers of Trade,

Finance and Planning to consider the report of the Intergovernmental
Negotiating Team and set a date for a summit of Heads of State and Govern

ment to sign the Treaty (1980);

(ii) Launching of the PTA and assistance in the establishment of and

functioning of the FTS institutions (I98l)»

I'lCU'Vv n ti J-

9.441,03 (i) In promoting multinational co-operation in manpower development
and in the development of trained manpower capacity with priority to:

Establishment of a Multinational College in Eastern and Southern

Africa (close collaboration with Transport, Communications and Tourism

Division);
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The promotion of national and multinational indigenous consultancy

services (198O-I981); .

(ii) In mobilizing financial and material resources end in providing

technical advice for the creation of employment opportunities to absorb

migratory labour withdrawn by the supplier States from South Africa

(1980=1981); ■ ...

(iii) In providing technical assistance to the.supplier States enabling

them to' continue the withdrawal, of .migratory labour from South Africa

(1980-3.981),

9o442«28 (i) Meetings on the formation of a Subregional Indigenous

Consultancy Organization or Agency (1980); ■ _ ■ ■ ■.■■■ : .

~(ii")'''MeSrHngs forthe formation of-a Southern African Labour Committee

to prbmote the employment of migratory labour in their countries of origin

(1980-1981); : ., . ■ =,>. : .,-. r . ■

(iii) Meetings on-specific employment implications of the resolutions

adopted by the Conference of Migratory Labour with a view to initiating

promotional action (198O-I98I);

- Review of rural development policies and programmes in member States;

'role of transnationals- in- the supplier States;

- Review of the role of South African Customs Agreement, in employment

generation.

Water Resources Development

9«467.28 Convening a meeting of representatives of the riparian countries,

of Zambezi basin with a view to promoting joint and go--operative action

for'integrated water resources development of the basin (1931;a

Energy ' ' ■ . ■ ■ . .

9.473*01 Establishment of a demonstration centre for non-conventional sources

of"energy utilization in Addis Ababa^ ;

Human Environment

9.478.09' To study the environmental stresses, and socio-culturai disruptions

resulting from migratory labour practices in Southern Africa with a view
towards improving-the terms and working conditions for a better standard

of living (in co-operation with ECA Population Division and UNEP)»
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Population

9n48lr06 Study of international migration policies and their effects on the
movements of migrant labour in the eastern and southern African subregion

(1980-1981);

9o482o08 Study of the demography of nomadic population (I980). (in collabora
tion with UNSO and UNEP)e Project to be fed into 9<>482.21;

9»482,-:0'9 Study of the relationship of infant and childhood mortality to .
fertility levels and patterns in selected African countries (I98O) - to

be fed into 9.241*04 ^^ 9-531-02,

igtration and Finance

9a 501.-35 ■"■• Negotiating meetings on the conversion of the East African Manage^
mWni; Institute into an Eastern and Southern African Management Institute
and subsequent meetings on the operation of the Institute:

- Meetings of the Governing-Board and^of the Academic Board.of the

Institute (1980-1981). : ■

Social 'Development ■-..-■.

9*534*12 Studies of exploitation and most effective use of peat for house*
hold purposes with a view to relieving women from the burden of gathering

firewood' (1980); ' ■ -;..■■...

9.534.13 Study of protective and supportive measures for textile industries
with particular reference to women's roles (I98O);

9.534.14 Study associated with problems of out of school girls (three ~
countries of the subregion) (1980); ■ ■ ■ ■■

9.534.15 Survey of traditional technologies and pilot projects for integrated
development with focus on.village technology and handicrafts (1980),

9.534.16 Survey of day care centres (1980); .. _ .,

9^34,- Case studies of national development plans with the view to
determining whether they take into account women's contribution (I98O).

9o534042 Specialized training in hand screen fabrics printing, handicrafts,

textile design (I98O); . . ..■

9.534,43 Introductory and follow-up training in nutrition, child care, day
car- simple technologies and survey techniques for women members of
Nation Movements ff Southern-Africa - Lusaka - Scholarships for women
in Southern Africa in areas of expressed needs (19oOJ; -
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9»5i4*-44 JJational. .seminais on the establishment or strengthening of national

machineries and consultancy "services for the formulation of integrated

women's programmes (198O);

9*534»45 Study tours for women leaders to exchange ideas and as learning

experience on programmes/projects for women and girls with .national"'"'"
representatives' of well established national machineries (I98O);

9.534.46 Meeting of Subregional Committee for the Integration of Women in

Development (1980-1981);

9»534*47 Convening of meetings of development planners and other appropriate

experts to examine the role of women with particular emphasis on rural

transformation and modalities for ensuring that the role of women is .

integrated in development plans* - . :

Tratisportj Communications and Tourism

O7 Studies on the establishment of national freight booking centres

and creation of multinational centres;

9*552.04 Studies of the possibility of creation of a multinational coastal

shipping line;

9-553B.O3 Technical standardization of East African and Tazara railway

networks and their linkage.
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2o Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries MULPOC (Gisenyi)

Agriculture

9e212«O7 Integrated development of the Ruzizi Valley comprising projects

for the identification of industryr trade and transport integrating

projects?

9§212«0b Study of fishing development and of transport infrastructure in

Lakes Kivu and Tanganyika in the Economic Community of the Great Lakes

.Countriee (1980-1981)0

Education and Training

9«26£*32 Meetings of Experts and Ministers to examine reports on, and decide
on the manner of co-operation in developing and using the Multinational

Technical Training Institute (1981)„

Industrial Development

9«»331*34 Situdy or. the mechanisms c~ harmonization of industrial policies

within the perspective of economic integration of the countries of the
Great Lakes (I98O-I98I);

9»332o05(Dl) Inventory of ongoing projects and those to "be identified as a
"basis for the selection of integrator projects of benefit to all countries;

International Trade

9»343o05 Study on the possibility of promoting intra-Community trade in

products of the Ruzizi Valley and obstacles thereto;

9»343°O6 Stuv^y on the mechanisms for the harmonization of customs procedures
and payments systems with a view to economic integration of the Great

Lakes

Mineral Resources Development

28 Intergovernmental meeting of plenipotentiaries on the establishment

of the Governing Council of the Central African Mineral Resources Develop

ment Centre (1980)*
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Human

9.4783O7 Study of the .impact of 'tourism, development .in the Great Lakes

Community with c, viev to advising on conservation_>me.asure<3 in co-operation

with Tourism Unit of tue Transport, Communications"and Tourism Division

Social ^q^

9,534.08 Integration cf ^-.^ h fYc development p—v?«ss*

(i) Establishment of national machineries- in countries which do not

have any participation of women in the preparation of'national development

plans;

(ii) Training in project design;

(iii) Training and follow-up in regard to co-operatives and the manage

ment of sm^Ll-soale ard cottage industries;

9<.534«O9 Surveys of neod.3 of women in the development process resources

available and aotivv-ies uno.erway to meet these needs (I98OJ;

9*534dO ?.ilot Etvidi^^ of the environment of traditional marl-ret place*

4ai Stupes uf o.:plo:i+.at:or. and most effective uss of peat for house

hold purpc^eg wit;] a -rlew to relieving ;:omon from the burden of gathering

firewood

9-534-38 Specialized training in skills associated with cloth design (Zaire
1979) organisation of co-opsratives through training in management

marketing (Zrj.rn ivGO);

of pro joe1; proposals (1981)*

0 Meeting of the wufcre&ionaJ committee for the integration of women

in dc-veloo;,v^ri. (\^^^',-

9o534.41 Sub-ogional ^-t-idy -ocu-s for women leader? to stv.-iy national
machineries ar.d ,>ro;;3ctn for women/gi.rls (lS'80),

Transport^ .Cc^uni3jLjb.ic.no _and_Tourism

'^ a'ra^sport -r.p3cts -f t.h.- integrated economic aeveiopment project

for Euzis:. Valley Pa^-in:
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9»553*04 Promotion of co-operation and co-ordination of air freight

activities among national airlines;

9-553A.O3 Study of transport development possibilities on the Lakes Kivu

and Tanganyika;

9.555.O7 Study of the Lubutu-Biruwe section of the Bukavu - Walikale -

Kisangani road;

9«555*08 Study of the transport facilities in the Ruzizi Valley to promote

the movement of goods and persons^
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' '" ^- Central African MULP0C_ _(Yaounde)

Agriculture ,

9,211.12 African Food Plan follow-up; ■

9.212«10 Determination, implementation and reinforcement of agricultural

"training programmes' (198O-I98I); ; „ ;.

(i) To identify priority areas in which agronomic research would

benefit the member countries and existing intergovernmental organizations;

(ii) To identify research and training institutes which could be

improved and developed or expanded in their activities and facilities

so as to enable them to serve as multinational institutions:

(iii) Research geared to seeking the possibilities of'the realization

of agro—industries based on the results of agronomic research,,

9»214*31 Expert consultation on food waste and marketing improvement.

Education1 .a-d Training " ■ *

9.:26l»'08 Establishment of multinational institutions for higher level

specialized training? Identification of national training and research

institutions with capacity and potentials to serve subregional needs

(1980-1981); ■■'••*■"

9»262«30 Meetings of Experts and of Ministers on co-operation in developing

and utilizing multinational training and research facilities in specialized

fields, based on the findings and recommendations of the above studies

(198O~1981),> ■-.■' ■ - .. : -'.:.'vjii.'_

Industrial Development'

9»331«35 Subregional meetings on industrial policies and consultations in

the establishment of multinational industries and for formulation of

common positions- in global industrial redeployment to developing!...!:,

countries; workshops on development policies for integrated development

of-sectoral programmes on basis of reports of field missions, '-see <

projects-9.332 (A), (B), (c), (d) ()

International Trade_

9.342*08 Promotion of trade among the countries of Central Africa and the

feasibility cf creating an appropriate institutional framework for the
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promotion of a subregiona.1 common market taking into account UDEAC

(1980-1981):

(i) Follow-up recommendations of meetings (1980);

(ii) Implementation of decisions including additional studies if

necessary (198O);

(iii) Establishment of appropriate institutional machineries"(1981)

for conducting negotiations (1981);

(iv) Convening of meetings of experts and ministers*

Manpower

9,441*04 Identification of indigenous consultancy services and study on

the problems of co-operation in their use (1980);

9»441»O5 Identification of African experts, especially those with scientific

and technical capabilities, and establishment of a Directory of expert

manpower resource pool to facilitate their use (I98O);

9»442»29 kcetings cf Experts and K_nisters to examine resources of African

scientific and technical manpower and consider recommendations for ■

intra—African co-operation in their employment within the subregion

(1980);

9#442*30 Meetings of Experts and Ministers to decide on policy and manner

of co-operation in the employment of indigenous consultancy services

(1981).

Mineral Resources Development

9,463.31 Intergovernmental meeting of plenipotentiaries on the establishment

of Governing Council of Central African Mineral Resources Development

Centre (1980)0

Social Development

9»534«l8 Analysis of national policies on small-scale industries, produc

tion and marketing of handicrafts (two countries, 1980);

9.534.19A In-depth study of national development plans to determine whether

they have taken into account the contribution of women (two countries,

i960). . . . ;.
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9«534.48 National seminars on the establishment or strengthening of national

machineries: and consultancy services for the formulation of integrated

women's programmes (l98o)j

9«>534*49 Subregional .study tour for women leaders to study national

machineries and projects for women/girls (1980);

9«534<>5O National training workshops in co-operatives and marketing for

producers and, market women (1980);

9.534*51 Subregional workshop for women leaders in project planning
co-ordination and implementation (1980);

9»534»52 Meetings of subregional committee for the integration of women

in development (1980).

Transport, Communications and Tourism

9.551.06 Study of possibility of establishment of African-owned coastal

inland transport services, assuring links between coastal and land

locked countries; . . ..

9.552.03 Studies of possibilities of creation of a multinational shipping

line.

9.554A.O2 Survey of feeder and trunk roads in the Central African .Sector

of the Trans-African Highway*
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; ■• .,.■-_ . . 4o West African MULFOC (Niamey!

Agri culture

9.211O12 African Food.Flan follow-up .(I98O-I9S1); i '"/ _ . .'...., !._'"'

9.-211.-28 .. Training and research in agriculture.: , ,.; ■ . . . r _. ., ■

(i) Analysis of work programmes of existing intergovernmental

organizations for identifying and programming their training needs (198O);

(ii) Research co-ordination and establishment of research consortium

In. agriculture :(l98o); . ■■=■-.. ■ - - ■ .-

(iii) Programming and implementation of projects to meet identified

needs in agricultural training and research (198I);

9.213.05 Study of the food situatro^"fe'1rhe-^bel--andrECOWAS- member States;
incorporating the SCET/sEDES study on anti-drought strategy for the

- Sahel (I9ao~198l)f : .. .- ■■ .. . , , .. .. ■ . ■ ■ ■■

9»214#3l(iv) Follow-up action in connexion with expert consultation on food

■ . , waste and marketing improvement -(I98O-I981),, \ ,

Economi c j Co^ope-ration ,

9.247cOl(i) In assisting existing intergovernmental organizations.

9.247*21 The publication of a comprehensive Directory of West African

intergovernmental organizations that would assist in the analysis of

their current work programmes with a view to identifying suitable areas

of co-operation among them particularly in the fields of agriculture and
livestock, transport and communications and water resources development;

9.247«>22 The publication of a periodic bulletin highlighting the major

issues, activities and programmes of West African intergovernmental

organizationss

Education and Training

9.261.06 Identification and analysis of training needs of intergovernmental
organizations in the subregion and preparation of relevant training

programmes tc meet assessed needs (I98O);

9.262.29 Organization and operation of specific training programmes, work
shops and fellowships designed to enhance the performance capability of
the staff of intergovernmental organizations in West Africa, including
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;. assistance in mobilizing resources for the implementation of training

programmes (198O-I98I). ■

Human Settlements

9«292cQ8 Projeqt for Housing and Construction Centre in Oa©avelli (Lome,

Togo) to serve the neighbouring countries of the subregion (198O)()

Industrial development

9'33-1*36 Subregional meetings on industrial policies and consultations .

in the establishment of multinational iricfasiries and for fo'rmulaii'bh of

ccinrr/on positions in global industrial redeployment of developing countries;

workshops on development policies for integrated development of, sectoral

programmes on basis of reports of field missions- see projects 9>332

(A), (B), (C), (D) (1980-1981).

Water Resources Development

9»466o0l(iv) Establishment of multinational water resources development
institute in West African subregion for research, planning and training

purposes (I98O-I98I).

Human Environment

9«478.,2l To assist the West African MULPOC in preparing its Information

Bulletin by supplying materials on the state of the environment in the

Social Development

9*534»19B In-depth study on income—generating skills for women (pottery,

sericulture, handicrafts) (I98O)j

Pilot project study of the environment of traditional market

places (I960);

9-534-19D Study of private entrepreneuxship in handicrafts (1980)*

9»534°53 National seminars on the establishment or strengthening of national

machineries and consultancy services for the formulation of integrated

women?s programmes (1980);

9»534«54 Study tours for women leaders to exchange ideas and as learning

experience on programmes/projects for women and girls with national
representatives of well-established national machineries (1981);
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9»534»55 National-training workshops on specific needs, ioe.food storage

and preservation, organization of co-operatives and marketing of small

businesses such as handicrafts, tie-dye and batik printing, pottery,

simple accounting methods and management training, extension techniques,

village technology; programme planning and project preparation (l98l)f .

f5 Itinerant .national training- workshops for trainers and planners in

programmes to improve the quality of rural life on request (1981);

9-534«57 Meeting of subregional committee for the integration of women in

development (1980)*

Transport, Communications and Tourism ■, ■■■ .

9*555*06 Implementation of the recommendations which will emerge from

ECOWAS tourism, industry survey* .
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% North African MULPQC (Tangiers)

Agriculture

9»214«3l(iii) Expert consultation on food waste and marketing improvement

(1981);

Industrial Development ...

9-331»37 Subregional meetings on industrial policies and consultations in

t.fte"1 establishment of multinational industries and for formulation of

common positions in global industrial redeployment to developing countries;

workshops-on development policies for integrated development of sectoral

programmes on basis of. reports of field missions (see projects 9«332 (a),

(b), (C)f (D) (1980-1981));

9»332»O6(a) Development ;o'f basic industriesr(^«..§*-engineering, metallurgical,

chemical, food and agro, building materials and construction) requiring

inter~!C.ountry co-operation (I98O-I98I )•*,,.;.,,, wm __

International Trade

9»342*O9 Promotion of trade among the countries of the siibregion (l98O-198l)#

Human Environment ■ ... .

Toicstudy, the environmental aspects of the development- of the iron

and steel-industry, basic chemical industry from petroleum refinery

by-products and agro-allied industry for pollution control during waste

disposal in order to provide recommendations to Governments jointly with

ECA/UNIBO Industry Division (joint study with Lusaka KULPOC) (1980);

5££i2L Development

9»534'O3 Integration of vcraen in development especially with regard to

training, appropriate technology, machineries^ haudicrafty and L'ircl----

scale industries (I98O-I98I);

9.534.O3(A) Pilot project for integrated rural development with focus on

village technology and handicrafts (1980);

9»534»O4 Compilation of national annotated bibliographies (1980)5

Socio-economic studies of existing projects aimed at introducing

new technologies (1980);
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9*534*06 Preliminary investigation, .to study national ...development plans with

the view of determining whether development plans take into account

women's contribution (1981);

9«534*O7 Survey of day care centres especially in the rural areas with a

view to introducing pilct projects to assist rural women (1980); - -

9*534.33 Convening of meetings of development planners and other appropriate

experts to examine the role of women with particular emphasis on rural

transformation and modalities for insuring that the role of women is

integrated in development pla~s (1980);

9*534*34 Training in co-operation for women leaders in rural areas (198O);

9*534*35 Training wor&s&^rgaABed towards enabling women to integrate

:better in devBltrpmsnt and raise family standards (I98O);

9*534*36, Consultancy-eeryijsee to strengthen national machineries and
' formulation ofJ i^egKTted^Oineft1 s programme (I980);

9*534.37 Study tour £or womwu- le«ie«« to exchange ideas and as learning
experience on-progcamme/projects for women and girls with national
representatives of well .est*KLijBh»d>«»td.onal machineries (I98O).

Transport, Communications and Tourism '

9.552*O5 Study-of co-ordination possibilities among the national coastal

shipping lines-(I98O-I98I); • ■ . "

9»554*O3(A.) Assistance in the completion and establishment of major

transport 'networks'between and within the North African subregion

(198O-I981).■


